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ABSTRACT 
V 

While many critics in Spain and elsewhere have considered 

Ignacio Aldecoa (1925-1969) to be one of the best prose stylists to pub

lish in Spain during the period following 1950, the majority of these 

critics have devoted more attention to Aldecoa's short stories than to 

his novels. This preference on their part has led some to suggest 

that Aldecoa was not a success as a novelist during his lifetime. 

Two important indications that Aldecoa does deserve attention 

as a novelist are his development of the themes of isolation and aliena

tion throughout the four novels published prior to his death and his 

growth as a stylist in the novel genre through his development and sub

sequent refinement of several lyrical prose techniques. His themes 

are universally broad, yet Aldecoa's settings and characters are very 

typical of contemporary Spain, and his use of the lyrical techniques is 

treated in such a way as to enhance the development of these themes. 

This is especially true in his last two novels, in which Aldecoa reaches 

a level of control in the balancing of form and content which proves his 

worth as an artist in the novel genre. 

vii 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Ignacio Aldecoa (1925-1969) is acknowledged as one of the few 

important writers of prose fiction in the decades following the Spanish 

Civil War of 1936-1939. He is among those authors whose first publi

cations place them in the post-1950 generation of twentieth century-

Spanish writers. His published works include two collections of verse, 

Todavla la vida (1947) and Libro de las algas (1949), ten collections of 

short stories which are: Espera de tercera clase (1955), Visperas del 

silencio (1955), El corazon y otros frutos amargos (1959), Caballo de 

pica (1961), Arqueologia (1961), Neutral Corner (1962), Pajaros y 

espantapajaros (1963), Los pajaros de Baden-Baden (1965), Santa 

Olaja de acero y otras historias (1968), and the posthumously published 

La tierra de nadie y otros relatos (1970), two travel books, Cuaderno 

de godo (1961) and El pais vasco (1962), numerous articles and reviews, 

and four novels: El fulgor y la sangre (1954), Con el viento solano 

(1956), Gran Sol (1957), and Parte de una historia (1967). 

Although he has been regarded with critical respect, Aldecoa is 

most remembered for his stylistic treatment of the short story genre, 

rather than as a novelist. Unfortunately, most of what has been 

1 
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written about Aldecoa's novels has either been insufficiently thorough, 

due to the brief nature of the review of each novel, * or, in the case of 

more extensive studies of Aldecoa's novelistic endeavors, important 

considerations, such as his treatment of the themes of isolation and 

alienation and his growth as a prose stylist in the development of his 

four published novels, have either been neglected or only superficially 

treated. 

One of the earliest articles dealing at length with Ignacio 

Aldecoa's work is a study by Carlos de Arce Robledo in which two col

lections of short stories and the novels El fulgor y la sangre and Con el 

viento solano are discussed. Arce Robledo says the following about 

El fulgor la sangre: 

^Como leyo la obra el Jurado para no corregirla antes 
de editarse? Unas veces esta en presente y otras en 
pas ado. Esta es una falta imperdonable para un autor, 
y que una editorial Planeta no debe sacar. Los cor— 
rectores o los lectores que tuvo la obra debieron 
subsanarlo o advertir que se subsanase.^ 

1. Cf., for example: Federico de Urrutia, Review of E1. fulgor 
y la sangre, Clavileno, No. 32 (March-April, 1955), p. 78. Enrique 
Sordo, Review of Con el viento solano, Revista, No. 205, 1956/p. 14. 
I. Z., Review of Gran Sol, Nuestro tiempo, No. 45, 1958, p. 384. 
R. B. , Review of Gran Sol, Jirafa, No. 12, 1958, p. 4. Alfred 
Gottwald, Review of Glanz und Blut, Welt und Wort, XVII (1962), 18. 

2. Carlos de Arce Robledo, "Ignacio Aldecoa, " Virtud y 
letras, XVI (1957), 106. 
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Con el viento solano fares little better in Arce Robledo's 

article, although he prefers it to the earlier novel: "Descuida la 

narracion, los personajes, la forma. Sdlo se interesa por la intencion. 

Sacrifica la obra literaria a una opinion, a un razonamiento, obrando 

injustamente con su creacion. " (Arce Robledo, p. 111.) 

Whereas Arce Robledo cares little for Aldecoa's style in these 

first two novels, Juan Luis Alborg does not dismiss either work so 

quickly. First, he says of the structure of El fulgor y la sangre: "El 

recurso novelesco utilizado aqui por Aldecoa podria ser aprovechado 

para las mas diversas circunstancias. De hecho tiene precedentes 

numerosos, y por citar uno solo, de gran notoriedad . .. podria 

recordarse KL puente de San Luis Rey, del norteamericano Thornton 

3 
Wilder." Alborg even goes so far as to say that the shifts in time are 

quite necessary to the novel, in order to form " ... un cosmos humano 

representative y esencial, un amplio estrato de nuestra vida con sus 

pasiones, sus necesidades, costumbres, tempo, ritmo, y horizontes 

peculiares." (Alborg, p. 267). 

In the sequel to El fulgor y la sangre, Alborg sees an effective 

impact in the contrast between the Gypsy fugitive and the people whom 

he encounters on the course of his flight to escape the Civil Guard. He 

must bear the secret knowledge of his having committed murder, as he 

3. Juan Luis Alborg, Hora actual de la novela espafiola (Madrid: 
Ediciones Taurus, 1958), p. 265. 
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becomes aware of the sufferings in the lives of others with whom he 

comes into contact during his flight from the Civil Guard. (Alborg, 

p. 272.) 

Gran Sol is also studied in Alborg's book, and considerable 

attention is brought to bear on the style of the novel, which Alborg des

cribes as being both modern and somewhat Baroque, insofar as Aldecoa 

employs "su repitida elusion verbal de conceptismo." (Alborg, p. 275.) 

In addition to the style of this sea novel, Alborg praises Aldecoa1 s 

ability to portray the monotony of the life aboard the fishing vessels, 

as well as his having succeeded in writing a novel worthy of the cau

tious, critical reader who can appreciate a well formed and resolved 

problem as an aesthetic experience. (Alborg, p. 277.) 

Eugenio G. de Nora devotes part of a chapter in his book on the 

contemporary Spanish novel to Aldecoa, and he sees a great "formal 

4 
perfection" in El fulgor y la sangre, a novel which he considers to be 

an exploration of the collective conscience of post-Civil War Spain. 

(Nora, p. 329. ) He compares Aldecoa's treatment of the Gypsy in Con 

el viento solano with the Negro character in Richard Wright's Native 

Son, and Nora further states that Aldecoa's Gypsy fugitive is a good 

portrayal of the typical psychology of the chulo who suffers from a 

demoralizing inferiority complex. (Nora, p. 330. ) 

4. Eugenio G. de Nora, La novela espaflola contemporanea 
(1927-1960) (Madrid: Editorial Gredos, 1962), p„ 328. 



Nora mentions Aldecoa's plan to write a sea trilogy and dis-

5 
cusses Gran Sol as if it were the first novel of this group. He states 

that the trilogy is really to be concerned with men who work on the 

sea, rather than a collection of sagas of the sea in novel form. (Nora, 

p. 331.) With the possible exception of Rafael Sanchez Ferlosio's El 

Jarama, Nora says that Gran Sol is probably the most ascetically and 

temperately executed work yet to come from the Iberian Peninsula. 

(Nora, p. 331.) 

Among the novels written in countries other than Spain, Nora 

feels that the closest comparison one can make with Gran Sol is Ernest 

Hemingway's short novel, The Old Man and the Sea. (Nora, p. 331.) 

He subsequently approaches the question of the loneliness of the crew 

aboard the Aril, but he does not pursue the development of the theme 

of isolation in this novel nor of its development in El fulgor y la sangre. 

He likewise ignores the alienation theme in Con el viento solano. 

Nora is not alone in this neglect of Aldecoa's themes. While 

6 7 
other critics such as Antonio Iglesias Laguno, Ricardo Senabre, and 

5. Many critics tend to list Gran Sol as the first novel in such _ 
a trilogy, although there is no real support for this. Aldecoa himself 
denied that Gran Sol is part of a trilogy in a letter to this author dated 
14 October 1969: "Gran Sol no es cabeza de trilogia alguna. " 

6. Antonio Iglesias Laguno, "El escritor Ignacio Aldecoa, " 
Estafeta literaria, No. 433 (December 1, 1969), pp. 8-12. 

7. Ricardo Senabre, "La obra narrativa de Ignacio Aldecoa, " 
Papeles de Son Armadans, LVI (January, 1970), 10. 
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8 
Julio M. de la Rosa refer to either isolation or alienation in Aldecoa's 

novels, none of them discusses these themes at length, although 

Iglesias Laguno makes an important statement about the asocial nature 

of Aldecoa's characters. He considers his works as being anything 

but "social novels": "No hace literatura social, aunque . . . le incluyan 

entre los novelistas sociales. Cuando los heroes de Aldecoa no son 

'asociales, ' al margen de la sociedad (vagabundos, gitanos, torerillos), 

son artesanos y menestrales antes que proletarios. E incluso los 

proletarios estan vistos en su dolorosa dimension de hombres y no 

como grumos de una masa denunciadora de injusticias. " (Iglesias, 

p. 9. ) 

Insofar as these and other critics discuss Aldecoa's style, his 

approaching a lyric novel is mentioned, but no elaboration is made on 

those elements of his style which make his novels worthy of mention in 

this respect. Nora cites one passage from Gran Sol which he considers 

lyrical (Nora, p. 332), and Iglesias Laguno refers to the "impression

ism" of Con el viento solano. (Iglesias, p. 11.) Marra Lopez dedi

cates a whole page to "Lirismo y esperpento en la obra de Ignacio 

9 
Aldecoa, " speaking of "autentica y verdadera poesia, " "tecnica 

8. Julio M. de la Rosa, "Notas para un estudio sobre Ignacio 
Aldecoa, " Cuadernos hispanoamericanos, No. 241 (January, 1970), 
p. 6. 

9. Jose Ramon Marra Lopez, "Lirismo y esperpento en la 
obra de Ignacio Aldecoa, " Insula, No. 226 (September, 1965), p. 5. 
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perfecta y un lenguaje de gran calidad, perfectamente acoplado al 

ritmo narrativo, " (Marra Lopez, p. 5) but without presenting specific 

examples from the novels to establish his premise of the lyrical 

qualities of Aldecoa's prose fiction. 

It is the purpose of this study to examine the four novels pub

lished prior to Aldecoa's death as artistically successful novels deal

ing with the themes of isolation and alienation and to show how and to 

what degree the style of these novels is, indeed, lyrical. Before 

entering into such an examination, however, the key terms, "isolation, " 

"alienation, " and "lyrical, " as they apply to this study, must be 

defined to avoid confusion with other definitions of these terms as found 

in current studies of psychology, philosophy, and literary criticism, 

several of which present conflicting uses of the same terms when 

applied in very similar instances. 

As Eric and Mary Josephson point out in their introduction to 

Man Alone: Alienation in Modern Society, "This theme of the aliena

tion of modern man runs through the literature and drama of two con

tinents: it can be traced in the content and form of modern art: it 

preoccupies theologians and philosophers, and to many psychologists 

and sociologists, it is the central problem of our time, Earlier 

mention was made of what Iglesias Laguno calls the "asocial heroes, " 

10. Eric Josephson and Mary Josephson, Man Alone: Aliena
tion in Modern Society (New York: Dell Publishing Co., 1967), p. 10. 
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the people on the outskirts of society, about whom Aldecoa writes, 

and it is in such characters that Aldecoa shows alienation and its 

effect upon such people. The Josephsons discuss the variety of ways 

in which alienation is approached in contemporary times, including not 

only individual alienation, but the alienation of certain groups within 

society, and they approach a definition of alienation citing F. H. 

Heinemann: "The facts to which the term 'alienation' refers are, 

objectively, different kinds of dissociation, break, or rupture between 

human beings and their objects, whether the latter be other persons, 

or the natural world, or their own creations. . . and, subjectively, the 

corresponding states of disequilibrium, disturbance, strangeness, and 

anxiety." (Josephsons, p. 13. ) As found in the "asocial heroes" of 

Aldecoa's novels, alienation is the "dissociation between human beings 

and. . . other persons" of which Heinemann speaks. 

"Isolation, " on the other hand, deals with the state of aloneness 

of an individual, generally brought about by physical separation from 

one's fellow men, be they the family unit or the greater part of general 

society. In discussing the problem of isolation, Hendrick M. Ruitenbeek 

concedes: "Aloneness and loneliness do go hand in hand. . . and 

"Concentration of people certainly does not lessen loneliness. " 

(Ruitenbeek, p. 55.) As it will be applied to the characters in the 

11. Hendrik M. Ruitenbeek, The Individual and the Crowd (New 
York: The New American Library, 1965), p. 55. 
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novels of Ignacio Aldecoa, the term "isolation" will mean that state of 

physical separation from one's fellow man which brings the individual 

to a sense of loneliness, a sense of the need for familial or other 

societal relationships. 

An excellent study of the lyrical novel by Ralph Freedman 

provides an insight into the elements of a novel which may be said to 

be lyrical. Says Freedman: 

Lyrical novels, then, possess widely ranging possibilities 
of objectification. Their repertoire of possible tech
niques includes many variations of narrative form which 
they use in the manner of lyrical poetry, extending from 
a pure stream of consciousness to a controlled pattern 
of figures and scenes manipulated by an omniscient 
author. [The lyrical novel]. . . may include subconscious 
imagery and monologues, but it may also consist of 
patterns of symbolic encounters or a canvas of com
plementing figures. Its defining characteristics vary 
with the author's traditions, his country, and time, with 
his personal sensibility and genius. But whatever form 
is used, his point of view is crystallized in his pro
tagonists, who transform their perceptions into a network 
of images. 12 

The key to the concept of a lyrical novel in the works of Ignacio 

Aldecoa lies in what Professor Freedman calls a "controlled pattern 

of figures and scenes, " in that the "lyrical" aspects of Aldecoa's 

novelistic style are his uses of such controlled patterns in descriptive 

narrative and internal monologues and of his employment of rhythmic 

patterns of words and phrases for an effect not unlike the metrics of 

12. Ralph Freedman, The Lyrical Novel (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 1966), p. 16. 



lyric poetry . The chapters dealing with these lyrical techniques will 

show the ways in which Aldecoa develops his style in the first two 

novels and his subsequent development as a novelist in the use of 

lyrical prose techniques in the last two novels published before his 

death. 

The themes of alienation and isolation and the stylistic pro

gression towards a lyrical novel, as these terms are defined above, 

constitute the main concern of this study of the novels of Ignacio 

Aldecoa, to be structured as follows: Chapter 2 deals with the respec

tive themes of isolation and alienation in both El fulgor y la sangre and 

Con el viento solano, since these two novels are two expressions of the 

same basic problem in which Aldecoa develops his themes: first from 

the perspective of the Civil Guardsmen and their wives and then from 

that of the fugitive Gypsy, Sebastian Vasquez. 

Since the lyrical techniques in both these novels are closely 

linked, as are the themes and the plot, the subsequent chapter will 

discuss the two novels in terms of the stylistic progression from the 

first to the second novel, rather than there being a separate chapter 

devoted to the style of each. 
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Despite attempts to view Gran Sol and Parte de una historia 

13 
as the first two novels in a truncated trilogy of the sea, the two do 

not share the closeness or integration realized in El fulgor y la sangre 

and Con el viento solano. They are stylistically similar, however, in 

that they show the controlled subtlety with which Aldecoa uses the 

lyrical techniques developed in the earlier novels, so Chapter 4 will be 

a discussion of style in these novels. For simple continuity Gran Sol 

will be discussed first, to be followed in the chapter on the stylistic 

control of Ignacio Aldecoa by Parte de una historia. 

13. Among those criticisms citing these novels as parts of a 
trilogy of the sea, cf. : Nora, p. 331; Senabre, p. 11; de la Rosa, p. 
3; Alborg, p. 263. Cf. also: William J. Grupp, "Two Representatives 
of the Rising Young Generation of Spanish Novelists: Jose Luis 
Castillo Puche and Ignacio Aldecoa, " Kentucky Foreign Language 
Quarterly, VII, (1960), 84. 



CHAPTER 2 

ISOLATION IN EL FULGOR Y LA SANGRE AND ALIENATION IN 

CON EL VIENTO SOLANO 

El fulgor y la sangre 

In writing El fulgor ̂  la sangre and Con el viento solano, 

Ignacio Aldecoa develops in both novels the themes of isolation and 

alienation. It is not unusual, therefore, that Aldecoa should choose to 

deal with characters from among two elements of Spanish life that are 

in a state of alienation and isolation from the mainstream of contem

porary Spanish society: The Spanish Civil Guard and the Gypsy. The 

latter is alienated from society by accident of birth, by being a second-

class citizen, a member of a minority group still regarded with dis 

trust and scorn by a great part of the population. That the area in 

which the Gypsy lives, apart from the non-Gypsy neighborhoods., con

stitutes his state of isolation scarcely need be mentioned. In the case 

of the Spanish Civil Guard, however, birth does not dictate the isola

tion of barracks life nor the alienation brought about by fear and sus

picion. Theirs is a condition brought about by choice, that of their 

profession. 

12 



Founded in 1844 as a control against rampant banditry, the 

Spanish Civil Guard soon gained a reputation among the masses of 

Spanish society not only as an effective paramilitary police force used 

to control bandits in the outlying areas of the country, but also as an 

agency of the central government which could quell popular rebellion 

and inform the government of the activities of the people. Hugh 

Thomas writes of the initial isolation of the Civil Guard from the pub

lic which led to an alienation of the Guard from the general populace, 

and shows how such isolation was a matter of official Civil Guard 

policy: "Members of the Civil Guard never served in the part of Spain 

from whence they came. They were not encouraged to speak to anyone 

in the village in which they were quartered. They had a deserved 

reputation for ruthlessness. 'When one joins the Civil Guard, ' 

14 
remarked Ramon Sender, 'one declares civil war. •" 

This conscious break with the people which Sender describes 

as an individual act of "civil war, " coupled with the violent cruelty 

with which the Civil Guard carried out punitive orders, has led to a 

long history of bloodshed and mutual distrust, thus serving to alienate 

the members of the Civil Guard from their fellow citizens, as well as 

to isolate them. The fear and hatred of the Spaniards towards the 

14. Hugh Thomas, The Spanish Civil War (New York: Harper 
and Row, 1961), p. 48. 
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Civil Guard have made themselves manifest through the years, even 

in relatively recent times. 

One such incident occurred in 1931, when the Civil Guard was 

called to stop an attempted gathering of the National Labor Confedera

tion in the town of Castilnuevo. The bitter townspeople set upon the 

guardsmen and brutally killed them, beating in their heads and gouging 

their eyes. Such was the passion of the villagers' fury that they 

mutilated the bodies of the Civil Guard casualties to the point of making 

some of them nearly unidentifiable. 

In one of these bodies no less than thirty-seven separate knife 

wounds were discovered. Because of the great number of people taking 

part in the violence, no party or parties were ever brought to trial for 

15 
the murders of the guardsmen. Although such incidents are extreme 

examples, the murders at Castilnuevo serve as an example of the 

extremes to which the hatred and distrust of a people can carry them, 

even causing them to commit an act possibly as heinous as any per

petrated by those against whom they are protesting. 

The Civil Guard has many acts of violence to its discredit. One 

of the cases most often cited as an example of the cruelty of which the 

guardsmen are capable is the killing of eighteen peasants in the village 

15. For accounts of Castilnuevo, cf. : Thomas, pp. 48-49 or 
George Hills, Franco: The Man and His Nation (London: Hale, 1967), 
p. 179. 
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of Yeste in 1936, a few months prior to the outbreak of the 1936-1939 

Civil War. The deaths were by no means justifiable, but it is inter

esting to note that the reasons given for the atrocity vary greatly, 

depending upon the bias of the narrator. 

Former United States Ambassador Claude Bowers states that 

some six peasants were arrested for cutting trees for fuel on some 

landed estates. In response to the demands of friends of the prisoners 

that they be released, the mayor of Yeste asked the Civil Guard to 

release them. However, before the guards could respond to the request, 

they were set upon by the angered peasants who "... attacked the guards 

with pitchforks, clubs, and rocks, and one of the officers was killed. 

When many of them were wounded, the guards opened fire, and eighteen 

peasants fell.11 

Constancia de la Mora tells the same story in quite another 

fashion, giving the same number of dead and the same place but with 

little else in common with the account written by Ambassador Bowers. 

De la Mora's version is as follows: "In Yeste, near Toledo, the Civil 

Guards slaughtered eighteen peasants who had been slow to leave land 

a private reservoir company had illegally purchased. The peasants 

16. Claude G. Bowers, My Mission to Spain; Watching the 
Rehearsal for World War Two (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1954), 
p. 233. 
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were hastily buried by the Civil Guards--one still had his pack on his 

17 back when his body was dug up by his frantic wife. " 

There is no dearth of material on Civil Guard atrocities, but 

the attempt to select those accounts which contain less emotion than 

fact is not so simple a task. One of the most widely discussed cases 

is that of the murder of the poet and playwright Federico Garcia Lorca, 

at the outbreak of the 1936-1939 Civil War. Lorca was a very out

spoken enemy of the brand of oppression which the Civil Guard repre

sented to the young poet, and among his poems are works that tell of 

the Civil Guard and its manner of dealing with the people of Spain. 

Among these are such poems as "Prendimiento de Antonito el 

Camborio en el camino de Sevilla, " "Muerte de Antonito el Camborio, " 

and "Reyerta, " but it is Lorca's "Romance de la Guardia Civil 

Espanola" that gives the poet's strongest indictment of the basic evils 

which Lorca sees represented by the Spanish Civil Guard, Lorca 

describes the guardsmen in images of darkness which suggest the 

darkly sinister nature he sees in these men who patrol the highways 

and rural countrysides of Spain: 

Los caballos negros son. 
Las herraduras son negras. 
Sobre las capas relucen 
Mapichas de tinta y de cera. 
Tienen, por eso no lloran, 

17. Constancia de la Mora, In Place of Splendour (London: 
Michael Joseph, Ltd., 1940), p. 218. 
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de plomo las calaveras. 
Con el alma de charol 
vienen por la carretera. 
Jorobados y nocturnos, 
por donde animan ordenan 
silencios de goma oscura 
y miedos de fina arena. 
Pasan, si quieren pasar, 
y ocultan en la cabeza 
una vaga astronomia 
de pistolas inconcretas. 

The lines quoted above are the first in a poem which in its 

entirety condemns the brutality and repression for which the Spanish 

Civil Guard has stood since 1844. These images of a basically heart

less ("el alma de charol") and unthinking ("Tienen .. . de plomo las 

calaveras") nature are supported in later passages by direct examples 

of excessive cruelty, as in the case of Rosa de los Camborios: 

Rosa de los Camborios, 
gime sentada en su puerta 
con sus dos pechos cortados 
puestos en una bandeja. (Lorca, pp. 456-457.) 

It is no wonder, therefore, that when Garcia Lorca was murdered in 

1936 the suspicion of guilt was directed toward the Spanish Civil Guard 

which Lorca attacked in his poetry, despite the fact that no positive 

19 
proof of the guilt in his death has been presented to date. 

18. Federico Garcia Lorca, Obras completas, ed. by Arturo 
del Hoyo (Madrid: Ediciones Aguilar, 1968), p. 453. 

19. For several references about the controversy over Lorca1 s 
death, cf. : Thomas, p. 17. One other source not cited by Thomas is 
Manuel Tufion de Lara, La Espafia del siglo XX (Paris: Libreria 
Espanola, 1966), p. 451. 
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In view of its role in repressing strikes and other anti-

government demonstrations, its patrolling the Spanish roads and rural 

areas to keep the central government informed of all activities among 

the people which might prove suspect, its arresting or killing those 

sought by the state for crimes, and its having a long history of support 

of the landed or military Right and the Roman Catholic Church, as well, 

one is not surprised to see that the Spanish Civil Guard went with the 

Nationalist forces under Generalissimo Francisco Franco during the 

20 
Civil War of 1936-1939. That this gendarme body continues to serve 

that regime at present is likewise no surprise. 

It only exchanged the insignia of the Spanish Republic for the 

red enameled diamond with cloisonne sword and fasces which now 

adorns the collars of the Civil Guard tunic. The basic Civil Guard 

uniform remains the same. The tricornio, the black patent leather, 

three-cornered hat of 1844 stands today for what it did over one hun

dred and twenty-five years ago. 

Tomas Salvador describes the meaning of this uniform to the 

members of the Spanish Civil Guard in the prologue to Cuerda de 

20. Actually, the defection of the Civil Guard to the Rebel 
forces was not complete. For accounts of those cases of Civil Guard 
troops serving the Republic, cf. : Ramon J. Sender, The War in Spain, 
a Personal Narrative (London: Faber and Faber, Ltd., 1938), p. 38; 
Charles Foltz, The Masquerade in Spain (Boston: Houghton Mifflin 
Company, 1948), pp. 42-43. Adelardo Fernandez Arias, La agonia 
de Madrid, 1936-1937 (Zaragoza: Libreria General, 1938), p. 150. 
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presos as that of a symbol of each member's having renounced society 

in the name of an almost fraternal code of honor, a bond shared by all 

who join the ranks of the Guard. He writes: "La Guardia Civil lo 

encadena--al individuo-- por el hon*r-. Por un honor que una vez 

perdido no se recobra jamas, el guardia civil se somete a una discip-

21 
lina espartana, a una obediencia ciega, a una anulacion total." 

Salvador's use of the adjective "Spartan" is not unfounded. The 

life of the men of the Spanish Civil Guard is a difficult one. Duty de

mands a lot in the way of physical and mental strain, without recogni

tion of seasonal changes or any other types of hazards one might 

encounter while on patrol for the Guard. Among the forces that effect 

the guardsmen, isolation and alienation play a very important part in 

causing the mental pressures to be encountered by a man enlisting in 

the Spanish Civil Guard. 

El fulgor y la sangre shows the effects of isolation and aliena

tion not only on the men of the Civil Guard, but on their wives, as well. 

The novel is an important literary statement of this aspect of life in the 

Civil Guard, because Aldecoa eschews the portrayal of this organization 

for political propagandizing for either the Left or Right. He concerns 

himself with these guardsmen and their wives as human beings with 

basic needs and problems. 

21. Tomas Salvador, Cugrda de presos (Barcelona: Editorial 
Bruguera, S. A., 1967), p. 42. 
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Of the two themes treated in this novel, isolation is dominant, 

although, as will be seen, that of alienation is an important secondary 

thematic element of the novel. Family ties are broken by time and 

distance. Social relationships outside the barracks do not exist. Time 

passes too slowly in the sameness of routine. There is too much time 

in which the isolation experienced by those living in the barracks can 

exercise its influence upon the men and women there. 

Isolation, as defined earlier in this study, generally is a state 

brought about by some form of physical aloneness or separation, and 

Aldecoa wastes no time in establishing a very obvious parallel to the 

isolation experienced by the men and women living in the castle-

barracks: the very building used as the guardhouse and living quarters 

for the guards and their families. Early in Chapter I there is a des

cription of the old castle that has been converted into a barracks-

guardhouse for the use of the Civil Guard detachment around which the 

novel is written. 

The reader is first told how the castle is situated on a hill 

overlooking a village at the base of the hill and the farmlands and pas

tures beyond the town. This done, Aldecoa then describes briefly the 

way in which the living quarters are divided within the confines of the 

22 
building. The description ends with a passage that shows the almost 

22. Ignacio Aldecoa, El fulgor y la sangre (Barcelona: 
Editorial Planeta, 1954), p. 9. (Hereafter cited in the text as FS, with 
appropriate pagination.) 
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timeless nature of this separation of the castle from the town and the 

countryside which it overlooks: "Los castillos de la linea fronteriza 

con la moreria cinco o seis siglos atras, estaban medio en ruinas. 

Desde los castillos elevados sobre colinas se dominaba el campo, ocre 

y negro plateado; ocre de tierra de cereales, negro plateado de los 

oliveros lejanos. " (FS, pp. 9-10.) 

This physical image of isolation is further reinforced at later 

points in Aldecoa1 s narrative, as when one of the women recalls how 

large the castle seemed when she arrived as a young bride, only to see 

it seem to shrink in a short time, due to the confinement and the isola

tion from the outside world which its walls meant to her. "El Castillo 

fue un almacen de hastio, un derrumbamiento de horizontes ... .11 

(FS, p. 46. ) Much later the physical separation of the castle from the 

village is again shown, as the sun begins to set: "El pueblo estaba 

enfrente. El pueblo era una mancha violeta claro en las blancas 

fachadas, un morado oscuro en los rojos tejados. El Castillo estaba 

siluetado por el sol poniente, oscura su masa, recortado luminosamen-

te su perfil. " (FS, p. 343.) 

Aldecoa uses the physical separation which the castle repre

sents to establish a thematic ambience of isolation before introducing 

the characters whose varying states of isolation and alienation are to 

be developed in the subsequent chapters of the novel. Once this 

atmosphere has been created in "Mediodia, " his first chapter, Aldecoa 
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then presents these characters in the thoughts of Pedro, one of the 

guards on sentry duty outside the castle walls: 

Y el piensa, relaciona cosas de su intimidad, de la 
intimidad de todos en el castillo: 

Maria y Baldomero; Felisa y Ruiperez, porque 
nunca se le llama por su nombre, con sus cuatro hijos; 
Ernesta y su marido, Guillermo. Francisco, que come 
y cena en casa de Ernesta y Guillermo. Mi mujer y yo. 
Mi mujer, Sonsoles, y yo, Pedro, y nuestro hijo, 
Pedro. Carmen y Cecilio Jimenez, los dos de Madrid, 
que saben muchas cosas y tienen un muchachito palido 
y delgado.^> (FS, p. 11.) 

In Chapter I Aldecoa presents his major theme and his principal 

characters, but the plot, as such, does not unfold until the following 

chapter, in which the guards on duty at the castle receive a message 

that one of their fellow guardsmen has been shot and possibly killed 

while on patrol at a fair in one of the neighboring villages under their 

jurisdiction. The plot of the novel revolves around the reactions of the 

guards on duty at the castle and the women living at the installation 

to the news of this shooting. The reflections of each of the wives about 

her life prior to coming to the castle are juxtaposed with her present 

situation. "Mediodia, " ("noon") is the name of the first chapter, and 

each successive chapter is a later hour in the single day in which the 

whole of the novel is set, ending with dusk, "Crepuscular. " 

The first woman presented is Sonsoles, the wife of the sentry 

whose thoughts introduce the characters in Chapter I. By a juxtaposi

tion of her reflections on her past and present life, Sonsoles shows the 



effects which isolation in the castle has made upon her. She is very-

tired, very bored. Her past life has been a series of tragic events, 

from her witnessing a brutal atrocity committed by members of her 

own family during the Civil War, the death of her father, the decline 

and death of her mother, and the death of her grandmother who cared 

for her after her parents' deaths, to her seduction by a cousin which 

destroys her plan to take final vows at the convent where she went to 

school and had begun the primary stages of her novitiate. 

Sonsoles tries to convince herself that submission, conformity 

with the life in the castle, is the solution for the emptiness she feels 

in her life. This takes on an outward manifestation in her attempts to 

convince young Ernesta, the newest member of the close circle of 

castle wives, that the loneliness and boredom the girl feels within the 

confines of the barracks will pass with time. 

She tells Ernesta, "Ya te acostumbraras, " (FS, p. 25.) every 

time the young woman complains. She is tired and bored. "Ya te 

acostumbraras. " She will never be able to get accustomed to barracks 

life. "Ya te acostumbraras. " But Sonsoles has lived too long at the 

castle to understand her feelings. She, Ernesta, is different. She 

cannot conform. "Ya te acostumbraras. " Each time Ernesta protests, 

Sonsoles counters with her lie, but it is a very tired deception. 

Sonsoles thinks: 11 ^Se habia acostumbrado ella? No era un 

lugar para que una mujer se acostumbrara a vivir en el. Desde el 



primer dia odiaba el Castillo y odiatja tambien el pueblo y la gente que 

lo habitaba. De alii habia que marcharse, o acabaria odiando hasta a 

Pedro. " (FS, p. 25.) Her sense of isolation has led Sonsoles beyond 

boredom to a feeling of hatred for the village at the foot of the hill and 

the people living in it. This hatred is the first level of her alienation, 

an alienation brought on by the isolation of castle life, which will, she 

realizes, lead to an alienation from her husband unless she can some

how escape. 

Sonsoles has let isolation lead her into a state of alienation, 

and the events of the day make her realize a second level of dissocia

tion which causes her anxiety to increase. Once her husband tells her 

of the news of the shooting Sonsoles is more alone than before, having 

now to face the problem of how to break this news to the other wives in 

the compound. She finds no comfort to her distress in the knowledge 

that she is generally well thought of by the other women, because 

" . .. sabia muy bien que su bondad [the cause of her being liked by the 

others] era una bondad egoista, preocupada por lo menudo de los 

demas y encerrada en si misma para todo lo que pudiera ser trascen-

dente para los otros. Estaba mas aislada que nunca; mas encerrada 

que nunc a. " (FS, p. 76.) With this added aloneness, a second aliena

tion, Sonsoles' lie, "Ya te acostumbraras, " is more hollow than before. 

Chapter III deals primarily with the reflections past and present 

of Felisa, the wife of the other guard on duty at the castle, and with 



those of her husband, Ruiperez. Felisa's past, like Sonsoles', is 

greatly overshadowed by the 1936-1939 Civil War, in that her father 

suffered for his socialist leanings and activities, while her brother 

left Spain as a result of his participation in the war. Despite his 

feeling that Ruiperez was "un enemigo de los obreros, " (FS, p. 67.) 

Felisa's father overcame his sense of alienation from the guardsman 

and consented to their marriage. Shortly after the wedding, Felisa's 

father was killed in a factory accident. The rest is the present, the 

dull sameness of quotidian routine for Felisa and Ruiperez. 

The very cadence of routine sets the past-present thoughts of 

Ruiperez as he walks his sentry post outside the castle walls. His 

past shows this man to be different from the other guards stationed at 

the castle, in that he joined the Spanish Civil Guard as a young man 

eager to follow the footsteps of his father who had had a long career in 

the Guard. He had wanted this life since childhood, rather than joining 

the Guard after military service as Pedro had done, because "La 

costumbre del fusil no se pierde tan pronto. " (FS, pp. 12-13.) 

Despite his dedication to the Civil Guard, Ruiperez is not 

immune--especially on dull sentry duty under a hot, Castilian sun--to 

thinking about what being a guard means, in terms of one's relation

ship to the rest of society. The thoughts of Ruiperez, the one truly 

professional guard in the castle, bespeak the sense of alienation 

which members of the Spanish Civil Guard come to realize, sooner or 



later, as they walk their posts in all parts of the country: "Andar y 

andar de un lado a otro, con el reglamento en cada caso rebotando del 

labio a la mente. El temor de algunos frente al uniforme, las caras 

hostiles . .. que brotaban el el recuerdo ... . " (FS, p. 103.) 

In thinking about the years of marching and patrolling, Ruiperez 

dwells for a moment on another aspect of this alienation: "Andar, y 

andar y no dejar de andar. Habia andado mucho. Los paisajes de la 

tierra, que el no llamaba Espafia, sino Patria. " (FS, p. 102.) This 

alienation has not only been the product of the isolation caused by the 

changes in assignment that uproot the guards and send them to differ

ent parts of the country, nor entirely by the fear of the people of the 

Civil Guard, but by a singular attitude which is reflected in his thinking 

of the land not as Spain but as Fatherland. 

Over the main entrance of each Civil Guard installation in Spain 

is affixed the motto, Todo por la Patria, which means "Everything for 

the Fatherland. " Rather than a slogan that would indicate a personal 

attachment (Spain), the Civil Guard has pledged its allegiance to an 

abstraction (Fatherland) in this motto, which is, in a sense, its official 

statement of alienation from the people, of a detachment from the per

sonal relationship which a proper noun might suggest. 

In a later moment of reflection, Ruiperez thinks of his first 

days in the Guard: "Recordaba las palabras de los primeros tiempos 

de servicio, cuando se les inculcaba dia tras dia la fraternidad en las 
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armas, aquella fraternidad que durante la guerra habia sido fraternidad 

en la muerte y en la sangre. " (FS, p. 104,) This concept of the 

Spanish Civil Guard as a "fraternity of arms" further shows the attitude 

of rejection, of alienation from the greater part of society. A guard's 

loyalty is not to the people, but to his fellow guards, his brothers under 

arms who serve under the impersonal banner of a fatherland. Ruiperez 

recalls his comrades who died in the Civil War and then thinks, "EJsta 

era otra guerra que el habia escogido desde nifio como la escogio su 

padre, tambien guardia. " (FS, p. 104. ) In seeing his life as a type 

of war, Ruiperez further develops his sense of alienation due to his 

being a guard, and he uses an image not unlike the civil war concept 

employed by Ramon J. Sender, referred to earlier in this study. 

Ruiperez' thoughts give expression to the alienation of the 

Civil Guard from the rest of society, but this alienation is not the 

primary concern of El fulgor y la sangre. Isolation is the major theme 

of this novel, and Ruiperez' thoughts turn to the isolation of the women. 

They do not have to undergo the dull routine of guard duty on hot, dusty 

days, nor do they feel the cartridge belts digging into their backs, but 

the effects of their isolation are no less real. He thinks: 

La vida en el Castillo transcurria asi, monotona, 
aburrida, melancolica. Algun incidente pequefio, 
algun traslado repentino. Pocas, muy pocas cosas 
llenaban la vida de los habitantes. 

Los anos pasaban y el Castillo, inmovil en su 
cerro, abierto al cielo, a las nubes que pasan, a 
las aves que emigran, guardaba la vida de las mujeres 



en el amplio e insosegado patio. Patio a veces de 
melancolia, a veces de furia y de amargura. (FS, p. 125.) 

The patio is the place where the women of the castle pass a good 

part of each day, as they try in their own way to combat the effects of 

isolation. One such way to pass time is by gathering together under 

whatever shade is available to exchange reminiscences of their lives 

before each entered the enclosed world of the castle, or to tell stories 

--fantasies--in order to forget for a few minutes the confined atmos

phere of the castle-barracks. The woman most talented in the telling 

of such stories is Maria, Baldomero's wife. 

Chapter IV shows Maria's past in juxtaposition with the present, 

and the reader is shown how Maria resorted to fantasies in adoles

cence to compensate for what she felt were her physical shortcomings. 

Her earlier adult years were spent in frustration as a rural school 

teacher in the mountains, where her landlady told morbid and gruesome 

23 
stories that Maria was never to forget. Having this store-house of 

tales of violence and sexual passions, Maria resorts to the telling of 

23. In a realistically detailed frame-tale, set in Maria's 
thoughts about her former life in the mountains, the old landlady 
relates an event in which villagers set upon and brutally kill a guard 
for his past crimes against the local peasants, a story not unlike the 
real happening at Castilnuevo. (FS, pp. 135-140. ) 



such stories as a means of escape from the boredom, the frustration, 

24 
and the irritation which her isolated state has brought upon her. 

Carmen, the wife of Cecilio Jimenez, sees through Maria's 

persona and points out this false attempt to deny the effects of isolation, 

telling Maria very bluntly: "Tu te aburres como todas nosotras aqui, 

y te tienes que divertir con algo. Ese algo con el que tu te diviertes 

es embarullar a la gente, haciendoles cosas en las que no han pensado 

en su vida. Dejalas, dejalas, y no las entretengas." (FS, pp. 183-184.) 

But the tensions brought about by isolation are too much for Carmen 

herself, and she goes too far in scolding Maria, saying: "Que se 

aburran como tu y como yo, que se fastidien. " (FS, p. 184. ) 

Quick to recover her persona of toughness, and indifference, 

Maria ripostes: "Mujer, eso no esta bien--habia notas de burla en su 

voz--. Si yo no las divirtiese podian caer en esa melancolia que tu por 

^jemplo sufres, que las haria desesperarse a veces.11 (FS, p. 184.) 

Carmen begins to weaken further, and Maria presses her advantage: 

"--Yo, yo . . . tu crees que yo estoy melancolica. Chica, me haces 

reir. Yo lo que prefiero es estar sola. Estando sola estoy mucho 

mejor que acompanada. Ya ves, ni siquiera me preocupan vuestras 

24. "The reader is actually introduced to Maria in Chapter III, 
when she is shown taking delight in horrifying Ernesta with a story 
about a mother who quartered her child and fed it to the pigs. Before 
the law could jail her, the woman in the story slashed her womb with a 
kitchen knife and greeted the officers with curses, insults, and a womb 
spilling forth blood as black as India ink. (FS, p. 107.) 
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cosas." (FS, p. 184.) 

Carmen cannot cope with Maria's show of indifference and 

leaves. The facade is well constructed, and gives Maria a measure of 

security against such people as Carmen who would attempt to expose 

her weakness. However, her thoughts are given the reader to examine. 

Her sham only serves to point out the degree to \vhich isolation has 

affected her. 

Prior to this scene with Carmen, Maria exposes her own feel

ings of emptiness, loneliness, and frustration, brought on by her 

isolation from the world outside the castle: 

Pensaba que para la soledad del Castillo le hubiera 
gustado tener un hijo de quien preocyparse. Un hijo 
solamente, como Carmen o como Sonsoles. Hablar 
con las demas mujeres del hijo, de las preocupaciQnes 
que acarrean los hijos. Pero ella estaba sola. Eran 
ella y Baldomero. Se paso las manos por el vientre. 
No le habian gustado nunca los chiquillos, pero el 
hijo propio era algo necesario para toda mujer. 
(FS, p. 149.) 

As soon as Maria ponders childbirth and rearing children as a 

means of evading the effects of her isolation, her security is challenged 

indirectly by the unsuspecting Ernesta. Worried about not haying yet 

gotten pregnant, the young wife has come to Maria for advice. Maria's 

instincts for preserving her persona of casual indifference caupe her to 

answer almost automatically that Ernesta has no reason to be concerned 

over so unimportant a matter. As far as she is concerned, Maria tells 

Ernesta, her sister who had become a nun wa$ the wisest, because 



"Yo podria estarme sin hombre toda la vida. " (FS, p. 152.) As for 

having children, she says: "Los hijos no se qu£ falta hacen. Tu 

siempre estas pensando en ellos. Yo vivo mucho mejor sin hijos. No 

quiero pensar lo que seria el estar aqui con un chiquillo." (FS, p. 

152.) 

Shortly after her performance for Ernesta's benefit, Maria 

looks at herself in a mirror, seeing middle age in her thickened skin 

and disappearing figure. Her eyes are more sunken, and circles are 

now darkening under them. She runs her fingers through her greying 

hair and thinks: "Estoy vieja . . . vieja y cansada. Si siquiera hubiera 

tenido un hijo ... . " (FS, p. 182.) Her posing for Ernesta's benefit 

hq.s not helped Maria. Her sense of being enclosed in the narrow con

fines of her isolation is no less real, however facile her facade-replies 

to the doubts and questions of such as Ernesta. 

Carmen is introduced in the scene with Maria where she is 

beaten down by Maria's persona and her own isolation-caused weakness. 

Of all women in the castle, Carmen seems to suffer most from the 

isolation of barracks life. Her past is presented in Chapter V and 

shows how her dependence upon Madrid street life as an escape from 

an overbearing, overly-protective father has made her life within the 

confines of the castle almost unbearable for her. 

She, too, suffered indirectly because of the Civil War, since 

it put an end to her gayer moments of gossip and flirtation and drove 



her father temporarily insane. The war made chaos of the order of 

25 
daily life, and the strain of such an existence was too much for the 

old man, whose conduct was a decided strain on his wife and daughter. 

Peace brought regular work, the therapy needed by Santiago, 

and so the old man no longer showed the signs of mental deterioration 

which were evident during the Civil War. The end of hostilities also 

restored a measure of her former happiness to Carmen. She was 

again able to work in a beauty parlor and escape the confines of her 

home. 

Carmen then met Cecilio, an army sergeant about to join the 

Civil Guard, and soon they were married and left Madrid for his first 

post, in the mountains of Aracena. Soon after Carmen left Madrid, 

the news broke that the beauty salon in which she had been working was 

actually a front for a prostitution den. Her mother was very relieved 

that Carmen was safely far away from the tainted place of scandal, but 

the very distance from Madrid and possible evil was in Carmen's mind 

not so great as the distance from the pleasures to be enjoyed in the 

capital. Very little time had passed before Carmen began to feel the 

25. That chaos became the order of life during the Civil War 
is shown in Carmen's recalling the way the war had changed the games 
children played. Before the war little boys made a game of identifying 
cars by their noises. With the noise of war now a part of their daily 
lives, the youngsters, seemingly unaffected by the threat inherent in 
them, now used artillery bursts for their guessing-games: M-:Es un 
quince y medio, un siete y medio, un ruso, un antiaereo aleman.11 

(FS, p. 255.) 
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effects of isolation from her former social relationships in Madrid. 

Her anxiety grew to a form of depressed homesickness which is seen 

in the present-oriented passages of her life found in Chapter V. 

Maria sees a possible escape in the children she might have 

had, but Carmen is a mother, and children do not resolve the loneli

ness and frustration she feels in her isolation from the world outside 

the barracks. For Carmen, at least, another means of escape must 

be attempted. 

Maria tries to evade the effects of isolation through private 

rationalizations about not having had children and a public persona of 

indifference and toughness. Sonsoles tries to expound a resignation or 

sense of conformity to the life of the barracks ("Ya te acostumbraras") 

to which she holds but little credence. Carmen seeks release through 

reminiscing about her former life in Madrid and through reading old 

movie magazines. 

Earlier in the day during which the events of the novel take 

place, Carmen is shown engaging in this latter means of escape. 

While waiting for the clothes she has hung to dry, she sits with an old 

bathrobe across her legs, engrossed in the movie tabloid, despite its 

being a very old issue. The magazine "... le hacia sentirse evadida 

del Castillo y de su sumision. " (FS, p. 78.) The magazine is a 

fantasy means of returning home to her neighborhood and the happy 

conversations she had had there. There is none of that sort of really 
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gay chatting in the castle, which makes the times she once knew so 

very important to her now. The magazine helps Carmen to remember, 

and remembering is a form of compensation for her, however provi

sional: 

Los anuncios de las peliculas la compensaban de la 
imposibilidad inmediata de asistir al espectaculo. 
Hacia calculos para cuando fuera a Madrid, y escogia 
las peliculas. Los reportages sobre los artistas de 
cine, sus suntuosas mansiones, sus elegantes cenas 
y reuniones, la compensaban de la falta.de conversa-
cion de las mujeres del Castillo. Siempre habia dicho 
que lo peor del Castillo era la falta de conversacion. 
Nadie sabia hablar deleitosa, embarulladamente, 
quitandose los conversantes la palabra, de las cosas 
importantes del mundo, de Madrid; bodas, divorcios, 
hijos naturales, lios con presuntos millonarios de las 
artistas de cine, de teatro, de variedades. La gran 
fotografia en color de la portada la pensaba colocar con 
cuatro chinchetas en la habitacion conyugal. Aquellas 
fotografias que tenia puestas por la casa, con devocion 
de admi'radora, eran algo asi como el aroma de las 
conversaciones del pasado. (FS, p. 78.) 

Lest daydreaming over the contents of the movie magazines be 

too ephemeral an evasion of the stress of her isolation, Carmen's 

hanging pictures from the magazine allows her a degr ee of extension 

of the fantasy within the magazines to the plastic reality of her living 

quarters. The pages tacked onto the walls of her apartment are the 

icons of Carmen's escapism. 

Carmen's isolation is the primary material of Chapter V, just 

as previous chapters are devoted principally to showing the past and 

present lives of Sonsoles, Maria, and Felisa, but a further development 
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in the plot is also found in this chapter which leads to a degree of 

alienation among the women themselves. The news of the shooting is 

given to all the wives. Just as Sonsoles felt alienated from the other 

women when she was the only wife who knew of the shooting, now 

another form of alienation is presented, because each of the wives of 

the men on duty at the fair, knowing that one of them is probably a 

widow, must now try to face the prospect that she is the one whose hus

band is dead. 

This is a situation with which Sonsoles and Felisa can sympa

thize, but for which they can scarcely feel empathy, and this division 

is sensed by all the women in the castle. Maria, stricken by the news, 

confronts Sonsoles with this new division between them. As might be 

expected, Maria expresses herself through an anecdote: 

--Conoci a una mujer poco despues de la guerra; decian 
que estaba loca. Le habian matado el marido el ultimo 
dia. Fueron unos soldados que estaban disparando contra 
una pared en un pueblo. El era sargento. Les iba a de-
cir que dejaran de disparar. Nunca Uego a decirles nada. 
Reboto la bala o *,quien sabe! Cuando se lo dijeron a su 
mujer . .. --Maria cerro los ojos para recordar--. 
Cuando se lo dijeron y le advirtieron que habia sido de la 
forma que digo, la mujer . .. ^Tu sabes lo que le puede 
ocurrir a una mujer a la que le matan el marido de una 
forma estupida, cuando ya se ha hecho la paz, cuando todo 
ha terminado ? Sonsoles la miraba pasarse las manos por 
el rostro frente al espejo. 
--No, Maria, (FS, pp. 230-231.) 

Her story is initially meant to express her own feelings of 

grief, but Maria has also touched on the division between herself; as 
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one of the three possible widows, and Sonsoles, one of the two wives 

whose husbands are safely on duty at the castle. Sonsoles can no more 

answer Maria's question about what it must be like to hear of the sense

less death of one's husband as related in Maria's story than she can 

empathize with Maria's sudden sense of possible loss. 

As she continues her grief-stricken monologue about such 

senseless death, Maria makes reference to the alienation of the Civil 

Guard from the fearful masses, a reference not unlike that which 

entered Ruiperez' thinking earlier in the day (FS, p. 103.): 

--Debio de ser algo terrible. Todo esta en paz. La gente 
acude a una feria a divertirse. Seguramente estan vendiendo 
bebidas en los tenderetes. Ellos pasan. Los saludan y les 
abren camino respetuosamente. No, respetuosamente no. 
Les tienen miedo, un miedo que disimulan con muy buenos 
saludos. En algun sitio pretenden invitarlos. ^Lo has visto 
alguna vez, Sonsoles? Si, los quieren invitar. No aceptan. 
Siguen por medio de la feria. Hacen una breve parada. 
^Conoces esas paradas vigilantes ? Las gentes los miran. 
Temen que se vayan a meter con ellos, los temen. Acaso 
alguno, mas cobarde que los demas, procura escurrir el 
bulto. Yo los he visto. Luego preguntan: --^Y ese por que 
se ha ido?-- No sabemos--. Nadie sabe nada. Vuelven a 
caminar. Hasta el otro extremo de la feria. Entre el 
ganado se alzan voces. Caminan rapidamente hasta alii. Tal 
vez hay un herido. Voces: ^CHa sido fulano o mengano.^> 
^Y que? Los guardias se ponen a buscarlo por todos los 
sitios. Les llegan noticias confusas: ha salido del pueblo, 
se ha largado al campo. Alia van los guardias. Luego .... 
(FS, pp. 231-232.) 

Beset as they are with the problems brought about by their sense of 

isolation, the women of the castle who have been told of the possible 

death of one of their husbands try in vain to be brave, but this added 



strain is too great for them. Each of the three, Maria, Carmen, and 

Ernesta, breaks down and cries for the husband she is sure she has 

lost. But their outbursts are of short duration. As they stop crying 

and wait for the news of the actual victim of the shooting, their silence 

is broken only by an occasional burst of tears from Ernesta, the 

youngest of the three. 

Ernesta is the principal subject of Chapter VI. Her past is 

shown in the same present-past juxtaposition of thought as in prior 

chapters devoted to the background and present situation of the others 

living at the Civil Guard barracks in the castle. Ernesta's school days 

are shown, as is her period as a young maid in a wealthy household, 

but her life prior to entering the confines of the castle is not dealt with 

in so great a detail as those, for example, of Maria and Carmen, the 

two women most affected by the isolation within the barracks walls. 

The proportion of detail allotted to each woman's life seems 

to be in direct relation to her suffering from isolation. But if 

Ernesta's short tenure as one of the castle women has spared her the 

effects of isolation to date, the events of the late afternoon have 

brought her much closer to the experience of the other barracks wives. 

Just as her husband is united with his fellow guardsmen by his frater

nity of arms and alienation from the populace, so Ernesta is growing 

closer to the other wives of the barracks. In so doing, she grows 

farther away from the mainstream of society. 



Their wives are physically isolated from social relationships 

26 
outside the barracks, and the guards are alienated from the people 

in general society. This alienation, the secondary theme of the novel, 

is developed in the scene of the returning guards in the final chapter 

of El fulgor j^a s angre. Seeing the outline of the castle above the 

town, set apart from the village houses by the hill upon which it stands, 

the guards, as they bring back the body of Corporal Santos, the bachelor, 

sense the atmosphere of alienation in the darkening village: "Por el 

rastrajo de las habas secas crepitan las pisadas el encuentro de un 

sendero hacia el Castillo. Saben que desde las casas del pueblo son 

contemplados. Saben que los que los contemplan no hablan y sienten 

miedo de lo que estan viendo. " (FS, pp. 344-345.) 

This final chapter, entitled "Nightfall, " gives the past of the 

dead Francisco Santos, through the thoughts-of Guillermo, Ernesta's 

husband, whose reflections include the details of the shooting earlier 

that day. The present is over for Corporal Santos, so the final scenes 

of the present in this chapter form a mixture of emotional release and 

official detachment. Even as the women greet their returned husbands 

with grateful embraces, orders are being given for the reports which 

must be sent to headquarters. Preparations for the arrival of a new 

corporal in the morning are begun. 

26. Their only visits to the village are for Mass. (FS, p. 9.) 
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The day has ended. In the brief span of time from noon until 

dusk the lives of the people in the castle have been shown in the con

text of their isolation and alienation, and as they go about their official 

duties and their personal welcomes, a final scene takes place: "Un 

hombre caminaba en la noche, a traves de los campos, sin direccion 

fija, azuzado por el miedo. Un miedo que aterxa el cuerpo y que le 

hizo tirar la pistola al cruzar un olivar. " (FS, p. 362.) On this final 

page of El fulgor y la sangre begins the flight of Sebastian Vasquez. 

Con el viento solano has begun with this glimpse of the alienated fugi

tive. 

Con el viento solano 

Sebastian Vasquez, the fugitive in Con el viento solano, is very 

much alienated from society by virtue of his having committed murder, 

but his alienation stems not only from his violation of the laws of 

society. Sebastian Vasquez is a Gypsy. Despite the travel posters 

with beautiful girls in Gypsy dress and the efforts of the popular cinema 

to portray Gypsy life in Spain as that of carefree bands of colorful, 

nomadic tinkers, musicians, dancers, and fortune tellers, the truth 

remains that the Spanish Gypsy, as are Gypsies in most of Western and 

Central Europe, is alienated from the greater part of society because 

of his status as a second-class citizen. 
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William J. Burke expresses the situation of the Gypsy of today 

in terms familiar to the American reader: "They form a minority 

that has less protection and fewer civil rights than the Negroes of the 

27 
Deep South." Jean-Paul Cl&bert verifies Burke's assessment of the 

status of the Gypsy, although he feels that Spanish Gypsies fare some-

28 
what better today than do their counterparts elsewhere in Europe. 

Cl&bert's description of the special schools provided Spanish 

Gypsies is, in his opinion, a good example of Spain's progress in deal

ing with this minority group, but the "special schools, under the juris

diction of the Governor of Granada, for the Gypsy population of Sacro 

Monte" (Clebert, p. 258.) might justifiably give one cause to recall 

Burke's comparison of the Gypsy with the blacks of the Deep South, 

for whom "special schools" are still a reality in the United States of 

America. 

Liberalized or not, the attitude in Spain of the Gypsy as an 

inferior (or at least as "different") is as much a reality today as it was 

centuries ago. The Civil Guard begins its history of isolation and 

alienation from Spanish society in 1844. No such fixed historical date 

exists for the Spanish Gypsy. 

27. William J. Burke and Irving Penn, "Gypsies: Living 
Satire on Civilization," Look, XXXI (August 8, 1967), 60. 

28. Jean-Paul Cl&bert, The Gypsies, trans, by Charles Duff 
(Baltimore: Penguin Books, 1969), p. 248. 
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Cl&bert cites the recording of Gypsy populations in Barcelona 

in 1447 in the Annales de Catalufia (Cl&bert, p. 113), but expresses 

the belief that the arrival of the first Gypsies in Spain greatly ante

dates this annotation: "The arrival of the southern Gitanos could only 

have happened earlier. The Gitanerias or Gitano colonies in the South 

of the peninsula seem to have been established at an earlier date then 

those of the North: the Sierra Nevada mountains must have given 

shelter to the first tribes, and the Gitano colonies of Andalusia. . . 

have been attested 'at all times. (Cl&bert, p. 116. ) The presence 

of Gypsies in Spain is of "all times, " and just as timeless is the pre

judice which has alienated and isolated the Gypsy. 

One indication of anti-Gypsy feeling predating this century is 

given in the words to a folksong recorded in Royall Tyler's Spain, in 

which Gypsies are portrayed in a burlesque lyric suggesting their lack 

of respect for even so sacred a being as the infant Christ: 

En la cueva de Belen 
gitanitos han entrado, 
y al nino que esta en la cuna 
los panales le han quitado. 
picaros gitanos, 
que a la carne de Dios 
en cueros habeis dejado. a 

Another example of anti-Gypsy feeling to be found in Spanish 

30 
folklore is the story which parallels that of the Wandering Jew, in 

29. Royall Tyler, Spain (New York: Mitchell Kennerley, 1909), 
p. 522. 

30. For account of this, cf. : Joseph Gaer, The Legend of the 
Wandering Jew (New York: The New American Library, 1961). 
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which the Gypsies, often noted as workers in metals, were condemned 

to wander throughout the world without a true home to call their own, 

because one of their race forged the nails with which Christ was 

crucified. 

The legends, songs, and popular sayings have survived in the 

oral tradition in Spain, keeping alive the sense of the Gypsy's aliena

tion from the white, Christian majority in Spanish society. Federico 

Garcia Lorca, the poet who describes the alienated Civil Guard in 

"Romance de la Guardia Civil Espariola, " also captures the alienation 

of the Gypsy, one of the prime victims of the cruelty of the Civil 

Guard, in two lines from "Romance de la pena negra:" 

i Oh pena de los gitanos! 
Pena limpia y siempre sola. (Lorca, p. 437.) 

The Spanish Gypsy, in spite of whatever advances have been 

made in Spanish society, is still, generally speaking, an entity apart 

from the majority of society. His alienation from society forms a 

central theme in Con el viento solano, just as the isolation of the guards 

and their wives constitutes the major theme of El fulgor y la sangre. 

Throughout Con el viento solano are reminders of the Gypsy 

nature of Sebastian Vasquez and the state of alienation which is his 

31. "Gypsy Cave Dwellers of Andalusia, " National Geographic, 
CXII (October, 1957), 575. For a fictional treatment of Gypsies as 
tinkers and tinsmiths and for their being considered as second-class 
citizens, cf. : Ana Maria Matute, El rlo (Barcelona: Editorial Argos, 
1963), pp. 53-55. 



heritage as a Gypsy. One way in which this Gypsy ambience is pre

served is through the vocabulary used by Aldecoa, which is a mixture 

of calo with other words and expressions from the lexicon of the lower 

classes in Spain. 

Senabre sees this speech mixture as an influence of Ramon 

Maria del Valle-Inclan upon Aldecoa's prose. (Senabre, p. 20.) He 

notes the very natural manner in which these words are employed: 

"No hay, pues, alardes en el vacio. Todo tiene un caracter necesario, 

funcional. No es extrano que el homicida Sebastian y las gentes de su 

raza digan sornar ('dormir'), bato ('padre'), jero ('cabeza, ' 'cara'), 

pari! ('agua'), penascaro ('aguardiente'), churre ('guardia civil') . . . ^ 

jindon ('miedoso') ... o puchar ('llamar'). " (Senabre, p. 21.) 

This use of Gypsy speech serves to enhance the realism of 

Aldecoa's setting, as well as to keep the fact of Sebastian's separation 

from society ever before the reader. And there is another aspect to 

the dialogue which serves to show the division between the Gypsy and 

the rest of non-Gypsy Spanish society: the use of the word, "Gypsy, " 

as a demeaning term in snatches of conversation which betray the 

barriers between Gypsy and non-Gypsy in what is a seemingly friendly 

atmosphere of communication. 

Such slight references to the fact of Sebastian's being a Gypsy 

serve to underline the thematic atmosphere of his alienation as a 

second-class citizen, and they present this fact of contemporary life in 
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Spain not as local color or sociological analysis, but as an example of 

the kinds of barriers man puts between himself and his fellow man. 

Among the underlying, conversational developments of the theme of 

alienation are such brief statements as that of the bartender who points 

Sebastian out to another man in the bar, saying: "--Es un gitano 

, 3 2  
chalao que ha caido por aqui ... .11 

The same note of anti-Gypsy prejudice is shown when the angry 

El Mano snarls: "Chulerias de gitanos que no saben con quien se 

gastan los cuartos. " (CVS, p. 41. ) Towards the end of Sebastian's 

flight from the Civil Guard he enters a bar and proceeds to get drunk. 

When a stranger tries to calm him down, the bartender warns him: 

"--Ten cuidado, que estos gitanos desataos son mala cosa. " (CVS, 

p. 262. ) 

Snatches of conversation are not the only examples of prejudice 

against Gypsies in Con el viento solano, because Aldecoa seeks to show 

the reality of this problem in other, less obvious ways, in order to pro

vide an ambience of prejudice against which his major drama of 

Sebastian's alienation can be shown. One such scene shows the pat

ronizing attitude often revealed by non-minority members when speak

ing with members of a minority group. 

32. Ignacio Aldecoa, Con el viento solano (Barcelona: Editor
ial Planeta, 1956), p. 261. (Hereafter cited in the text as CVS.) 
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During the second day of Sebastian's escape attempt, the 

young Gypsy is confronted with a man who is supposed to be a mutual 

friend of Sebastian and El Chistera, the friend he seeks out in |iis time 

of need. Not sure that they are talking about the same person, the man 

attempts to describe the man he knows as El Chistera to Sebastian: 

--Bueno, amigo, le voy a decir c6mo es el Chistera para 
que usted este tranquilo. Viene a tener su altura. Pon-
gamos su altura aunque puede que sea un poco mas alto, 
y su edad. <^Qu6 edad tiene usted? Treinta afios o 
treinta y uno. Pues su edad. Es moreno, pero no es 
gitano. Usted si es gitano, ^verdad? Bueno, no se 
enfade. Yo tuve una novia gitana antes de la guerra. 
(CVS, p. 87.) 

The effect of the man's clumsy approach to Sebastian's being a Gypsy 

has the patronizing ring of a non minority-member whose sense of the 

difference between himself and the minority group member is ill con

cealed. 

Isolation, the secondary theme of Con el viento solano, is also 

a part of the reality of being a Gypsy in Spain, since many Gypsies still 

live in segregated areas, a fact accepted by those within and without 

the boundaries of the Gypsy part of town. The Civil Guard members 

and their wives have the isolation of the barracks; the Gypsy, his 

neighborhood. 

Now in the fourth day of his flight, Sebastian goes to Cogolludo 

in search of his mother. Not sure of her whereabouts, Sebastian asks 

directions of a man on the street, and the ensuing dialogue follows: 
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--^Usted qs de Cogolludo? 
- - Lo soy. 
-- ̂ Usted sabe d6nde viven los gitanos? 
--Segun curies. Unos viven en la entrada del pueblo por 
esta parte, los otros detras de la iglesia, en la tpajada 
de un qerro. 
--Gracias. (CVS, p. 221.) 

So much a part of his life is this segregated form of existence, 

that Sebastian thinks nothing of asking this non-Gypsy stranger for 

directions to the "Gypsy part of town." Nor does the stranger take the 

question in other than a matter-of-fact manner. He answer^ Sebastian 

as might many white citizens of the Southern or Border states of the 

United States when asked the way to "Nigger Town. " 

This incident is not unique. A mutual acceptance as fact of the 

isolation of the Gypsy from the non-Gypsy majority in Spanish society 

is shown once again on the afternoon prior to Sebastian's surrender to 

the authorities. While seated in a bar, Sebastian gets involved in a 

conversation with the bartender. It is rather pedestrian talk, but during 

this conversation a reference is made to the segregated Gypsies, with

out overtly naming them as such. 

After Sebastian orders a glass of anis, the bartender asks if he 

has ever been to this town before, Sebastian says that he has not, and 

orders another drink. After Sebastian has had still another drink, the 

reference is made: 

--i\qui hay unos que viven en una calle cerca de esta plaza. 
^Viene usted a verlps ? " 
--No. 
--Vendran por aqui mas tarde. (CVS, p. 252.) 
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There is no need for details. Sebastian knows that the man has 

asked if he is looking for somebody among "some who live on a street 

near this plaza, " because of his obviously being one of them, a Gypsy. 

Sebastian simply answers the man's question and continues drinking his 

anis. This is not a malicious attempt by the bartender to "show his 

place" to Sebastian. He is only making idle, barroom conversation 

with a customer who happens to be a Gypsy. 

Such background dialogue provides the reader with the under-

lying cause of Sebastian's alienation, his being a member of a minority 

group. The unfolding of the plot of Con el viento solano reveals several 

degrees or stages of alienation with which Sebastian must contend. The 

33 
first of these is that of his sense of being a second-class citizen. 

Noisy and belligerent, Sebastian displays the crude, ill-

mannered ways of a man who uses bravado--and alcohol--to bolster 

himself against his own sense of inadequacy. His girl warns him not 

to drink too much and begs him not to go to the fair at a nearby village, 

but Sebastian will not be told what to do, especially by a woman, 

Hoping a ride on a truck, Sebastian and Larios leave their other 

drinking partners behind and go directly to the fair. 

33. This brings to mind the assessment of Eugenio G. de Nora, 
mentioned earlier in this study, of Sebastian as an example of the 
typical chulo, suffering from an inferiority complex because of his 
background. (Nora, p. 330.) 
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They have more to drink, and Sebastian becomes even nastier 

and more hostile than he was at home. He is gross and insulting: 

Bebieron. Se acerco un feriante. 
--Dame una gaseosa, Mano. 
Sebastian se encaro con el que habia pedido la gaseosa. 
-~i,Y por qu6 en vez de beber gaseosa no traga usted 
saliva? (CVS, p. 36.) 

As a scuffle starts, another Gypsy warns Sebastian to calm down, 

because a Civil Guard corporal is patrolling the fair with his men. To 

this Sebastian replies: "--^Y que que este el cabo? ^Es que nos va a 

comer ? Bebemos porque nos da la gana y a mi no me quita de beber 

ningun hijo de madre. " (CVS, p. 36.) All this only serves to lead 

Sebastian toward the first act of violence which will make him a fugitive 

from justice, the second stage of his alienation. 

Sebastian senselessly attacks El Mafio, the bartender, and cuts 

him across the forehead with a broken glass and wounds him. Realiz

ing that the Civil Guard will soon be after him, Sebastian runs through 

the crowded fairgrounds and out into the countryside. (CVS, p. 37.) 

He has a pistol, despite the warning he had been given about carrying 

it in public, and he considers throwing it away, lest things go worse 

for him when the guards catch him (CVS, p. 47.), but he continues to 

run, leaving the pistol in his belt. 

Before he realizes what has happened, Sebastian hears the cor

poral calling him to stop. His reaction is almost mechanical. "Tiro. 

Vio tambalearse al guardia y oyo el disparo de su fusil. Eoh6 a 
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correr. " (CVS, p. 51.) As he runs, Sebastian realizes the gravity of 

his crime. Because he has. shot a Civil Guard, "Ahora iba a tener 

tras el a todos los civiles de Espana. Tendria que corner por toda 

Espafia, perseguido, hasta que se cayera desmayado y lo cogerian 

echando el madejon de los intestinos por la hoca.11 (CVS, p. 52.) 

He has begun to realize a more terrifying form of alienation 

from society, the alienation of the fugitive. He is more alone now 

than he could have thought possible. He does not even have anybody 

with whom to share his fear. Isolation, therefore, serves to under

score his alienation: 

Tal vez Lupe, tal vez la madre. Y nadie mas. Lupe 
y la madre estaban demasiado lejos, dentro de sus 
propios asuntos, sin saber que el habia disparado en 
un olivar y un guardia se habia derrumbado; sin saber 
que 61 corrla por el campo buscando la carretera y la 
compaftia de los hombres, unos pocos minutos. Unos 
pocos minutos de sosiego, de encontrarse de nuevo, si 
podia, con el Sebastian que habia dejado de ser hacia 
unas horas. (CVS, p. 58.) 

As night falls, Sebastian throws away his pistol in an olive grove 

and finds momentary peace in so doing, but his fear soon returns. 

As Chapter I ("Monday, St. Mary Magdalene") ends, Sebastian listens 

to the night sounds around him and finally dozes off, while at the same 

time the order for his arrest goes from post to post in every Civil 

Guard garrison across Spain. 

Chapter II ("Tuesday, fat. Apollinaris") records the first full 

day of Sebastian's flight from the Civil Guard, in which he goes to 
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Madrid, in hopes qf evading the Guard and also to seek out a friend 

who might help him. This day in his flight is begun with a background 

motif of hunter and hunted, a parallel to Sebastian's alienation as a 

criminal in flight. Aldecpa begins this chapter in the early hours of 

the morning, just as the f^rst light of day is breaking: 

Sobre el encinar, a los primeros, delicados y tibios 
rayos, rondo el azor. Se disparaban en c^lambradas, 
breves, timidas carreras, los conejos. Partian de 
sus agujeros, tras olfatear prolijamente el aire de la 
manana, y de pronto buscaban cueva enloquecidos o se 
arrecian de miedo al resguardo de un matojo hasta que 
encontraban fuerzas para huir. Los vuelos de los 
pajaros eran cortos y apresurados, y r^pido, tembloroso, 
su piar. Unicamente la abubilla se paseaba tranquila 
moviendo la cabezuela galante y desflecada a un lado 
y a otro. Rondo el azor mientras Sebastian dor^nxa. 
(CVS, p. 62.) 

Chapter I ends with the view of Sebastian asleep while through

out Spain the Civil Guard prepares its manhunt, and this use of the 

hawk and rabbits brings the reader to the moment prior to Sebastian's 

awakening to resume his flight. The effect of his alienation--fear--

paralleled in that of the rabbits is juxtaposed with the hunter image 

suggested by the circling hawk, an effect heightened by the double 

meaning of the verb rondar, which is "to fly around" and also "to pat

rol by night. " 

After he awakens, Sebastian fearfully enters a small town. He 

feels a need to go to Madrid, but is afraid that by exposing himself at 

the train station he migtyt bring about his early discovery and capture. 



His fear is heightened when a member of the Civil Guard appears at 

the train platform. 

This guardsman has come to see his mother and son off at the 

station, however, and his every kindness to the old lady and his son 

serves by marked contrast to show the degree to which Sebastian is 

alienated, since two views of the man in Guard uniform are given: 

that of a loying son and father (as any casual observer might note, 

seeing the guard kissing his mother and son) and that of a threat to life 

itself (Sebastian's view as he cowers in his seat, alone apd helpless in 

his fear). (CVS, pp. 70-71.) 

The guard leaves, taking no notice of Sebastian, and the train 

pulls out of the station. While he watqhes the countryside pass by, 

Sebastian begins to reflect on his past life. Entering a small town, 

the train stops. This affords Sebastian a view of the outdoor bar near 

which some men are seated, having breakfast. This scene brings him 

to a further realization of his alienation: "Aquella tranquilidad de lo 

cotidiano le inquieto. El estaba fuera de aquello, de poder almorzar 

con un companero, ... sentado a una mesa de una cantina, haqiendo y 

recibiendo bromas. El estaba en la naja, perseguido, con el rastro 

buscado, intentando perderlo por las calles de Madrid." (CVS, p. 

74.) This is the first suggestion to Sebastian of a level of his alienation 

which will be more strongly pointed out later in his flight: his aliena

tion from family, friends, and the simple pleasures of his former life. 



Once he is in Madrid, ttyis latest stage of alienation is shOAyn 

to Sebastian when his friend Francisco, realizing why Sebastian has 

come to him for money, suddenly cools toward Sebastian and expresses 

his fear at being implicated in Sebastian's crime: "--Mai viento te ha 

traxdo, Sebas. Ahora vamos a estar todos en el ajo. Cuando me lo 

pregunten tendre que decir que he estado contigo, tendre que decir que 

te di cuarenta duros, y creeran que yo te he intentado tapar." (CVS, 

p. 98. ) Sebastian refuses Francisco's money, and leaves his friend 

who feels guilty for having let Sebastian down--but greatly relieved 

that Sebastian has gone. (CVS, p. 99.) 

Sebastian later meets a prostitute, Pepita, and this is the first 

of a series of encounters with people who exist outside of normal 

society. Because the only people with whom Sebastian begins to estab

lish any sort of relationship during his escape are themselves people 

on the margin of society, his alienation is thereby further underscored, 

as will be seen in an examination of subsequent chapters of Con el 

viento solano. 

Sebastian leaves Pepita on Tuesday night and manages to find a 

bed in a cheap pension, where he awakens on Wednesday morning, St. 

Christine's Day (the title of Chapter III), to the noise of the breathing 

of the man with whom he has had to share the room. Onqe both men 

are awake, Sebastian learns that Cabeda, his ropmmate, spent twenty 

years in prison, during which time his wife died, an aspect pf Cabeda1 s 
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story which brings isolation briefly into focus: M--Se murio de pena 

de estar sola. Nos queriamos mucho. " (CVS, p. 121.) 

That Cabeda is a man on the margin of society by virtue of his 

being an ex-convict is made further clear when the two men talk to 

Hernandez, an old friend of Cabeda's, who tells Sebastian about 

Cabeda's life as a political activist, an organizer of strikes and anti-

governmental demonstrations. 

Cabeda, a man alone and outside the general realm of society, 

establishes an immediate rapport with Sebastian, also a man alienated 

from society. He has read the newspapers and tells Sebastian that the 

story of the shooting has gone to press all over Spain, and adds that 

Corporal Santos is dead. The crime is no longer shooting a Civil 

Guard. Sebastian is wanted for murder. (CVS, pp. 140-141.) 

The old man can empathize with the young fugitive and wants 

him to know of his empathy, as well as his sympathy, when he gives 

Sebastian one hundred twenty pesetas to help him in his flight. It is 

not the amount of the money, but the way in which Cabeda earned it 

that shows Sebastian the bond between the two men, in their alienation 

from society: 

--Lie extraharan todas estas cosas que yo le digo. [Cabeda 
tells Sebastian] Necesita usted una explicacion. Necesita 
saber por que soy yo asi. Necesita usted saber que yo no 
he aprendido mi oficio en el hospicio ni en los calabozos 
del cuartel. Podia haberlo aprendido asi, pero no fue en 
ninguno de esos lugares. En el hospicio y en el cuartel 
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aprendi otras cosas. Mi oficio lo he aprendido en la 
carcel. Veinte afios de carcel. Cuando salt, ni mujer 
ni amigos ni nadie. Vacio. No servia para nada. 
Sabia dar lustre a las tapas de los libros. Sabia hacer 
cadenetas y todas las cosas que le he dicho. Tenia en 
el bolsillo ciento veinte pesetas. No las he gastado. 
Es mi reserva. Ciento veinte pesetas en el bolsillo del 
chaleco, junto al coraz6n. En veinte afios, ciento veinte 
pesetas. En cuarenta, doscientas cuarenta. En un siglo, 
seiscientas pesetas. Buen jornal, ^No le parece? Un 
buen jornal y una gran tranquilidad. (CVS, p. 142.) 

Having thus explained how he got the one hundred twenty pesetas, the 

old man proceeds to give them to Sebastian and tells him that since 

Sebastian now knows his story he will be insulted if the offer is refused. 

(CVS, p. 143.) 

Cabeda, who reveals to Sebastian the almost impossible nature 

of his attempt to escape the Civil Guard, has pointed out Sebastian's 

hopeless alienation. But he can do that which Francisco could not dare 

to do. He can give freely of his prison-earned money, because his state 

of alienation places him beyond a concern for his own safety. Francisco 

is part of Sebastian's former life, from which the young Gypsy is now 

estranged. Cabeda1 s act is but further evidence of Sebastian's aliena

tion. 

Evidence, however, is not always understood by those to whom 

it is most clearly shown. Sebastian fully realizes the extent of his 

alienation as a fugitive. After parting with Cabeda, his thoughts turn 

to the death he now feels inevitable: "El guardia muerto. No queria 

pensar en aquello. El guardia muerto. Una muerte se paga con otra. 
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Correria delante de los fusiles de los guardias. Ya no gritarian 

'Date, date.' Dispararian. " (CVS, p. 147.) 

On the other hand, his state of alienation from his family and 

friends has not become fully a reality to Sebastian. He has sensed 

this alienation, as in the small train station, and it has been rather 

clearly shown him in the different actions of Francisco and Cabeda, 

but Sebastian does not fully comprehend the degree to which he is truly 

an alienated man: alienated by accident of birth and by his crime 

against society. 

Within the framework of his social alienation as a Gypsy there 

is the refuge of the Gypsy world itself, and Sebastian, not fully aware 

of the true nature of his alienation, thinks: " ... los gitanos les 

llevamos ventaja. El tiempo no cuenta para nosotros. Tenemos m£s 

facilidad para salirnos del garfio; tenemos la familia, los amigos ... . " 

(CVS, p. 151.) 

Chapter IV ("Thursday, St. James Major") relates the events 

in which Sebastian finally sees how wrong he is to think that Gypsy 

family or friends will help him in his alienation, because he is sud

denly confronted with the reality of his alienation, evep from this 

refuge. By this time he is totally alone. He is at the St. James fair, 

hoping to meet somebody who can tell him where to find his mother, 

and while he seeks out a familiar face or yoice among the crowds at the 

fair, Sebastian is overcome by the anguish which he had momentarily 

forgotten: 
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Sebastian, la inteligencia de Sebastian, naufragaba 
en aquella mancha de vida. Acaso era la parte que 
no se integraba, la parte suelta que zigzagueando 
huia o que sorteando no era absorbida por la fuerza 
gigante de la feria. Sebastian estaba solo. 

En aquella concentracion -- donde el recuerdo era 
son de plafiido--, Sebastian se buscaba con afan. El 
afan, el anhelo de busqueda de si mismo le producia 
el desasosiego--hecho de temor de las cosas y de los 
demas; hecho de la incapacidad de profundizar en el 
recuerdo consolador; hecho de su paso o carrera sin 
meta--, el desasosiego abismatico de la soledafi. No 
pensaba. Era solamente una sensacion la que le 
invadxa. Invadido de muerte estaba Sebastian entre la 
vida. (CVS, p. 180.) 

Leaving the fairgrounds hurriedly, Sebastian finally encounters 

his cousin Gabriel and asks if his uncle will give him money to help 

him escape. Gabriel's answer could not be more to the point: "--No 

lo pienses, Sebastian. El bato esta dispuesto a denunciarte si sigues 

por aqui. No quiere lios que le estropeen el negocio. " (CVS, p. 183.) 

To aid a fugitive from the Civil Guard--even though he is one's sister's 

son--could be ruinous to the now prospering Gypsy's business. The 

unity of the Gypsy family against the outer world of society has changed 

with the opportunity for some to acquire the wealth non-Gypsy society 

can offer. 

Sebastian leaves Gabriel and goes to a nearby tavern. Once 

again the atmosphere of the tavern stirs within him the great sense of 

his loss of freedom, of the alienation of the fugitive: "Saborea el 

mundo. El mundo en la taberna. Las voces del tabernero y sus 
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clientes. El olor de la taberna. La mesa manchada. La madera, 

si, la madera. El sabor del mundo. Toda la libertad. " (CVS, p. 

185.) 

Sebastian orders wine, but leaves without finishing it. He can

not stand the anxiety which the tavern atmosphere brings him. As he 

goes through the door, Sebastian is noticed by the tavern keeper who 

comments: "--jQuien entiende a los gitanos!" But Sebastian's hurried 

exit has nothing to do with "the strange ways of the Gypsies. " The 

first level of his alienation, his being a Gypsy, would bring him com

fort, were that the only frustration or anxiety at work within him. 

Back at the fair, Sebastian sees the fakir, the sort of carnival 

stunt man who eats glass and razor blades known in the United States 

as a "geek. " At this point, Aldecoa makes a comparison between 

Sebastian and the carnival people, who are also alienated beings by the 

strange profession they follow. But no matter how odd society might 

consider them, these "carnies" differ greatly from Sebastian Vasquez 

in their alienation: 

[Sebastian] Va posando sus ojos con calm^. en las 
gentes. El faquir sigue rompiendo platos y bombillas 
con los dientes. Mira a los ojos al faquir cuando se 
le acerca con el casquillo de la bombilla en la mano. 
Los ojos del faquir tienen la tristeza de la libertad. 
Y los ojos de Sebastian .... 

La mujer de los reptiles se ha cansado de hablar 
y esta sentada en la maleta del balsamo, de los 
paquetillos de polen. La mujer de los reptiles piensa 
en mafiana, que sera otro pueblo y tendra que hacer 
para comer el mismo numero de Paquito y Felisa. 
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Pero la mujer de los reptiles, que mira al suelo, no 
mira como Sebastian. 

La tuerta de las coplas sigue repitiendo su Estri-
billo: --jAy!; ^Que sera donde no hay, y donde no 
hubo ni habra, que sera? 

El ojo que ve y el que no ve. El ojo que contempla 
el mundo y sus asuntos, y el que ya es inutil, pero 
vive en la orbita de la libertad. (CVS, p. 186.) 

These people are strange dwellers on the outside of society, 

alienated by their strangeness from the normal progress of everyday 

social life. They, at least, have their freedom. The juxtaposition is 

a very effective counterpoint to Sebastian's sad situation. 

When Sebastian returns to the tavern he had left so suddenly, 

he orders more wine and starts up a bit of conversation at the bar. 

He is interrupted by Casimiro, a pathetic idiot who earns a few coins 

by singing and dancing for the tavern clientele. Sebastian offers him 

money not to sing or dance for the rest of the day, and Casimiro1 s 

refusal gives Sebastian further insight into the loss of freedom which 

his alienation has cost him: 

El bobo Casimiro no acepta el duro de Sebastian. 
El bobo Casimiro esta hecho para bailar y cantar. 
La libertad del bobo Casimiro no se compra con 
un duro aunque el bobo, el artista, Casimiro, no 
tenga un real que llevar a la casa para que le den 
de comer. 

Sebastian ha aprendido demasiado; vender la 
boba libertad de cantar y bailar en la calle no es 
cuestion de dinero. (CVS, p. 189.) 

Sebastian decides to try to see his uncle again, if only to find out 

if his mother is in Cogolludo, and is again faced with his alienation 
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Sebastian to leave Alcala. The young man persists in asking his 

mother's whereabouts. Livid with anger, the uncle orders the ladies 

present to leave the room and then turns on Sebastian, saying: 

""-Sebastian, no me enredes. Sebastian, que ya te avis£ con Gabriel. 

Sebastian, que me puede dar el lech6n y me voy ahora mismo donde el 

teniente de la Guardia Civil y se te acabo el chive que te manejas." 

(CVS, p. 199.) He again orders Sebastian to leave, which he does, 

without returning his uncle's violent words. 

Rejected by an uncle whom he had never liked anyway, Sebastian 

clings to the hope of help from his mother. She, at least, will prove 

his feeling about Gypsy solidarity. She will not turn him away because 

of what he has done. He is more determined than ever to find her and 

seek her help. 

It is while he is looking for a way to get to Cogolludo and his 

mother that Sebastian again encounters the fakir from the fair. The 

fakir offers him a part of his lunch, which Sebastian accepts, as he 

listens while the fakir tells him about his past life. 

Although they establish a dialogue rather quickly, Sebastian can

not help but reflect upon their one basic difference, freedom: "De 

pronto Sebastian sinti6 pena de aquel hombre que le habia dado su 

comida, que gozaba de libertad, que podia arrastrar su miseria por 

toda Espafia sin peligro. " (CVS, p. 205.) The simple honesty apd 
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genuine goodness of this strange man, an alien because of a profession 

considered madness by the society through which he travels without 

being an integrated part, touches Sebastian. His thoughts compare the 

courage of the old man, which he likens to that of Cabeda, and his own 

fear, his "Miedo a la vida cuando era libre, miedo a la m^i^rte ahora 

que la sentia acercarse, lentamente, desde la lejania." (CVS, p. 211.) 

The fakir, an alien, has pointed out Sebastian's own alienation 

to him, in acts of disinterested kindness. The help which this man and 

Cabeda have given underscores the alienation from friends and family 

which Sebastian's criminal alienation has brought upon him. 

Sebastian has yet to see his mother, however. He talks a local 

trucker into taking him and the fakir Roque toward their respective 

destinations, for a price. The two ride in the bed of the truck, until 

it is time for Roque to get down, after which Sebastian is allowed to 

ride with the driver in the cabin of the truck. 

The driver, Argensola, opens their conversation with his sense 

of estrangement from Roque: M--Su amigo el come-vasos--dijo 

Argensola-- es un tipo muy raro. " (CVS, p. 217.) Sebastian agrees 

that anybody who eats glasses is odd, but when Argensola goes into 

more detail about the fakir, Sebastian defends Roque: 

[Argensola speaks. ]--Lo digo por como iba vestido. 
Si no viene con usted, no monta aunque me hubiera 
dado el solo diez duros. jQu6 se yo! A mi su 
apariencia me hubiera hecho pensar en un majareta 
perdido. Fijese que le da por pegarme un tiro o por 
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sacudirme una pufialada. 
--Es incapaz de hacer dafio a nadie. 
--Ya, si no lo niego; pero la pinta de loco esa no se 
la quita nadie y de un tio con pinta de loco no es 
dificil pensar que este loco. (CVS, pp. 2J.7-218.) 

Sebastian, by virtue of his own alienation, has been able to 

approach Roque, to learn of the dreams and frustrations which have 

made the fakir what he is, an alienated curiosity in the eyes of society, 

a madman who eats glass for public amusement. The very closeness 

which Sebastian shares with Roque would have been nearly impossible 

before Sebastian's killing the Civil Guard corporal, however, and 

Sebastian realizes this. 

Earlier in the afternoon Sebastian thought about his relationship 

with Roque: 

Penso en aquel hombrecillo desnu^rido y alegre, 
soriador y religioso. En otra ocasion, estaba se-
guro que se hubiera reido de el, que posiblemente 
hubiera sido cruel con 61. Pero aquel hombrecillo 
de piernas que apenas eran capaces de sostenerle, 
de pecho d£bil, de cabeza ahusada y mejillas 
chupadas, aquel hombrecillo tenia algo que ninguna 
gente de la que habia conocido, excepto el sefior 
Cabeda, tenia; aquel hombrecillo era valiente, 
daba la cara al mundo, sobre todas las cosas, 
(CVS, p. 211.) 

It is this realization that brings Sebastian closer to seei. g the 

extent of his own state of alienation, because in his former life he had not 

been able to establish a closeness, however brief, between such men 

as Cabeda and Roque. When Argensola says what he does about Roque, 

Sebastian must, therefore, try to convey the true nature of the little 
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man whom society has alienated. Appearances aside, the man is a 

kind, gentle, and harmless person. 

Argensola cannot see this as Sebastian can. To him, as to the 

rest of society, "... de un tio con pinta de loco no es dificil pensar 

que este loco. " (CVS, p. 218.) Argensola takes Roque at face value 

and rejects him on this basis. Being a member of "normal society, " 

he makes no attempt to understand a type such as Roque, He is what 

he is--or what he appears to be-- and this is all that society needs to 

know. 

Only another alienated being can approach Roque in such a way 

as to get to see the true nature of this strange glass-eater. It is as 

such that Sebastian can speak with authority when he tells Argensola 

that Roque is incapable of harming anybody. He knows Roque in a way 

which the rest of society cannot, just as he knows Cabeda. Alienation 

has brought these men together for a brief time, during which they 

have known each other as no others in society have known them. But 

even so strong a bond is of short duration. Each must go his own way--

especially the fugitive, Sebastian. 

In Chapter V ("Friday, St. Anne's Day"), Sebastian arrives in 

Cogolludo, where he finally sees his mother. Upon hearing the news 

that Sebastian has shot and killed a member of the Civil Guard, the old 

woman weeps and tells her son that he must leave. This is almost 

more than Sebastian can comprehend. Surely here there was a refuge: 
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--Tienes que irte, Sebastian. Tienes que marchar 
de aqui. En Sebastian renacian el miedo y el 
desamparo. Buscaba cobijo. 
--No, madre, no me digas que me vaya. 
--Tienes que marchar. Aqui te cogeran. Aqui estan 
Juan y Micaela y todos los demas. Si te cogen aqui, 
ellos tambi£n pagaran por ti. Tu no puedes hacerles 
dano, hijo. Tienes que irte. Tu no puedes hacer 
dano a tus hermanos, a todos estos. 
Sebastian sentia que el miedo se iba apoderando de 
su madre. 
- - ̂ Donde voy a ir, madre ? 
--jDios mio, qu£ desgracia! 
--Tengo miedo, madre. 
--Tienes que irte. Tienes que marcharte. Vendran por 
ti. Nos cogeran a todos. 
--Me cogeran, pero deja que me quede. 
--Tienes que irte. jDios mio! Vendran esta tarde. 
Nos llevaran a todos. 
Sebastian se puso en pie. 
--No tengo nada. 
La madre tenia la voz grave, casi dura. 
--Hijo mio, aqui nos conocen. Si no es esta tarde, 
manana vendran los guardias a preguntar qui€n eres. 
Estaran enterados. No te puedes quedar. Te llevaran. 
Sebastian miro las profundidades de la vivienda, miro 
el ortigal del patio, miro el cielo azul. Dijo: 
--Si, madre. Me ir6 ahora mismo. (CVS, pp. 238-239.) 

It is the same at home as it has been elsewhere. Sebastian is 

now fully aware of his total alienation from society, from friends, and 

from his own immediate family. He has no choice but to leave. 

As he walks away from town, Sebastian thinks of all the possi

bilities of how his life might have been, the many things changed by 

"if" and "why, " and his thoughts constantly return to the dreadful 

aloneness of his alienation. His family has rejected him, through fear. 

He has nobody to whom he can turn: "Cuando disparo contra el guardia 
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y huyo tenia miedo, pero tambien las misteriosas seguridades de la 

sangre. Creia que los amigos, la familia, la madre le ayudarian. 

Burlaba la muerte desde aquellos cobijos. " (CVS, p. 243. ) 

Sebastian further expresses his sense of alienation when he 

enters an old mill, seeking shelter for the night: 

Antes de oscurecer, Sebastian entro en el molino. 
Los sombras moradas del fin de la tarde se 
hacian densidad de oscuro en las rinconadas. Todavia 
podia leer en el islote de cal: 'Por aqui paso . . . , 
con su Maruja. ' Sebastian se sento en la paja molida; 
con un palito, debilmente, trazo en la cal su caligrafla: 
•Aqui estuvo Sebastian Vasquez. ' Penso en Lupe. 
Iba tan con el, que hubiera podido afiadir: con su 
Lupe. Pero Sebastian no anadio el nombre. El nombre 
de Lupe lo dibujo en el suelo, apartando con el pie los 
excrementos del ganado. (CVS, p. 249. ) 

Sebastian cannot add Lupe's name to the graffito he has made 

on the wall, because she is no longer part of his world, however much 

she remains in his thoughts. The uselessness of such an act is made 

more intense by Sebastian's scratching Lupe's name in the dirt floor 

of the mill, clearing the cow dung with his foot. His relationship with 

Lupe no longer has a lasting value, any more than her name will last, 

scratched as it is, in the-dirt. Sebastian is wholly alone, totally 

alienated now from all former contacts with the world he had once 

known, from family as well as friends. 

He had told himself that he must rest in the mill and then organ

ize his thoughts for his continued flight, but Sebastian at last is faced 

with his total alienation and can no longer run. The final chapter of 
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behavior of the beginning of the book. He goes to a bar and tries to 

drink himself into a stupor. 

The sense of his alienation is brought full-cycle, too, since it 

is here that his being a Gypsy is again pointed out in prejudicial terms: 

"Es un gitano chalao . . . (CVS, p. 261.) "Ten cuidado, que estos 

gitanos desataos son mala cosa. " (CVS, p. 262.) "No te busques un 

disgusto por un gitano. " (CVS, p. 263.) 

Sebastian gets more drunk as the evening progresses, and when 

two Gypsies offer to take him where he can sleep off his drunkenness, 

he insists on their taking him to the Civil Guard post. They point him 

in the general direction of the guardhouse and quickly disappear down 

a side street. Once again Sebastian is alone, and he staggers to the 

door of the guardhouse, yelling for the guards to open. When he at 

last is officially arrested by the weary guard on duty, Sebastian gives 

his deposition in an almost mechanical fashion. 

Earlier, while resting in the mill, Sebastian had enumerated 

the days of his flight: "... lunes de muerte, martes de temor, 

miercoles de serenidad, jueves de tristeza, viernes de la sangre. 

^Cuantos dias podria contar todavia?" (CVS, p. 246. ) As if in answer 

he then thinks about the order of life among the smaller beings in 

Nature: "La urrac.a vuela a su nido. Las hormigas no rompen el 

ritmo del trabajo. La abeja hiere delicadamente la flor del mato. El 
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(CVS, p. 246.) He obviously sees the end to his flight in this scene at 

the mill. He had only to complete the order of his life with a final 

round of drunkenness, before turning himself over to the Civil Guard 

and ending the cycle. He views the end as a part of this order, just as 

Nature imposes the order of viricide upon the scorpion. With this end 

in sight, he proceeds to town and the nearby tavern. 

Another cycle which underlines the nature of the order which 

Sebastian finds in the end of his flight is that of the unchanged nature 

of life after one's death, upon which Sebastian reflects at various 

stages in his flight from the Civil Guard. This motif first appears in 

Chapter IV, when Sebastian goes to the fair and listens to the trivial 

conversations, which he savors as something he can never again exper

ience. The talk is of cattle and the number to be expected next year, 

as compared with this year's figures. Sebastian thinks: "Y el ano que 

viene se haran negocios, o no se haran, y la gente en esta taberna, o 

en cualquier otra, comentara lo mismo. " (CVS, p. 196.) That 

Sebastian will not be at next year's fair does not alter the picture in the 

least. 

Later, just before telling his mother about his having shot Cor

poral Santos, Sebastian thinks: "Aquella vida familiar le producia el 

espanto del porvenir. Faltaria el y todo seguiria igual. Juan tendria 

un recuerdo del hermano, aun menor del que el tenia del padre. 
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pariria chiquillos . . . para los que el seria una historia lejana, si algo 

era. " (CVS, p. 234. ) Their lives will go unchanged by his absence, 

and it is with just such a sense of the unchanged nature of things that 

Con el viento solano ends. 

While Sebastian gives his deposition in a mechanical response 

to the questions of the guardsman on duty at the Civil Guard post, Sat

urday night is giving way to Sunday morning. The last sentence in the 

book gives the reader the sound of this change: "De la calle, por la 

ventana, ascendia un rumor de domingo. " (CVS, p. 273. ) In all but 

the precise, biological sense, Sebastian Vasquez is dead. This has 

changed nothing. The cycles continue, unaltered. 

That. Aldecoa should end Con el viento solano with this expres

sion of the cyclic continuation of life after one's passing shows a fur

ther link between this novel and El fulgor y la sangre, because it, too, 

has this motif underlying its development-of the central theme of isola

tion and the subordinate theme of alienation. Indeed, the penultimate 

paragraph of EL fulgor ^ la sangre is just such an expression of how 

life--in this case, the official life of the Civil Guard garrison--goes 

on, despite the death of an individual: "Un rayo de luz se filtraba 

bajo la puerta de la habitacion donde estaba el cadaver del cabo 

Francisco Santos. Baldomero estaba al telefono recibiendo nuevas 

* 

ordenes de la Comandancia. Ordenes generales para todos los puestos 



de la vera de la carretera hasta la entrada de Extremadura." (FS, p. 

362.) The corporal is dead, but the routine of the Civil Guard does 

not alter because of his passing. In the morning there will be a new 

corporal reporting to the garrison. Even the physical gap caused by-

Santos' death is quickly filled. 

However, the closeness between these two novels involves more 

than their merely having similar themes, a common motif to under

score the main themes of isolation in the first novel and alienation in 

the second, or the extension of the plot from one to the other. There 

is a definite relationship between the effect of isolation and alienation 

upon the people living in the Civil Guard garrison of El fulgor y la 

sangre and that of alienation and isolation upon the fugitive Sebastian 

Vasquez of Con ^l viento solano. In both novels, the ultimate sense 

of disquietude or distress, be it caused by isolation or alienation, may 

be equated with a vital sense of loss of freedom. 

In the case of the women of El fulgor y la sangre, their isola

tion from the normal pursuits of society outside the barracks leads 

them to manifest their sense of the loss of freedom in a variety of 

ways: Sonsoles' lies about boredom, Maria's mendacity and persona 

of bravado and indifference, Carmen's sense of emptiness and helpless 

frustration which leads her to seek an escape through movie magazines 

and pictures of movie stars plastered on the walls of her rooms, and 

the feeling of submission to the dullness of routine which Felisa shares 



with Ruiperez, her husband. Their approaches to their isolated and 

alienated situations differ, but the women all share the disquietude of 

the loss of freedom which life in the Civil Guard barracks has presented 

them, a disquietude which even has begun to effect young Ernesta, the 

most recent addition to the group of Civil Guard wives living in the 

castle-barracks. 

The case of Sebastian Vasquez is brought to the reader more 

forcefully, since he shares the reader's attention with no other charac

ters, except only briefly when he is seen with the secondary figures in 

the novel, such as Cabeda, Roque, his mother, and his cousin. His 

alienation denies him even the simple pleasures of friends with whom 

to drink and talk at a friendly tavern, not to mention his having to stay 

on the move, lest he be caught by the Civil Guard. He has momentary 

encounters with such people as Cabeda and Roque, but he has not the 

freedom to remain and possibly cultivate their friendship. He must 

continue to run. As the novel progresses, an awareness of his aliena

tion leads Sebastian to ponder the extent to which he is no longer free, 

despite the fact that he is not as yet a prisoner of the Civil Guard. 

In many works of modern fiction which deal with alienated man 

there is some sort of outward act of alienation committed by the cen

tral character, a physical expression of that person's alienation from 

his fellow man. Yossarian, the bombardier in Joseph Heller's Catch-

22, expresses his alienation by stripping himself naked, refusing to 
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wear the uniform which identifies him with the rest of the men around 

him and the societal structure which their uniform represents. The 

central character in Eduardo Mallea's Chaves expresses his alienation 

through a refusal to speak, previously having been unable to communi

cate his feelings to others with words. This refusal to attempt an 

explanation of his feelings causes others to hate him, because they can 

no more understand his silence than they could his speech. Another 

aspect of alienation as an inability to communicate is presented in the 

black humor of Fernando Arrabal's El triciclo, a play in which the 

guard, a character based on the image of the Spanish Civil Guard, 

34 
speaks only nonsense syllables to those around him. 

Sebastian Vasquez, however, never displays such a physical 

act of alienation. He does not show an outward sense of defiance, 

hatred, or of the inability or refusal to communicate. Con el viento 

solano does not end in an explosive scene of defiance, agony, or bit

terly expressed frustration. On the contrary, there is a feeling of 

quiet in the final paragraphs which suggests the most important aspect 

of Sebastian Vasquez' alienation: his alienation from God. Sebastian 

has suffered the alienation of a second-class citizen from the majority 

of the non-Gypsy society in which he lives. He has further alienated 

34. Cf. Joseph Heller, Catch-22 (New York: Dell Publishing 
Co., 1970). Eduardo Mallea, Chaves, ed. by Bernard Gicovate and 
Alice Gicovate (Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, 1971). 
Fernando Arrabal, El triciclo (Paris, 1961). 
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himself from society through an act of unpremeditated murder. Having 

committed this crime, Sebastian then loses his friends and family--

even his mother--upon whom he has felt that he might depend for help 

and comfort. His alienation from people, as this study has shown, is 

developed in carefully structured stages throughout the novel. The 

events surrounding the narrative of Aldecoa's novel are concrete 

evidence of such an alienation from family arid society. 

That Sebastian Vasquez is alienated from God is shown by what 

does not happen in Con el viento solano. Sebastian, despite his agony 

of fear, the physical and emotional punishment of his flight to avoid 

capture by the Civil Guard and his being classified by society first as 

an inferior element of that society and then as a criminal to be hunted 

down and captured, never does turn to God for help in any manner, 

either through personal supplication or through the institution of the 

Church. 

He is like the Israelites described in the Old Testament books of 

Amos and Haggai whom God tested with blight, fire, and famine, and 

who suffered these agonies without ever turning to God for succor. 

That this is the degree of Sebastian's alienation is made evident by 

Aldecoa's quoting Amos and Haggai on a page immediately prior to the 



first page of the text of the novel, these quotes being the allusions 

35 
which give Aldecoa the title, Con el viento solano. 

Because Sebastian is alienated from God as well as man, he is 

virtually dead. When he finally becomes more fully aware of his total 

alienation, Sebastian surrenders his body to the Civil Guard without 

protest. His alienated soul has been captive since the beginning of 

Aldecoa1 s narrative. As Sebastian makes his deposition in the guard

house, the sounds of Sunday morning drift into the guardroom through 

an open window (CVS, p. 273. ) and suggest the presence of God at the 

surrender of Sebastian's physical being to man. 

Aldecoa develops the theme of alienation very carefully in Con 

el viento solano, actually beginning this as a secondary theme in his 

treatment of the isolation theme of El fulgor y la sangre, and his sty

listic development is also a progression from the latter to the former. 

The next chapter will show the stylistic development in these novels 

towards a form of lyrical novel, an important aspect of which will be 

an examination of the way in which Aldecoa emphasizes Sebastian's 

alienation from God with the refrain of the east wind motif. 

35. Cf. Amos 4:6-9 and Haggai 2:17 (All biblical references 
in this study are from JLa Santa Biblia, Mexico City: Sociedades 
Biblicas en America Latina, 1960). 



CHAPTER 3 

EL FULGOR Y LA SANGRE AND CON EL VIENTO SOLANO: 

THE BEGINNINGS OF A LYRICAL PROSE STYLE 

El fulgor y la sangre 

Earlier in this study, mention was made of Arce Robledo's ob

jection to the style of El fulgor y la sangre, because of what Arce feels 

to be a looseness in the structure of the novel: "Unas veces esta en 

presente y otras en pasado. Esta es una falta imperdonable para un 

autor ... . " (Arce Robledo, p. 107.) Yet it is the very technique of 

past-present shifts which gives this novel a structure which is far from 

loose, being instead almost rigid in its use of this change in time, from 

chapter to chapter. 

In Chapter I Aldecoa uses the thoughts of the guard Pedro, 

Sonsoles1 husband, to introduce the characters and convey the mood of 

boredom and anxiety caused by the isolation and alienation which these 

characters undergo. The style is plain and direct, and the author uses 

simple quotation of the guard's thinking. "He thought, " "he remem

bered, " "he reflected, " or other similar verb structures show the 

reader what is going on in the guard's mind as he walks his post in 

front of the castle-garrison. Chapter II is the first to shift in time 
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from present to past, without quoting the thoughts of one of the 

characters. 

Aldecoa begins Chapter II in the past and passes from there to 

the realm of the present by dividing the past from the present with 

three asterisks, never explaining or indicating the time-space change 

with words. When he shows action in progress within a given setting 

of either past or present, Aldecoa separates this action from the other 

action concurrently being shown, separating these passages by skipping 

two lines of print between paragraphs. Cast in such a structure, the 

rest of El fulgor y la sangre shows the various characters and the way 

in which isolation works upon them, as does alienation, to a subordin

ate degree. 

In his attempt to portray the effects of isolation and alienation 

upon his characters, Aldecoa often uses a device which is closely 

related to the overall structure described in the preceding paragraph. 

Going from dialogue to narrative, Aldecoa actually describes the effect 

of isolation or alienation upon a character, juxtaposing the characters' 

dialogue and the feelings expressed by it with the emotions conveyed by 

the narrative passage. Thus he gives the reader the impression of this 

narrative as thought, rather than description by the author. A good 

example is the scene between Carmen and Ernesta in which the latter 

says that she wishes that her husband would be transferred to a post 
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nearer Madrid. After Carmen answers this, Aldecoa begins the 

narrative counterpoint to their discussion: 

[Carmen answers]--Si, eso es muy dificil. Lo 
estamos intentando nosotros desde no se cuanto 
tiempo y que si quieres. Parece que se han dicho: 
esos se tienen que quedar ahi hasta que se mueran. 

La vida en el Castillo, durante las horas de la 
tarde, se desarrollaba con un ritmo lento y fugaz 
al mismo tiempo. Los comentarios se encendian 
en los anocheceres. Parecia que nunca terminaria 
de pasar el tiempo y, sin embargo, llegaba la 
noche sin que se percatasen de la marcha de las 
horas. Las horas del castillo, que eran inaprensibles 
por su misma monotonia, que pasados los anos 
seguramente no se podrian recordar mas que como 
una gran mancha gris, surcada de conversaciones, 
de los trabajos de las casas. Imposible fijar en el 
tiempo un dia a otro. Todas iguales, todos monotonos. 
En el invierno, con la misma pesadez debido al cielo 
oscuro, denso, sin movimiento. En el verano, con 
la misma pesadez de cielo alto, azul, quieto. 
Solamente en el otono y en la primavera los dias 
variaban con las nubes movilizadas por los vientos 
en el cielo. Y la vida en el castillo abandonaba su 
ritmo un momento, para volver en seguida a el, 
fabricando una ilusion de algo nuevo que nunca se 
sabia precisar. (FS, pp. 234-235. ) 

This use of narration to convey the thought or emotion temper

ing the action or dialogue in progress is also used by Aldecoa to span 

the time lapse of the asterisk-divided segments of his chapters. A 

good example of this technique is his bridging Carmen's past and pre

sent with the heat of both days. In the last paragraph of the segment 

set in Carmen's .past, the news of General Francisco Franco's uprising 

comes to Carmen and her family. Unaware of the implications of this 
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latest political development, "Carmen se fue a la cama tan tranquila, 

quejandose del calor. " (FS, p. 227.) 

Carmen's complaining about the heat on a July night in 1936 

prepares the way for a return to the present, in which the segment 

begins with the attempts of a dog to find an escape from the seemingly 

endless heat of the day. This is the medium of Aldecoa's transition. 

La sombra de la muralla ofrecia un grato refugio al 
perro jadeante. Alii estaba tumbado, con el vientre 
pegado a la tierra, parpadeando de sueno, la lengua 
roja y salivada colgando de las abiertas fauces. Se 
desprendia un hilo de baba y el perro cerraba auto-

maticamente las mandibulas en un vano deseo de atrapar 
el hilo. Volvia el parpadeo, que por unos momentos 
cesaba. Las moscas zumbaban entorno de su cabeza, 
que el movia cachuzada. (FS, pp. 227-228.) 

El fulgor y la sangre is, therefore, a carefully structured 

novel, as seen in the various techniques which Aldecoa uses to tie past 

to present and the situation of one character to that of another, 

Despite Arce Robledo's allegation that this novel is carelessly 

written (Arce Robledo, p. 107. ), El fulgor y la sangre is as carefully 

structured as a properly-written sonnet or octava real. But it is not 

a wholly lyrical novel, in the sense of a novel using fixed or "con

trolled patterns of figures and scenes, " to recall Professor Freedman. 

It is not such a novel, but rather is the beginning of a tendency leading 

to such a novel, because in it Aldecoa begins the development of the 

more fully lyrical.style which is the characteristic of its sequel, Con 

el viento solano. 
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In Con el viento solano, the lyrical prose abounds. The lyrical 

passages of El fulgor y la sangre are generally of three types, which 

are the basic lyric structures to be found dominant in the style of Con 

el viento solano. These lyric structures shall be referred to in this 

study as pie quebrado, catalogue, and litany. 

3 6 
The pie quebrado passages are those parts of Aldecoa's nar

rative in which a series of lengthy sentences is punctuated by a very 

short sentence, which gives the effect of the true pie quebrado, which 

is a short line of verse which punctuates longer lines, as in "Coplas 

que fizo por la muerte de su padre" by the XV Century poet, Joi^ge 

Manrique, whose poem ends: 

y aunque la vida murio, 
nos dexo harto consuelo 

su memoria. ^7 

This type of "punctuation" occurs three times in El fulgor y la 

sangre, and in each case the final sentence gives an emotional finality 

to the passage. The first such passage occurs in the part of Felisa's 

reflection on her past in which her father loses his job at the munitions 

factory: 

36. This term is used as a simple means of categorizing a 
stylistic effect and in no way implies an attempt by Aldecoa to \vrite 
true pie quebrado, as the term applies to verse. 

37. James Fitzmaurice-Kelly, ed., The Oxford Book of 
Spanish Verse (London: Oxford University Press, 1965), p. 59. 
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Las espoletas para Juan Martin no significaban mas 
que los tornillos. Ayudaba en la fabricacion de 
espoletas. Hacia horas extraordinarias y los hijos, 
sus hijos, comian, y a mediados de septiembre 
volverian a la escuela o irian por vez primera a la 
escuela. Las espoletas ayudaban a ello y el trabajaba 
con la vieja formula: como si tal cosa. Las manos 
de el no tenian que ver con la lucha. Tenia que comer. 
Las espoletas, los tornillos, los engranajes, lo que 
fuere jque mas daba! Habia que comer, que era lo 
importante. Pero un dia fue acusado. (FS, pp. 94-95.) 

Once he establishes in the previous sentences the importance 

of his job to Juan Martin and his total lack of political concern where 

his job was concerned, Aldecoa ends the paragraph with the terse 

summation, "Pero un dia fue acusado, 11 which means the end of Juan 

Martin's aspirations and his happiness. 

Aldecoa again resorts to this structure when Felisa reacts to 

the news that one of the guards on duty at the fair has been shot. 

Since they do not know who the victim is, her husband could easily be 

the man whom the Gypsy shot, as he attempted to escape arrest. 

Felisa sees the other women trying to act as if nothing has happened, 

in order not to alarm the children, but she feels incapable of following 

their example. Aldecoa builds her sense of weakness in a fairly lengthy 

paragraph which ends: 

Los chiquillos se la hubieran quedado mirando con 
los ojos muy abiertos. jQue sabian ellos! Pero 
los hombres del Castillo y Sonsoles y ella sabian. 
La desgracia que habia sobrevenido se estaba 
derramando sobre el Castillo, deslizandose a traves 
de las rendijas de las puertas, cayendo del techo 
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pesadamente. Notaba el peso de la sombra y sabia 
que este peso no era solo para ella. 

Felisa se echo a llorar. (FS, p. 157. ) 

The full emotion of the scene is released in this final sentence, 

as Felisa suddenly begins to cry. The effect is to bring the scene to 

a close, but also to bring its emotional tension to full term as the re

sult of all the things described in the rest of the paragraph, of which 

Felisa's open weeping is a final, outward recognition. 

Aldecoa's third use of this pie quebrado technique is in a scene 

from Ernesta's past, in which the effect of the final sentence is that of 

showing how the real impact of the reality of the 1936-1939 Civil War 

had at last come to the people of Ernesta's town: 

El dia de San Miguel fueron las fiestas del pueblo, 
pero no se celebraron. El cura, despues de la 
misa, hablo a los campesinos y les dijo que no eran 
tiempos de distracciones paganas los que corrian. 
Por otra parte, nadie hubiera tenido humor para 
divertirse con las fiestas. Habia ya muchos mozos 
en el frente. Alguno habia muerto. (FS, p. 305.) 

The second lyrical technique found in Aldecoa's prose in El 

fulgor ^ la sangre is that of the catalogue, which is the listing of a 

series of objects or phrases in such a way as to establish a rhythmic 

38 
pattern within a sentence or a paragraph of narration. Such 

38. Just such a rhythmic listing of objects is found in Aldecoa's 
poetry, an example of which can be found in "Poema de las islas:" 

Era el momento de los suefios densos, 
de la propia aventura a flor de labios, 
de un acordeon abriendo sus nostalgias, 
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39 
catalogues are found no less than sixteen times in El fulgor y la 

sangre, many being of the same variety, so an example of one of each 

type will suffice in the text of this study, to give the reader an idea of 

the variety of types of catalogues used by Aldecoa in this novel. 

The first of these types is a simple listing of nouns, in a man

ner not unlike much of the poetry of Walt Whitman, as in "Song of 

Myself, " when he writes: 

The latest dates, discoveries, inventions, societies, 
authors old and new, 

My dinner, dress, associates, looks, compliments, 
dues. ... 40 

One short example of this technique is Aldecoa's presentation of a rural 

bus which Sonsoles recalls from her past: "Castilla verde y la alegria 

en el autobus. Ruidos del motor, conversaciones de los pasajeros, 

tumulto en las paradas, lios de ropas, sacos, aves domesticas. " 

de una luna heredada de un paisaje, 
de una aleta partiendo la distancia, 

• ...v • de un velero errabundo de los puertos, 
de una noche curvada de suspiros .... 

(Ignacio Aldecoa, Libro de las algas [Madrid: 1949], p. 29.) There
fore, that this particular device should be employed in his prose is 
not surprising, in view of his use of such techniques in poetry pub
lished several years before his novels. 

39. Cf. pp. 46, 75, 77, 88-89, 99, 102-103, 107, 113, 115, 
116, 134, 266, 295, 314, 315, and 351 for the examples of this 
technique to be found in this novel. 

40. Oscar Williams and Edwin Honig, eds., The Mentor Book 
of Major American Poets (New York: The New American Library, 
1962), pp. 118-119. 
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(FS, p. 46.) This catalogue presents a montage of external images 

conveying the helter-skelter gaitey of a ride on a Spanish rural bus, a 

scene similar to those found on rural buses in nearly every part of the 

Spanish-speaking world. 

Not all the catalogues convey the levity of the scene on the 

country bus, however. Another short catalogue shows the internal 

relationship between Felisa and Ruiperez after several years of mar

riage: "Un gesto, una arruga, no observada normalmente, querian 

decir tanto como un torrente de palabras. El desanimo, la tristeza, 

la enfermedad, la preocupacion, los mil matices del disgusto los 

41 
captaban los dos mirandose. " (FS, p. 115.) 

A second type of catalogue is one in which Aldecoa strings 

adjectives together for this rhythmic effect, as he does in describing 

Felisa's visits to her father in jail. This particular catalogue weaves 

from adjective-list to a string of nouns, thus forming a mixture of the 

two catalogue types: "El ritmo acelerado, apasionado, buscador de la 

tragedia. El pausado, acompasado, sereno caminar. La pena, el 

riesgo compensado, la furia, el amor, el odio ... .11 (FS, pp. 89-90.) 

41. Such catalogues of nouns are found in the prose of two 
other novelists of the period following World War II: the German 
Giinter Grass and Mario Rigoni Stern, an Italian. Cf. Giinter Grass, 
Cat and Mouse, trans, by Ralph Manheim (New York: The New Ameri
can Library, 1964), p. 35 and Mario Rigoni Stern, II sergente nella 
neve (Torino: Einaudi, 1965), pp. 14-15. 
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Not only does this passage show a mixture of noun and adjective cata

logues, but it forms a third type of catalogue used by Aldecoa, which 

is a series of sentence fragments which gives to a paragraph the 

rhythmic structure which the catalogues of single words or short 

phrases lend to an individual sentence. 

Aldecoa also uses catalogues of verbs, making a pattern in 

which the verbs listed create the downstroke of the cadence. He does 

this when he describes the past of Guillermo Arenas and uses verbs in 

the preterite tense for the strong downbeat of his rhythmic sentence: 

"Guillermo Arenas olio la tierra florecida de la primavera; piso el 

alacran de los canchales; vio las flores blancas de las berreras; 

arranco la hojilla del olivo para salivar la boca reseca; orino los hor-

migueros en el alto de la meadilla . . . : se humedecio con el pariuelo la 

nuca en la fuente de los multeros ... . " (FS, p. 315. ) 

Often most of a paragraph of narrative will consist of such a 

catalogue, be it of nouns, adjectives, or whatever, as in this descrip

tion of Carmen's kitchen: 

Los pequenos objetos de la cocina; el tosco aparador, 
azul celeste; el hierro negro de hurgar en la lumbre 
de retirar o colocar las arandelas del fogon; las 
rodillas colgadas en la barra dorada, gastadas del uso; 
los ajos y las cebollas en los cacharros de barro, junto 
a los cuales hay un tarro bianco lleno de pimiento 
Colorado, un tarro amarillo con sal gorda, un tarro 
azul con harina. (FS, p. 266.) 
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Sometimes catalogues of whole sentences can be found, in which 

Aldecoa will compound many statements of a common nature to give a 

paragraph the rhythm, conveyed by the catalogue technique. He does 

this when describing the calm before a summer storm in Ernesta's 

past, a summer storm that parallels the Great Storm of that summer 

in 1936, the beginning of the Spanish Civil War: 

Estaba la paja amontonada y acabada la trilla. Los 
campesinos bebian con lentitud en los porrones de vino. 
Las mulas yugadas comian aletargadas moviendo las 
erej as, ... El sol maduraba los arandanos en los 
espinos y los ninos recoglan sus pobres cosechas de 
agrios frutos. Una vibora, al limite de las eras, en 
el pedregal, se ocultaba rapidamente al ruido de una 
carreta. Las hormigas aprovechaban los granos de 
las eras y los conducian por sus caminillos, donde la 
circulacion era titubeante, como si la ceguera las 
obligase a caminar reconociendose y reconociendo el 
camino. La cigiiena volaba sobre las charcas que se 
habian formado en el arroyo sin corriente, a la caza 
de ranas o de culebras de agua. El pueblo pardo de 
casas bajas, entre las que destacaban tres o cuatro 
algo mas altas, quedaba a un cuarto de hora de camino 
de las eras. (FS, p. 295. ) 

This catalogue of farmers, mules, sunshine, children, a snake, 

some ants, a stork and its prey, and the little farming village gives 

one a scene of bucolic peace, of the closeness of the people to nature 

which makes the village also an integral part of this scene. But this 

peace is ephemeral, to be destroyed on two levels: the approaching 

storm which the farmers can smell, despite the seeming calm of the 

day, and the advent of the 1936-1939 Civil War. To show this, Aldecoa 

juxtaposes the above paragraph with some dialogue that shows the 
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farmer's sensing an approaching storm, all of which he punctuates 

with the statements: "La tarde estaba en calma. Sin embargo, el 

delicado olfato de los campesinos para las cosas del campo, distinguia 

el olor de la tormenta lejana. " (FS, pp. 295-296.) 

The catalogue is a common device of Aldecoa's style in El 

fulgor y la sangre, but it is the litany in which the author's most lyri

cal prose is found. The litany, as the term is applied in this study, 

means the repetition of a word or phrase within a sentence, a para

graph, or a group of paragraphs, to give a rhythmic pattern in which 

the word or phrase serves as the strong beat in the cadence of the 

sentence, paragraph, or paragraph cluster, which thus creates a very 

strong impression upon the reader of the importance--emotional or 

intellectual--of the repeated word or phrase, due to the almost prayer

like quality produced by this repetition. 

Although Aldecoa is not the only contemporary novelist to em-

42 
ploy this technique in prose fiction, he is nonetheless a skilled 

stylist who uses such techniques well. Two examples from El fulgor 

42. The prose litany is found in the novels of Giinter Grass and 
Mario Rigoni Stern, as is the catalogue, and also in L^a colmena, by 
the Spanish novelist Camilo Jose Cela. Cf. Camilo Jose Cela, La 
colmena (Mexico City: Editorial Noguer, 1957), p. 329. For examples 
of litanies in Grass and Rigoni Stern, cf. Giinter Grass, Dog Years, 
trans, by Ralph Manheim (New York: Harcourt, Brace, and World, 
1965), p. 113 and Rigoni Stern, p. 9. 
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y la sangre deserve mention, the first which is a litany in very nearly 

the ecclesiastical sense. Felisa awaits the news of which guard has 

been shot, and Aldecoa presents her nervous string of thoughts in a 

litany of the word vivo, "alive, " which approaches the nature of prayer: 

"Hubiera querido hablar de nuevo con su marido. Decirle que no lo 

creia ... que solamente era una herida . . . sin otra importancia que 

verlo . .. sin fuerzas, pero vivo. Vivo aun. Vivo a pesar de todo. 

Vivo contra las balas y las palabras y el tiempo. Vivo, vivo, diciendo 

sencillamente que no habia sido nada, algo sin importancia. " (FS, 

pp. 156-157.) 

As E. K. Brown points out in his description of this technique 

of litany in prose fiction, "Litanies are repetitive, but with variations: 

the plea to pray for us is not repeatedly addressed to the same per

son, or else, .. . .. when it is, the person is addressed under several 

43 
aspects. " It is just such an interplay between a fixed constant and 

the variables following each repetition of the constant which gives the 

litany technique its force in the narrative. 

A second example of this in El fulgor y la sangre uses a phrase 

as the constant, the passage being the final paragraph of Chapter VI, 

in which Ruiperez' thoughts are shown: 

43. E. K. Brown, Rhythm in the Novel (Toronto: University 
of Toronto Press, 1967), p. 8. 
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Del servicio, de las cosas del servicio, meditaba 
Ruiperez en la guardia, con la mirada hundida en la 
tierra junto al sendero de las hormigas. Del servicio, 
de las cosas del servicio, meditaba Ruiperez, 
mientras el fusil y el hombre formaban una larga 
sombra en el umbral de la puerta del castillo. Del 
servicio, de las cosas del servicio, tomaban sus 
primeras lecciones los chicos del castillo de labios 
del hijo mayor de Felisa. (FS, p. 341.) 

The pie quebrado, the catalogue, and the litany are three forms 

of the lyrical technique employed by Ignacio Aldecoa in El fulgor y la 

sangre, but they alone do not constitute the only such lyrical passages 

of rhythmic prose in this novel. Aldecoa also resorts to certain varia

tions of these three forms, in order to produce a rhythmic style. 

When Sonsoles is. on her way to the convent where she spent 

part of her youth, Aldecoa shows this by opening his paragraph with a 

three-item catalogue which he repeats in litany fashion, thus blending 

the two techniques for the following effect: "La colina. El caseron. 

La manana. La colina, el caseron y la manana formaban un todo agrio 

y gris, dulce y fulgurante. Por la colina, hacia el caseron traqueteaba 

la'tartana rompiendo la calma de la manana. " (FS, p. 26. ) 

Somewhat akin to the pie quebrado technique is one in which 

Aldecoa shows a character or characters in one place or posture, us

ing a relatively short sentence to do this. He then focuses his atten

tion upon an action taking place elsewhere--usually in the background— 

which he describes in one or more longer sentences, only to end the 

passage with a return to his original point of concentration, in which 

he again uses a somewhat shorter sentence. 
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This is the structure used in a paragraph, in which Felisa leaves 

the other women to see why her husband has called her away from the 

group. As Aldecoa shifts his focus from the women to a herd of sheep, 

44 
returning to the women, the effect is almost cinematographic. 

La silla quedo vacia y las tres mujeres guardaron 
silencio. Como un rumor se oian las esquilas de 
las ovejas pastando el yerbal de la base de las 
murallas en el exterior del Castillo. La voz brusca 
y juvenil del pastor vibraba en la tarde calurosa. El 
rebafio, medio amodorrado, se movia como un oleaje 
lento, de sucia espuma, de un lado a otro, conducido 
por la cayada, la voz y el tino del pastor. Las tres 
mujeres siguieron en silencio un buen rato. (FS, p. 88. ) 

The focus shifts from the women to the herd and back to the 

women. The fact that the sentences showing the reader the women 

initially and bringing attention to them at the end of the paragraph are 

basically the same--that is, expressing their keeping silent--is fur

ther evidence of the closeness of this technique to the three basic lyric 

styles used by Aldecoa, since the juxtaposition of short and long sen

tences reflects the pie quebrado, while the repetition of the basic 

thought of opening and closing sentences is somewhat akin to the litany. 

Another such mixture of the basic forms involves a close rela

tion between paragraphs, in which the topic sentence of one is picked 

44. This shift of focus from foreground subject(s) to back
ground subject(s), with a return to the former, has been used with 
great currency in many films produced in the 1960's. For examples 
of this, cf. Peter Fonda, Dennis Hopper, and Terry Southern, Easy 
Rider (New York: The New American Library, 1970). 
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up in the paragraph following it, a device not unlike the litany tech

nique, and in which catalogues explaining the premise of the topic 

sentences follow them in each paragraph. This is found in a scene 

between Sonsoles and Felisa which takes place in the latter's kitchen, 

the subject of the litany-catalogue mixture found in two sequential 

paragraphs, as follows: 

Sonsoles escuchaba a Felisa. En la cocina de la casa 
de Felisa habia desorden. Encima de la mesa, junto 
a una cebolla partida, estaba un periodico infantil 
sucio y gastado por el uso. Era. el periodico, junta-
mente con otros que reposaban en el armario, la 
diversion nocturna de los muchachos. Habia frequentes 
peleas entre ellos porque se les antojaba el mismo 
periodico y el de mas fuerza y edad pretendia llevarselo 
a viva fuerza. . . . 

En la cocina habia desorden. Las ropas de los 
chicos yacian en un balde, amontonadas. Del techo 
colgaba una ristra de chorizos que habia dejado una 
huella de grasa en el suelo. Unas alpargatas viejas 
estaban colocadas, una sobre otra, en un rincon. En 
el cubo de la basura destacaban las peladuras de las 
naranjas sobre el pardo color de las cenizas. Habia 
objetos sobre las sillas, estaba todo invadido de un 
aroma denso de comida y acompafiado de una musica 
repulsiva de aleteos de moscas en agonia pegadas a 
un papel de liga colgado del techo, y de moscas que 
tamborileaban en los cristales de las ventanas 
entornadas, buscando la libertad. (FS, pp. 186-187.) 

Somewhat akin to this structure is another type of rhythmic 

prose passage found in El fulgor y la sangre, in which the litanesque 

repetition of a topic sentence is found within one paragraph, the sen

tences of which are punctuated by a final short sentence, in the 
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manner of the pie quebrado form. This structure is used, for exam

ple, in a passage showing the boredom Ruiperez suffers while on guard: 

Ruiperez, en la guardia, miraba hacia el horizonte, 
cubierto todo el de una ligera capa de nubes. La 
tarde se hacia bochornosa. Las piedras de las murallas, 
al sol, estaban ardientes. Bastaba posar una mano 
sobre ellas para localizar, en su misma escencia, la 
tormenta amenazante. Las piedras achicharradas, que 
poseen al contacto de la mano una suave, brillante, y 
humeda sensacion de ingle. Ruiperez, en la guardia, 
miraba al horizonte desde el que, pensaba, se irian 
acercando, al compas de la formacion de la tormenta, 
los compafieros que estaban en el campo. Los cuatro 
compafieros, de los que uno estaba muerto y al que 
traerian tumbado sobre unas parihuelas o una tabla. 
Deseaba que el tiempo transcurriese veloz. La guardia 
se le hacia interminable. (FS, pp. 235-236. ) 

Pie quebrado, catalogue, litany, and mixtures of these forms 

constitute the lyrical structure of Aldecoa's first novel, but it remains 

for Con el viento solano to demonstrate the fuller use of these tech

niques, the arrival at a genuinely lyrical novel, of which El fulgor y 

la sangre is an indication, but never fully a realization. 

Con el viento solano 

It was previously stated in this study that Con el viento solano 

is the novel in Aldecoa's truncated trilogy which shows the author's 

arrival at a style that is more lyrical than that of his first novel, El 

fulgor y la sangre. Pie quebrado, catalogues, litanies, and mixtures 

of these forms are found in great numbers in this second novel. How

ever, its merit as a lyrical novel does not lie in the quantitative realm 
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of the numbers of times each technique is used, but in the qualitative 

use of these techniques and an additional device, the refrain-like use 

of the east wind motif, to be discussed later in this chapter. 

As in El fulgor ̂  la sangre, the pie quebrado technique is used 

to give an emotional finality to a particular scene, but Aldecoa has 

expanded his range of expression in the use of this device. In the first 

novel this technique was limited to scenes of grave, almost tragic 

aspects in the lives of the people living in the castle-barracks of the 

Civil Guard: the denunciation of Felisa's father, Felisa's realization 

of her isolation, and Ernesta's recollection of the 1936-1939 Civil 

War. In Con el viento solano the emotions expressed with pie quebrado 

are much more varied. 

In one scene the pie quebrado emphasizes Sebastian's momen

tary thought about his initiation into sexual awareness, a brief recol

lection which has its humorous aspects, despite the sad situation in 

which Sebastian finds himself after shooting the Civil Guard corporal: 

De pronto se sintio inseguro y se levanto. Camino 
unos pasos y se sento tras otro adelfo. Le parecio 
mas tupido. Recordo que de nifio le gustaba hacer 
cuevas en los setos, en los matorrales. Desde una 
d e  l a s  c u e v a s  q u e  h a b i a  h e c h o  v i o  u n a  p a r e j a  . . . .  
Era la primera vez. Se sonrio. (CVS, p. 50.) 

Because of the somewhat melancholy aspect of this passage, 

however, it is not too far removed from the emotional atmosphere of 

those found in El fulgor y la sangre. In a later passage Aldecoa 
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introduces Federico, the truck driver who gives Sebastian and Roque 

a ride. He uses catalogues to show Federico's relationship with his 

wife and punctuates this description with a pie quebrado of unadulter

ated bedroom humor: 

Federico ordena. Federico ha nacido para mandar. 
La mujer de Federico tambien ha nacido para mandar. 
Han distribuido de tacito acuerdo los terrenos de su 
mando. El comedor, el pan, el vino, los cubiertos 
y los cobros estan bajo la alta jurisdiccion de Federico. 
La cocina, la compra y el servicio, bajo el mando 
directo, irreprochable y justo de la mujer de Federico. 
En el lecho conyugal nadie manda. (CVS, p. 195. 

In each of three other instances of pie quebrado in Con el viento 

solano the device punctuates a litany. The first of these gives an im

pact of sadness to a recollection of childhood: 

Anos de niriez, jugando, regateando, persiguiendo, 
aprendiendo y llorando. ARos de Navalmoral y de 
Talavera, que en la distancia del tiempo transcurrian 

45. The use of a pie quebrado "stinger" for sardonically 
humorous effect can be found in Joseph Heller's Catch-22, in the scene 
in which Yossarian has been put in the hospital bed of a soldier who 
has already died, in order that the soldier's Italian-American parents 
can speak to their son before he dies: 

The father continued solemnly with his head lowered. 
'When you talk to the man upstairs, ' he said, 'I want 
you to tell Him something for me. Tell him it ain't 
right for people to die when they're young. I mean it. 
Tell Him if they got to die at all, they got to die when 
they're old. I want you to tell Him that. I don't think 
He knows it ain't right. . . . 'And don't let anybody up 
there push you around, ' the brother advised. 'You'll 
be just as good as anybody else in heaven, even though 
you are Italian. ' 
'Dress warm, ' said the mother, who seemed to know. 
( H e l l e r ,  p .  1 9 1 . )  
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monotonos e iguales, trasladando la misma 
anecdota de uno a otro. Afros de suefto y de 
hambre. (CVS, p. 230. ) 

The second litany revolves around the noun mirada ("look") 

and is another reflection by Sebastian Vasquez. This pie quebrado 

serves to punctuate the litany by commenting about it, rather than by 

being an element of it as was the case in the first of these three. The 

litany itself, with the pie quebrado, is both reflection and an introduc

tion of recalled conversation between Sebastian and his mother: "La 

mirada picara del abuelo, la mirada negra del padre, la mirada serena 

de Cabeda, la mirada de paj aro libre de Roque. Armonia del 

r e c u e r d o . "  ( C V S ,  p .  2 4 2 . )  

The third litany deals with what Sebastian hears before falling 

asleep, and the pie quebrado terminates the passage with Sebastian's 

dozing: "Oia los rumores del anochecer en el campo. Oia silbar el 

lechuzo loco que no encuentra la hembra. Oia el latir tranquilo de su 

corazon. Fue llegando el sueno. " (CVS, p. 249. ) 

One technique similar to the pie quebrado which Aldecoa uses 

in Con el viento solano is, in effect, a type of prose Alexandrine. 

Instead of punctuating a group of sentences with a short sentence to 

give the effect of pie quebrado, Aldecoa reverses the process and uses 

a very long sentence at the end of several short ones, creating in this 

paragraph an intensification of the sense of the slowly passing time 

which Sebastian must wait before he can get a ride with Federico. As 
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the atmosphere of the plaza at noon grows progressively more dull and 

languid, so the sentences lengthen, to accent the description; 

De la plaza sale el ultimo autobus. Hasta las seis 
no hay coches. El comercio sigue abierto. Las 
terrazas de los cafes estan vacias. La ciguefla 
revuela alta. El hortera ordena las piezas de tela. 
El vago se ha largado. El limpiabotas medita 
sentado en su caja, con las espaldas pegadas a uno 
de los pilares de los soportales. Toma un caf£ 
apresurado el zascandil secretario del Ayuntamiento 
de un pueblo lejano. El sol esta sobre la plaza 
devorando la energla militar del sargento de 
vigilancia, que siente la tirilla del cuellp sudada y 
sucia y habla a un soldado, imprecisamente, de una 
o r d e n a n z a .  ( C V S ,  p .  1 9 7 . )  

The catalogues found in Con el viento solano are also varied in 

both form and effect. One is a sentence fragment in which the towns 

of the provinces of New Castile and Extremadura having fairs are 

46 
listed (CVS, p. 73.). Another is a very lengthy sentence which 

seems to be a fragment, until the verb is supplied in the very last line. 

Thp effect is to give the reader a quick view of the village fair as it 

gets underway, turning the catalogue into a form of montage of events 

and people. The catalogue itself becomes a litany of the phrase los 

que ("those who") shortly after it begins: 

Los chirlones de la feria, los vendedores de copjas 
de amor y de horror, los que retuercen el cuello al 
cuervo burlon del arte pictorico en el pastel de los 
barquitos veleros bajo la luna, los que domestican 
su hambre de faquires devorando bombilla?, los que 

46. A similar catalogue of items is found on p. 190, in which 
a list of the toys sold at the fair is given. 
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al lagarto y a la culebra los amigan para vender 
balsamos, los que enseftan la llaga y el mufi6n, los 
que dan para el pelo el agua secreta que hace 
encabellecer a los calvos, los que a las cuarenta 
cartas les hacen un trajin de cuarenta reales . . . 
Todo el suburbio de la feria esta ya trabajando. 
(CVS, p. 177.) 

Two other catalogues end as litanies in Con el viento solano, 

but their change is brought about by the repetition of a noun amid the 

listing of verbs in a catalogue. The first of these is a paragraph which 

begins with a chiasmus of shadow and stuffy heat to describe the atmos

phere outside a restaurant in which the catalogue of activities takes 

place: 

En la calle del Pez, sombra y bochorno. En la calle 
de la Puebla, bochorno y sombra. El restaurante 
barato muestra la carta en el escaparate. Sebastian 
entra. Olor de cocina. La clientela aguza el diente, 
escarba el diente, marca el diente en la fruta, pega 
el diente al hueso, entretiene el diente por el pan, 
mientras los mozos vienen y van, van y vienen, los 
pulgares bafiandose en los platos o poniendo la huella 
en el librito de notas. (CVS, p. 145. ) 

A second chiasmus occurs immediately after the catalogue and frames 

the scene with this rhetorical device, just as it lends a further rhythm 

to the lyrically structured paragraph. 

In the second catalogue the verbs show Sebastian's sense of the 

freedom around him, a freedom he has lost forever. The litanesque 

aspect of the verb catalogue is given by the repetition of the direct 

object noun, mundo ("world"), but the paragraph then reverts to a 
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more purely catalogued form, which ends in a series of images that 

show the atmosphere of the tavern in which the scene takes place: 

Desde el rincon, Sebastian siente el mundo. Oye el 
mundo. Huele el mundo. Ve el mundo. Palpa el 
mundo. Saborea el mundo. El mundo en la taberna. 
Las voces del tabernero y sus clientes. El olor de 
la taberna. La mesa manchada. La madera, si, la 
madera. El sabor del mundo. Toda la libertad. 
(CVS, p. 185.) 

Aldecoa's ending with the fragment "Toda la libertad" shows the pre

cise meaning of the paragraph, in that the details are not mere physi

cal descriptions, but the outward images of Sebastian's inner sense of 

loss. 

In a later scene, Sebastian enumerates the days of his flight 

and wonders how many more he will have. (CVS, p. 246.) In juxta

position to these thoughts follows a catalogue of minute details of 

nature which serves to develop the thought in Sebastian's mind that he 

cannot continue much longer: "La urraca vuela a su nido. Las hor-

migas no rompen el ritmo del trabajo. La abeja hiere delicadamente 

la flor del mato. El alacran es devorado por su hembra, porque su 

47 
destino es de devorado. " (CVS, p. 246. ) 

This thought is further reinforced by the paragraph immediately 

following it, in which Aldecoa catalogues the scenery around Sebastian, 

47. Cf. p. 56 of this study for a discussion of this passage as 
part of the motif of the cyclic order of life developed by Aldecoa in 
both El fulgor ̂  la sangre and Con el viento solano. 
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his flight: "Baja el sol hacia el horizonte. Las sombras se alargan. 

Se amora la pared del molino. Rojea la carretera. Sebastian esta 

cansado. No tiene meta, no tiene finalidad. Lo mismo estar bajo los 

arboles que en el camino. " (CVS, p. 246. ) 

The catalogue is used in several ways in Con el viento solano, 

48 
but the variety of litanies in the novel is even greater. As in the 

case of the other lyrical devices, the variety of litanies is one of 

effect as well as form. A common type of litany is one in which a 

single word is repeated, as in the case of the litanies quoted earlier 

in this study which ended in pie quebrado. (CF, p. 78.) Aldecoa uses 

such a litany to describe a room, using sillas ("chairs") as the re

peated object. 

The effect of this litany is that of showing the reader what the 

people living in the house are like by showing the chairs in the room, 

a device not unlike the famous naive observations made by Huck Finn 

about the wonderfully tacky appointments at the Graingerford house 

that tell the reader a great deal about the social and economic level of 

the owners of such a place "... that was so nice and had so much 

48. Litanies are found on pp. 7, 124, 136, 144, 179, 180, 
186, 189, 202, 224, 229, 230, 239, 242, 249, and 259. 
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'k9 
style. " The room shown is that of Sebastian Vasquez: "En torno de 

esta [mesa de comedor], sillas de diferente factura. Sillas de colmado 

pintadas de verde, de gruesas patas y asiento de paja, con flores de 

calcomania en los respaldos; sillas del juego de la mesa, tapizadas en 

rojo; sillas plegables de aguaducho de verbena." (CVS, pp. 7-8.) 

Many of the litanies used by Aldecoa in Con el viento solano 

are based upon the rhythmic use of a phrase, rather than a single 

noun, verb, adjective, or adverb. It is this type of litany that makes 

the most striking impact upon the reader, because of the more obvious 

repetition of several words in a rhythmic sequence, rather than one 

word only. One such litany occurs when Sebastian meets Cabeda and 

the two walk in the Plaza Mayor of Madrid. Aldecoa forms the litany 

with the phrase En la Plaza Mayor: 

En la Plaza Mayor formaban un tiovivo los tranvias. 
En la Plaza Mayor, junto a la estatua, eclipse de sol. 
En la Plaza Mayor, el suefio de decoracion del senor 
Cabeda, tomando como centro la hermosa nariz del 
rey a caballo: cientos de cadenetas y faroles 
japoneses en los balcones. (CVS, p. 124. ) 

The effect of this particular litany is to bring to the reader the 

concentration upon a central physical point, the Plaza Mayor, for the 

purpose of setting the exterior scene in which the conversation be

tween Sebastian and Cabeda takes place and also of presenting part of 

49. Mark Twain, The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn (New 
York: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, 1961), p. 99. Cf., also, pp. 
100-102 for the description of the appointments of the Graingerford 
abode. 
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Cabeda's inner being, his concern with paper decorations, which are 

his means of livelihood in his old age. 

Aldecoa uses hecho de ("made of, " "formed of") in a litany, to 

show Sebastian's feelings about the causes for the anxiety which grips 

him: 

El afan, el anhelo de biisqueda de si mismo le 
producia el desasosiego-- hecho de temor de 
las cosas y de los demas; hecho de la incapacidad 
de profundizar en el recuerdo consolador; hecho 
de su paso o carrera sin meta--, el desasosiego 
abismatico de la soledad. (CVS, p. 180. ) 

At this point in Sebastian's flight these are sensed, rather than thought 

about, and the litany brings these impressions in the rhythm of a pulse 

beat, of something felt but not yet part of the fugitive's conscious 

awareness. 

One litany which does form a part of Sebastian's thought process 

occurs after Cabeda gives the Gypsy all of his meager savings to aid 

Sebastian in his escape. Sebastian now has spent all but seventy 

pesetas with which he can buy a train ticket and prolong his flight, 

possibly even for enough time to be able to see his mother. He thinks 

about the money, half of Cabeda's savings: "Sesenta pesetas, la 

mitad del dinero del sefior Cabeda, la mitad de la juventud del sefior 

Cabeda, la mitad de los suefios del sefior Cabeda." (CVS, p. 189.) 

Sebastian at least realizes that he has spent much more than half the 

money he was given, and the litany technique drives home this point 

with clarity. 
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Another thought-litany occurs much later in Con el viento 

solano when Sebastian is again confronted with his loss of freedom. 

As with his realization of the sacrifice which Cabeda made for him, 

Sebastian's thoughts come in waves of ideas, creating a rhythm in his 

50 
mind that is self-reinforcing. The litany makes the impression up

on the reader of the impact of these thoughts upon Sebastian: 

Habia que tener la suerte negra que el habia tenido. 
Habia que sentir la tranquilidad de los demas para 
saber que el propio corazon es un animalillo rebelde 
que muerde en el pecho sin descanso. Habia que ver 
los largos, desiertos caminos donde el hombre es 
libre para darse cuenta de que uno no anda camino, 
porque en la huida no hay camino, sino rastro. (CVS, 
p. 229.) 

Twice in Con el viento solano Aldecoa uses a litany of precise 

time to establish a series of images about a scene he is describing. 

This allows the reader to "see" many things the very same instant in 

which they simultaneously occur. The first of these is found when 

Sebastian goes to Madrid and is used to describe the city during siesta 

time: 

Son las dos y media. Las dos y media, y sereno el 
cielo. Las dos y media, y un tranvia moroso, con 
un repique de monaguillo, apagandose en la fronda 
de la arboleda. Las dos y media, y los cimientos 
del rascacielos que sostienen un cielo de siesta. Las 
dos y media, y el abrecoches con la digestion a medio 
hacer--el fresco tomate, la sardina embalsamada, el 
vino con limon y el pan ariorando la chicha--bailando 

50. A similar type of litany cf. Heller, pp. 421-422. Cf. Heller, 
pp. 176-177, for a similar litany used as a comic device. 
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en el estomago. Son las dos y media en todos los 
relojes de Madrid. Son las dos y media, y Madrid 
es un pantano de luz solar. (CVS, pp. 144-145. ) 

Having seen catalogues which become litanies in Con el viento 

solano (Cf. pp. 79-80 above.), one cannot be too surprised to find the 

short catalogue of the contents of the doorman's stomach included 

within the framework of this litany on two-thirty. Nor is the develop

ment of the second litany of time overly surprising, in view of Aldecoa's 

repeated use of the litany for various effects in both El fulgor y la 

sangre and Con el viento solano. Rather than a mixture of forms, 

however, this passage is a compound litany of time and space which 

serves as does the litany of two-thirty, to show several things which 

could not normally be seen at the same instant in one fixed point in 

time. 

It is now four o'clock of the day after the two-thirty passage. 

Sebastian has just been thrown out of his uncle's house, and his fear is 

again mounting. In counterpoint to Sebastian's thought of "La gran 

mancha negra del miedo, la noche del miedo que llega hasta el 

corazon ... . " (CVS, p. 202. ) comes this litany of the indifferent 

siesta time in Alcala: 

A las cuatro canta la cigarra la nana amarilla, que 
es como el crepitar de la hoguera del sol. A .las 
cuatro se despluma el gallo bajo las alas, quemando 
del piojillo rabiado de calor. A las cuatro la mula 
parda tiene una monentanea rebeldia con el carretero 
y tira de las varas con una fuerza de maquina loca y 
quisiera arrancarse el sifue y necesita tres trallazos 
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para acompasarse. A las cuatro la carretera es 
una linea de piedra hojaldre que la apisonadora 
machaca. A las cuatro la urraca descansa para la 
aventura de la fresca. Donde la mosca zumba, 
esta atenta la arana. Donde el polvo reposa, traza 
su suave estela el pececillo de pared. Donde duerme 
el amo, duerme el can, siesta profunda y sueno 
malo. (CVS, p. 202.) 

Like those passages which show the motif of the cyclic nature 

of life, this litany serves to emphasize the aloneness of Sebastian in 

his alienated state. He is suffering from fear and anxiety, but his 

feelings make no change in the torpid town through which he walks at 

51 
four o'clock in the afternoon. 

Aldecoa makes effective use of catalogues and litanies in Con 

el viento solano, as he does in El fulgor y la sangre, and the former, 

as does the latter, has several lyrical passages which are not strictly 

speaking pie quebrado, catalogue, or litany. Among such passages is 

one which is quite similar to the litany, but which is not a repeated 

word or phrase of the types shown earlier in this study. This parti

cular passage is a weaving of two elements throughout a paragraph 

which ends in a sentence containing both elements as its compound sub

ject. As in the litanies of time, this passage is descriptive, but its 

51. One might note the initial similarity between these two 
litanies of time and the funereally litanesque repetition of the hour, 
"las cinco de la tarde, " in "La cogida y la muerte, " the first part 
of Federico Garcia Lorca's Llanto por Ignacio Sanchez Mejias. 
(Lorca, pp. 537-538.) 
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scope is not so diverse as that of the time-oriented segments men-

52 
tioned earlier. Its lyric quality, however, lies in its litanesque use 

of the two elements, the priest and the farmers: 

Campesinos que fuman puros andanen los derredores 
de los autobuses. Campesinos que no fuman acarician 
los astiles y contemplan el acero brillante de las 
herramientas compradas. El cura de un pueblo a 
treinta quilometros de Alcala se echa la teja al cogote 
y se pasa un panuelo muy bianco por la frente. El 
cura se cuece en la candela del sol como en el infierno 
se churruscan los condenados a la mirada del Principe 
Lucifer, que es toda de fuego verde. Los campesinos 
y el cura esperan la hora del autobus. (CVS, p. 194. ) 

Also akin to the use of repeated phrases found in the litany is 

the use of a phrase in two sentences aiter which it appears in reverse 

order in the third sentence. The effect is not unlike that of a litany, 

but the reversed order in the third sentence gives the passage an 

emphasis which is like that of chiasmus: "La discusion va por casas. 

La risa va por casas. Por casas, va tambien, la alegrxa de los nifios 

a los que han feriado los juguetes de Santiago. " (CVS, p. 190. ) That 

the third utterance is so much longer than the first two sentences 

gives an added effect of an Alexandrine quality to the passage, stressing 

52. Were these passages to be filmed, the litanies might be 
shot as montage, with the sound of the clock striking four, over. This 
paragraph might be handled simply with a medium long-shot and wild 
sound. 
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by its length the reflective context in which the happiness of the 

53 
children is being described. 

Not all phrase-repetitions are found within one paragraph or 

group of paragraphs. In Chapter III Aldecoa spans several pages with 

the repetition of a phrase, bringing the reader's thoughts to consider 

the second passage in the context of the first. The initial passage 

describes Sebastian's arrival in Alcala: 

La gente que habla en el tren se desconoce, se recela, 
ya en el anden. Sebastian y el tratante se han 
despedido friamente. Sebastian se encamina a la posada 
de Soils, en la que nunca ha estado, de la que ha oido 
hablar mucho. Cruza Alcala. La posada da al campo 
bravo de los alrededores, donde crece el espino y muere 
el trigo, donde el cardo borriqueno y el espanton de las 
mulas hacen crepitar el campo al viento, donde la avena 
loca loquea a lo largo de los senderos y el campesino en 
la arada ve rebrillar trozos de loza en la vuelta de la 
tierra rejacada. Mala tierra. Mala tierra a las puertas 
del ganado, en la posada de Marciano Soils. (CVS, p. 
1 6 6 . )  

There is a brief litany in this paragraph, a repetition of the 

word donde ("where"). This serves to show the reader what the area 

referred to as tierra brava ("wild land") is like. The last two sen

tence fragments in the paragraph serve as punctuation of the previous 

litany and also as a refrain, a lyrical repetition at the end of the 

chapter. 

53. The scene of the children's play is being observed by an 
old lady who "... cuida de sus recuerdos ... . " (CVS, p. 190.) 
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After Sebastian goes to a tavern for something to drink he 

returns to Marciano Soils' inn for some food before going to bed, He 

is served, eats, and then asks where he is to sleep that night. They 

tell him where his bed for the night will be, and then Sebastian excuses 

himself and goes outside for a walk: 

Sebastian sale a la calle. Camina hacia el campo 
bravo. Sebastian se sienta en el suelo y mira el 
cielo. En el cielo no hay ya una sola nube. Sebastian 
oye revolverse las bestias en la cuadra. Corre una 
estrella fugaz. Ladra, lejano, un perro. Lejana 
tambien, suena una radio. Sebastian respira profun-
damente. Piensa en su madre. Arranca una espinilla 
de un cardo. Juega con ella. Sebastian se tiende a 
contemplar las estrellas de la noche de Santiago y a 
pensar, sobre la tierra brava. Mala tierra. Yerba 
mala y mala tierra a las puertas del ganado, en la 
posada de Marciano Solis. (CVS, p. 170. ) 

The repetition of "mala tierra a las puertas del ganado, en la 

posada de Marciano Solis" comes in the final paragraph of the chapter 

and ends Chapter III with a very lyrical effect, similar to Garcia Lorca's 

repetition of the refrain 

jOh ciudad de los gitanos! 
^Quien te vio y no te recuerda? (Garcia Lorca, p. 
457. ) 

in the final quatrain of "Romance de la Guardia Civil Espafiola. " 

Such a repetition serves to cause the reader to reflect on the 

earlier passage in which the refrain appears and to read the second 

passage in the context of the first. One also is led to reconsider the 

possible meaning of the phrase which is repeated, since the author 
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must feel that it is important to the development of his novel, or he 

would not have made so obvious a repetition. In this case Aldecoa 

has used such a refrain to emphasize the feeling that Sebastian has of 

his own emptiness, his unproductive nature brought about by alienation. 

As he looks out across the barren ground, Sebastian thinks 

about his mother. Picking up a bit of thistle, Sebastian thinks first 

about the stars overhead and then about the land around him. At this 

point Aldecoa repeats his refrain about the land, in order to give the 

final paragraph a lyrical quality and to make this verse-like refrain 

accentuate the feelings which dominate Sebastian's thinking at this 

point in his flight from the Civil Guard. 

The refrain technique is not a mere "frill. " The use of such a 

repetition is an effective means of giving an aesthetically pleasing, 

lyrical quality to his prose, without sacrificing meaning for technique. 

The lyric refrain serves to clarify and develop the theme of alienation, 

as well as to beautify the prose of the novel. 

In a much broader sense, it is the quality of a refrain which 

Aldecoa gives to the motif suggested by the title, Con el viento solano, 

which makes this novel more truly a lyrical novel than El fulgor y la 

sangre, its forerunner in the truncated trilogy known as "La Espafia 

inmovil. " Before he begins Chapter I, Aldecoa places two references 

to the Old Testament on a page by themselves. He cites first the Book 
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of Haggai, then the Book of Amos, and repeats, "Os herl con viento 

solano. " ("I smote you with east wind. ") 

The reference in each case is to a physical punishment sent by 

God to the people of Israel as a form of test, which they fail. The 

Israelites fail, because they do not return to God after His trial by 

endurance of His "Chosen People. " But Aldecoa has made an impor

tant change in his Biblical quotes. He has reversed the order in which 

they appear. 

The order reversal is a question of form rather than content. 

By changing the order of the two books, Aldecoa draws attention to 

form, since the content of each is basically the same. Were it not for 

this, there would be no reason to cite Haggai before Amos. 

But what of the form? It is by no accident that Aldecoa has 

placed these two books in reverse order, because in so doing he call? 

the attention of the reader to the book that is out of sequence: Amos. 

The passage in Amos, Chapter IV, from which the quote is taken is a 

prose litany, not unlike those used by Aldecoa in the development of 

Con el viento solano. This passage reads: 

Os hice estar a diente limpio en todas vuestras 
ciudades y hubo falta de pan en todos vuestros pueblos; 
mas no os volvisteis a mi, dice Jehova. [italics are 
mineTT 

Tambien os detuve la lluvia tres meses antes de la 
siega; e hice llover sobre una ciudad, y sobre otra 
ciudad no hice llover; sobre una parte llovio, y la parte 
sobre la cual no llovi6, se seco. 
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Y venian dos o tres ciudades a una ciudad para 
beber agua, y no se saciaban; con todo, no os vol-
visteis a mi, dice Jehova. 

Os heri con viento solano y con arugaj la 
langosta devoro vuestros muchos huertos y vuestras 
viflas, y vuestros higuerales y vuestros olivares; 
pero nunca os volvisteis a mi, dice Jehova. 54 
(Amos 4:6-9. ) 

Aldecoa uses these quotations from Amos and Haggai to state, 

in effect, both the thematic content and the stylistic form of his novel. 

He is consistent with this statement by his use of an east wind motif 

throughout Con el viento solano, a motif which appears at various 

stages in the development of the story to enhance the lyrical quality 

of the prose with its refrain and to clarify the real extent of Sebastian 

Vasquez1 alienation, an alienation from God as well as man, which is 

the principal thematic concern of the novel. 

After the quotations prior to the text of the novel, the east 

wind is first mentioned when Sebastian is riding in the truck which 

takes him to the fair where he slashes the bartender's face, beginning 

the chase which leads to Corporal Santos1 death and Sebastian's total 

alienation: "El primer soplo calido del viento solano revolucionaba el 

tamo de las cunetas, se colaba por las ventanillas abiertas de la 

54. Not only does this passage from Amos follow the structure 
of a litany, but the very cataloguing of God's various afflictions set 
upon the people of Israel bears mention as a further-parallel to the 
stylistic devices used by Aldecoa in Con el viento solano. 
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cabina del camion y se llevaba la ceniza de los cigarrillos, alborotan-

do levemente el coloquio del conductor y los viajeros. " (CVS, p. 27.) 

This first appearance of the east wind in the text of the novel 

seems casual enough, as does the second, which is a reference to the 

animal smells carried by the east wind from the fairgrounds (CVS, 

p. 30. ), but both of these references occur prior to the violence at the 

fair and the shooting of Corporal Santos. They tell only what the wind 

is doing at this particular point in the narrative. 

The next reference to the east wind, like the first one cited 

above, is a catalogue of the activities of the wind parallel to the actual 

time being described in the narrative: 

No era hora de viento. El solano a medida que el 
dia iba creciendo, ensanchandose de calor, disminuia, 
hasta hacerse solamente como una alentada del fondo 
de los campos. A1 atardecer crecia de nuevo y perdia 
el polvillo por los zarzales, hacia que se pegasen las 
moscas ojeras a los parpados y las culeras a los anos 
de las mulas; levantaba la hierba espigonera, seca y 
quebradiza, dandole gallardia abrilena; a los lagartos 
y a las culebras les hacia sacar las lengiiecillas como 
sedientos, mientras los alacranes corrian mas rapidos 
de piedra a piedra, con las colas enhiestas, y las 
araflas tejian refuerzos en sus telas, pesadas de polvo. 
No era hora de viento. (CVS, pp. 43-44. ) 

The form of the paragraph is a catalogue framed by a short, 

pie quebrado sentence, "No era hora de viento. " The effect of this 

paragraph is that of the suggestion of a possibly dangerous or even 

evil quality about the east wind. Whereas the first two references are 

seemingly innocuous enough, this catalogue suggests that this east 
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wind is an ill wind blowing no good. It is dry, hot, dust-laden, and it 

brings insects to plague farm animals. 

The use of "No era hora de viento" at the beginning and end of 

the paragraph further suggests the nature of the east wind, because a* 

play on words occurs in which the initial use of the sentence conveys 

the idea that "It wasn't the customary hour for wind. " By the end of 

the paragraph, however, the meaning of the exact same sentence is 

better translated "It was no time for wind, " meaning that the wind is 

certainly not a beneficial one. 

The full development of the east wind as a type of refrain used 

to highlight the thematic content of Con el viento solano does not take 

definite form until after the shooting of Corporal Santos by Sebastian 

Vasquez. After running for several hours, Sebastian rests beneath a 

tree and falls asleep. When he awakens, Sebastian feels the east wind: 

"Percibio el soplo del solano, el primer soplo de la tarde leve, 

enlabiado, cargado de los humildes aromas de la tierra. Le parecio 

que olia a las eras en la trilla; a las vacias iglesias de los pueblos, a 

las mesas donde anidaba la paz de los mesones de la vera de la 

carretera. " (CVS, p. 54. ) 

The reader is given Sebastian's impressions brought on by this 

gust of east wind, rather than the more factual type of catalogue pre

sented earlier in the book. One sees what this wind brings to 
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Sebastian's mind, rather than what the wind is really doing or causing 

to be done. 

From Sebastian's impressions the next step taken is that of 

showing what the east wind is reputed to do, and Aldecoa does this in 

a litany. He frames the paragraph in two sentences written in the im

perfect tense to show what the east wind really does. Aldecoa's listing 

of what the east wind is reputed to do is stated in the present tense: 

El solano traia un dulce y pegajoso olor de tormenta. 
El solano aumenta el celo en las vacas toriondas. El 
solano quema la mies en los mediados de junio. El 
solano llega hasta las tormenteras de la sierra y alii 
anida haciendo nubes que luego ruedan hacia el llano, 
en contratormenta, con los vientres hinchados de 
granizo. El solano hace que peleen los machos cabrios 
y desgracia el ganado por las barrancadas. El solano, 
a los enfermos de pecho les quita el apetito y les 
acaricia el sexo, los acerca la muerte. El solano 
corta la leche de los ordefios, pudre los frutos, in-
fecta las heridas, da tristura al pastor, malos 
pensamientos al cura. El solano es como huelgo de 
diablo fino. El solano traia el dulce, pegajoso e 
inquietante olor de la tormenta. (CVS, pp. 56-57. ) 

As in the case of the framing of the paragraph-catalogue of the 

things the east wind is doing concurrently with the story, this para

graph is framed by two almost identical sentences which take the 

reader from and to the current narrative. The litany in the present 

tense deals with the east wind as an entity apart from the narrative of 

the flight of Sebastian Vasquez from the Spanish Civil Guard. The 

effect is not so much that of pie quebrado as in the passage quoted 

earlier (Cf. p. 108.), since the resultant impression given the reader 
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is really more akin to a suspension in time. The narrative does not 

progress beyond the point of the statement that the east wind is bring

ing the smells of an approaching storm, but the rhythm of the litany is 

such that one does not sense an abrupt halt in the narrative. Time is 

momentarily suspended, but the flow of the narrative does not suffer 

from the halt. 

As for the elements in the litany itself, the reader is given a 

sense of being introduced to a catalogue of beliefs which are based on 

the oral tradition of the Spanish farmer, rather than a series of facts 

55 
based upon formal, scientific observation. It is a litany that trans

forms the east wind from just another element of nature to a major 

aspect of Aldecoa's novel, because this reference to the east wind al

ters the context in which all the other references to it must be read. 

Because of the powers of the east wind--forces for evil rather than 

good--shown in this litany, the reader must now consider the repeated 

use of this element in the novel on the basis of its meaning as a refrain 

55. That the east wind in Spain is really a very destructive 
part of the Castillian geography is substantiated by William B. Fisher 
and H. Bowen-Jones, who use the term leveche to discuss the viento 
solano: "These [easterly winds], originating over North Africa, are 
hot and extremely dry currents which sometimes contain fine dust. 
The same kind of wind is spoken of in Italy as the sirocco. Such 
winds are most marked in spring, when they may cause considerable 
damage to growing crops. Whole fields may be destroyed in a single 
day." William B. Fisher and H. Bowen-Jones. Spain: An Introductory 
Geography (New York: Frederick A. Praeger, 1969), pp. 41-42. 
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used to further the author's development of the theme of alienation in 

Con el viento solano. 

Thus, when the wind touches the face of Sebastian Vasquez it 

is as if a force from the realm of folklore were acting upon this young 

man, exercising some sort of supernatural power, or at least serving 

to adumbrate an unhappy end to his flight. The reference may be a 

single sentence or a paragraph, but the effect is basically the same: 

the refrain of the east wind emphasizes Sebastian Vasquez1 alienation. 

On the Tuesday of his flight, Sebastian ends the day in a cheap 

inn, and the chapter ends: "Del campo llega un viento tibio, que en la 

Plaza de la Cebada agiganta un hedor frutal, carnico, pesado. " (CVS, 

p. 115. ) The smells carried by the wind are heavy and not at all 

pleasant, being odors associated with decay and putrification. From 

decay odors to thoughts of death is but a short distance, and this is 

part of the "message" carried by the east wind to the room in which 

Sebastian Vasquez is trying to sleep. 

The following day Sebastian goes to the train station to get a 

ticket for Alcala, and again the wind enters the scene: "... el suave 

soplo de viento pardo. Viento del llano que entraba en Madrid por 

Atocha, que revolvla las cloacas y daba el tufo de los sumideros de la 

calle. " (CVS, pp. 162-163. ) Like the smells carried into the inn of 

the night before, these chthonic odors from the Madrid sewer. systems 
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suggest the basically negative nature of the east wind which bears 

them, the "brown wind" which colors the description of the aetion.in 

progress. 

The negative refrain of the east wind next appears when 

Sebastian reflects upon the friendship with Roque and Cabeda which he 

will never be able to realize, because of his alienation: 

El viento solano daba su bocanada calida y humeda 
de la tormenta, desde la amarillez remota. Sebastian 
pensaba en Roque el faquir, en el sefior Cabeda. 
Podia haber sido un gran amigo de los dos si la 
vida . . . pero no, la vida era el camino que llevaba 
ahora a Cogolludo, despues a cualquier parte. Su 
vida cumplxa una etapa mas en Cogolludo, junto a 
la madre. Y recordo a Lupe. A Lupe, a la que 
hubiera presentado a sus amigos Roque y Cabeda. 
'Bueno, Roque, te voy a presentar (tendria que 
haberle dicho) a mi mujer. Bueno, Roque, esta es 
mi mujer1, y seguramente el senor Cabeda se habria 
sonreido pensando: 'Pero es su muier y ;qu6 mas da?' 
(CVS, p. 220.) 

At this moment when Sebastian's thoughts are drawn to happy reflec

tions of what life might have been, the alienation which prevents him 

from being able to live such scenes is present in the form of the east 

wind, the biblical wind of waste and decay. 

As Sebastian arrives in Cogolludo, a few minutes after the 

thoughts of Roque and Cabeda have passed, he meets a muleteer who 

comments on the east and northeast winds which are now blowing a 

rain storm to the town: 
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--^Ve usted? El regafion. En cuanto sale ese viento 
se trae la tormenta para aca. El regafion es un buen 
mozo, con mala uva dentro, pero buen mozo. A veces 
se le pasa en seguida el genio, otras esta sopla que 
sopla hasta que se cansa. El regafion con el unico que 
no puede es con el viento de la sierra; ese le ajusta 
las cuentas a todos. Pero el viento de la sierra en el 
verano no sopla; se mete en los valles a dormir. Es 
que se cansa de estar todo el invierno revolviendolo 
todo. Por aqui decimos que el viento serrano, buena 
cosecha y buen verano; que el solano, quema la mies 
y la mano; que el regafion, regana y le hace el son. 
(CVS, p. 222.) 

When the muleteer speaks about the three types of wind in his 

rhyming folk-sayings, the reader's attention is drawn to the similarity 

of expression between this man's speech and Aldecoa's wording of the 

litany quoted earlier in this study (Cf. , p. 110. ), as when he writes: 

"El solano quema la mies en los mediados de junio. " (CVS, p. 56. ) 

The litany conveys the feeling of folklore, and this later passage pro

vides the reinforcement for such an impression on the part of the 

reader. 

The folkloresque litany finds its source in the sayings of the 

muleteer, and having thus supported his earlier use of the east wind 

refrain, Aldecoa ends the chapter with a litany to the northeast wind, 

the companion to the destructive viento solano: "El viento regafion 

corria suavemente a apagarse en el llano. El viento regafion enredaba 

su crin en los tejados. El viento regafion jugueteaba alegre tras su 

victoria. " (CVS, p. 224. ) 
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This last wind reference stands in direct contrast to those con

cerning the east wind. The east wind is shown as ugly and destructive. 

The wind from the northeast, however, can be described in terms 

that bring to mind a playful--if somewhat dangerous--colt. It is by 

means of this contrast that the nature of the east wind is brought more 

fully to bear on the reader's interpretation of Aldecoa's use of the 

east wind as a refrain to heighten the effect of his thematic develop

ment in Con el viento solano. 

Sebastian Vasquez is a man suffering from several degrees of 

alienation, and the east wind, the scorching blight of Amos and Haggai 

with which God tested the wayward tribes of Israel, blows throughout 

Aldecoa's narrative about Sebastian to underscore the young Gypsy's 

suffering, just as a poetic refrain serves to heighten the thematic 

development of a work in verse. 

Pie quebrado, catalogues, and litanies form the lyrical style 

of Con el viento solano from the more purely technical aspects of 

rhythmic prose, but it is the use of the east wind motif in a variety of 

forms as if it were a type of lyrical refrain which gives this novel a 

more wholly lyrical development than its predecessor, El fulgor y la 

sangre. The merely technical development begins in this first novel, 

as seen in Aldecoa's use of rhythmic prose. However, it is not until 

Aldecoa uses the physical lyric, the lyric of word patterns in rhyth

mic sentences and paragraphs, in counterpoint with a thematically 
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oriented motif, a refrain that intensifies the author's statement of 

theme as well as the aesthetic beauty of his prose, that he succeeds 

in creating a wholly lyrical novel. In this respect, therefore, El 

fulgor y la sangre may be viewed as a progression towards--never an 

unsuccessful attempt at--the lyrical novel, of which Con el viento 

solano stands as an example. 

Aldecoa's experiment with the lyrical novel is generally suc

cessful, but it is not the zenith of his production as a writer of prose 

fiction. His novels of the sea, Gran Sol and Parte de una historia, 

works which show Aldecoa's artistic growth, bring together the lessons 

learned in the writing of _E1 fulgor ^ la sangre and Con el viento solano 

and show the extent to which Aldecoa has developed as a novelist. The 

novels of the sea are concerned with the same themes, isolation and 

alienation, but it is in the more controlled treatment of lyrical style 

that Aldecoa proves his worth as an artist, as the following chapter 

will show. 



CHAPTER 4 

THE NOVELS OF THE SEA: ALDECOA'S ARRIVAL AT 

CONTROLLED USE OF LYRICAL TECHNIQUES 

In the truncated trilogy, "La Espana inmovil, " Aldecoa develops 

the themes of isolation and alienation and progresses in this develop

ment of theme toward a style that is lyrical in technique, as the pre

vious two chapters have shown. Both El fulgor y la sangre and Con el 

viento solano are novels of artistic merit, especially when the former 

is considered as the thematic and stylistic foundation for the latter. 

Aldecoa succeeds in developing these novels to the extent that they 

might almost be considered two volumes of a single work, due to the 

close interrelationships of form and content which they share. But 

they are not considered to be so successful as Gran Sol and Parte de 

una historia. 

Julio M. de la Rosa writes: "Pocas veces hemos encontrado, 

dentro de nuestra novela actual, un relato tan puro, tan honestamente 

lineal como Gran Sol, tercera novela publicada por Ignacio Aldecoa en 

1957." (De la Rosa, p. 6.) He speaks about Parte de una historia, 

Aldecoa1 s second sea novel and the last novel to be published before 

his death, and considers the style of this novel as " ... un sorprendente 

117 
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tratado de castellano ... una ejercitacion de estilo que sorprende por 

s u  t o n o  d e  a c a b a d a  m a d u r e z .  "  ( D e  l a  R o s a ,  p .  9 . )  

Eugenio G. de Nora prefers Gran Sol to the earlier two novels, 

calling it a narrative which "... se acerca a la concision, a la 

veracidad, a la energia viril pero contenida que, en perfecta corres-

pondencia con el tema, caracteriza las obras verdaderamente 

'clasicas.'" (Nora, p. 333.) And Juan Luis Alborg considers Gran 

Sol "... un 'tour de force, 1 con el que pocos escritores pecharian. " 

( A l b o r g ,  p .  2 7 5 . )  

Ricardo Senabre says of Parte de una historia that: "Aldecoa 

ha llegado aqul al extremo de su arte de escritor. La justeza 

expresiva, la capacidad para sugerir veladamente sin detenerse en 

minuciosas explicaciones, la incorporacion sutil de formas lingiiisticas 

dialectales . .. hacen de Parte de una historia una obra absolutamente 

perfecta en ciertos aspectos. " (Senabre, pp. 15-16.) 

The novels of the sea have met with general acclaim by many 

critics who find them superior to El fulgor la sangre and Con el 

viento solano. But upon what criteria is this superiority based? The 

greater success of Gran Sol and Parte de una historia is seen in the 

extent of Aldecoa's growth as a prose stylist in the novel genre, and it 

is the purpose of this chapter to examine Aldecoa's last two novels as 

evidence of this growth. 
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The previous chapters have indicated the extent to which Aldecoa 

develops his themes of isolation and alienation in El fulgor ^ la sangre 

and Con el viento solano, respectively, as he approached and achieved 

the form of lyrical prose in his writings. Gran Sol and Parte de una 

historia are also respective developments of isolation and alienation as 

central themes, but they differ stylistically from the earlier novels of 

the "Esparia inmovil" trilogy in one basic respect: the author's more 

subtle, controlled use of pie quebrado, catalogues, and litanies as 

stylistic devices in his narrative. 

When writing El fulgor ̂  la sangre and Con el viento solano, 

l'gnacio Aldecoa sought an expression of his themes that was lyrical 

in style. He developed this around the three basic devices already 

discussed in this study, pie quebrado, catalogues, and litanies, and 

used these devices in both descriptions and interior monologues. 

Aldecoa succeeded in writing many beautiful passages with these 

devices in the earlier two novels, but he used such techniques in such 

great quantity that his style loses a certain amount of subtlety which 

detracts from the overall success of El fulgor y la sangre and Con el 

viento solano. These earlier novels are evidence of Aldecoa's poten

tial as a novelist, but they betray a lack of control in the use of the 

lyrical techniques which is not evident in the novels of the sea, Gran 

Sol and Parte de una historia. 

I I 
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Gran Sol 

Dedicated to the "hombres que trabajan en la carrera de los 

ban cos de pesca entre los grados 48 y 56 de latitud norte, 6 y 14 de 

56 
longitud oeste, mar del Gran Sol, " this novel shows Aldecoa's vast 

range of knowledge of the fishermen of northern Spain and the waters 

in which they risk their lives in pursuit of the schools of fish from 

57 
which they earn their livelihood. It is a study of isolation in which 

the form is in direct balance with the content. 

The isolation of the men on the ship Aril is one of choice, of 

profession. Unlike the women of El fulgor y la sangre, these fisher

men are isolated by the long weeks at sea which their work requires, 

not by virtue of a situation not of their making. This does not mean 

that they are unaffected by this isolation, only that it is a part of their 

way of life. 

56. Ignacio Aldecoa, Gran Sol (Barcelona: Edirorial Planeta, 
1957), Dedication Page. Hereafter cited in the text as GS, with page 
numbers. It should be noted that Aldecoa spent a month as a crewman 
aboard one of the fishing ships in the sea north of Spain, sharing the 
hard work and isolation of the men he describes in Gran Sol and to 
whom he dedicates his novel. [This is verified in a letter sent to this 
author by Aldecoa's widow, Josefina Rodriguez de Aldecoa, in Decem
ber*, 1.970. ] 

57. Possibly to his detriment as a "popular" novelist, since 
Aldecoa's detailed use of the vocabulary of the Great Sole fishermen 
and his descriptions of their quotidian activities have little appeal for 
the average reader of novels. But it is his use of such detail to bring 
absolute realism to his work that likens him to Melville. 
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Gran Sol deals with the effect of maritime isolation upon the 

sailors, especially in those passages which show the principal effect 

58 
of isolation on the fishermen: boredom. Among the passages in 

which boredom is shown, several deal with the men's attempts to pass 

the long hours by discussing sex. The first of these is a scene between 

Afa, Martin, and Ventura: 

Jose Afa y Macario Martin buscaron los arrimos de las 
colchonetas para distraer las penitencias de la imagina-
cion, exaltada en el aburrimiento, a la caza de fugitivas 
sombras hembras. Se encontraron a Domingo Ventura, 
que leia bisbiseando. Primero Afa, despues Macario 
Martin, que habia largado la mirada lasciva a la dama 
del calendario, entraron en conversacion con Ventura. 
(GS, p. 57. ) 

After he introduces the conversation, Aldecoa then gives the 

dialogue of the bored, lonely men aboard the Aril: 

--Para ratos asi--dijo bruscamente Macario--se 
necesita una mujer. 
La risa de Afa era rotunda de ironia, con. un dejo 
escalofriado de erotismo. 
— ^Para que quieres tu una tia en un barco, salvaje? 
- - ̂ Para que la querrias tu? 
Volvio la risa de Afa. Domingo Ventura tendio a la 
templanza. 
--Estais buenos vosotros. Acabais de dejar el puerto y 
estais ya desquiciados. ^Que es lo que haceis en casa? 
^ E s  q u e  o s  t i e n e n  a  d i e t a ?  ( G S ,  p .  5 7 . )  

The dialogue continues as the men try to make sport of each 

other in their mutual loneliness and boredom, until the conversation 

finally changes from women to shipboard rumors about pay increase. 

58. For all the passages dealing with boredom, cf: pp. 35, 45, 
50, 51, 54, 56, 57, 61, 64, 75, 86, 94, 101, 134, 137, 145, 159, 165, 
175, and 190. 
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(GS, p. 58.) But women are the topic more than once. The isolation 

aboard ship leads thought and conversations around to the question of 

sex at several stages of the voyage of the Aril, especially when indivi

dual seamen have duties which give them time for little else but thought, 

thought about women in general or about one's wife or sweetheart in 

particular. 

When on watch duty for example, the sailor is very much alone 

with his thoughts, and Simon Orozco, the captain of the Aril, is no ex

ception. The watch is boring, lonely work, and he can only occupy his 

time with an occasional shifting of body position or with his thoughts: 

Simon Orozco tenia los ojos cansados de los reflejos 
de la mar. Miraba y no vela, aburrido de mirar. 
Diminutos meteoritos se desplazaban por los cielos 
grises de su vista. Meteoritos inflamados en azul, 
en rojo, en amarillo. Bajo los ojos. La tablazon del 
puente estaba sucia. Se entretuvo en los descubrimien-
tos del ocio forzado: la espina, la bola de papel de 
fumar, el nucleo de escamas. En la puerta del cuarto 
de derrota la rendija inferior iba creciendo hacia los 
goznes. En el armario de la radio, las tizas para 
apuntar las revoluciones de la helice. Con las tizas, 
recuerdos de infancia y de paternidad. Miro el reloj. 
El hijo nunca se levantaba antes de las oc.ho. Ya 
pasaban diez minutos de las ocho. El reloj de Simon 
Orozco estaba en el bolsillo superior izquierdo del 
mono, casi junto al corazon. El cronometro, en el 
cuarto de derrota. Las ocho y diez en casa. La 
madre se habra levantado a las ocho menos cuarto. 
Habra llamado a las ocho al hijo. A las ocho y media 
llamara a la hija. A las ocho y media el hijo saldra 
de casa llevando en el bolsillo de la chaqueta un 
bocadillo envuelto en papeles de periodico. Estaba 
creciendo mucho el chico. Iba a ser un gran rnozo, un 
motilon como . .. como el habia sido. Simon Orozco 
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se golpeo el muslo derecho, contento y, recreando 
arioranzas, silbo tenuemente. (GS, p. 75.) 

This lengthy passage is typical of Gran Sol for several reasons: 

The physical as well as the mental aspects of the boredom brought on 

by the isolated life at sea are shown, as Simon Orozco shifts positions, 

in an attempt to make himself comfortable while he spends the lonely 

watch in thoughts of his wife and children. Also, Aldecoa's use of 

time, the shifts from present action to thoughts of time past, present, 

and future, emphasizes the sense of the slow passing of time which 

the men aboard the Aril must endure. Just as this paragraph repre

sents a blend of form and content, to express the effect of isolation 

in terms of dreary boredom, so the whole novel may be said to be a 

carefully structured picture of this problem of isolation. 

Nothing seems to happen. Pages of details of shipboard routine 

and the complaints of the men about their tasks take the reader farther 

out to sea with the Aril, but there is little or no action, per se in Gran 

Sol. If plot were wholly dependent upon a line of action as such, this 

novel would be classified as a nearly plotless narrative. 

As far as such a line of action might be given, one could reduce 

Gran Sol to the following: The crew of the Aril sets sail in the Canta-

brian Sea, bound for the fishing banks of the Great Sole off the Irish 

coast. The first few days of the voyage are spent in the dull monotony 

of routine tasks. Later, rough weather sets in and causes some 
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anxious moments, but this never really relieves the men from the 

sameness of their tasks or from their isolation-produced boredom and 

loneliness. They begin to fish after a brief stop in the port of Bantry, 

during which time an accident causes the captain of the Aril to suffer 

a fatal injury. 

Not even the death of Simon Orozco, the captain whose incom

municative nature provides-a motif of alienation, is cause for a relief 

in the routine. He dies, is prepared for burial, and is buried in the 

small sailors' cemetery at Bantry. This done, the Aril then heads 

back across the sea to Spain. Aldecoa ends the novel with a short 

reference to the return home which reads almost like an entry in the 

ship's log: "El Uro y el Aril hacian rumbo al sur. Los perfiles de la 

costa irlandesa se difuminaban eh la distancia. El Uro y el Aril 

hacian rumbo al sur. " (GS, p. 201. ) 

The captain is dead and buried, but the voyage never loses its 

sameness. _Aldecoa's use of pages of detail concerning the job of the 

Aril crew gives the reader the feeling of the dull nature of such a 

routine, and this effect is underscored by the author's use of log en

tries throughout the novel, almost as if they were the sort of lyrical 

refrains found in Con el viento solano. 

Rather than the verse-like rhythm of catalogues or litanies, 

these passages have the cold impersonality of the very routine which 

they describe. Chapter II begins with such a log entry: 
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Empezamos la presente sin novedad. A 7 h. 
amarramos cabos en el puerto pesquero del Musel 
para hacer 35 toneladas de nieve, que empezamos 
a las 9 h. terminando a las 11. 30 h. que largamos 
cabos. A las 12 h. con Cabo Torres que hacemos 
rumbo a las playas del Gran Sol con viento fresquito 
del N y marejada, cerrado en lluvias, con chubascos 
que cada vez son mas fuertes. La terminamos sin 
mas novedad. (GS, p. 31.) 

Such log entries serve to underscore the sameness of the 

routine which the crew of the Aril undergoes day after day, but Aldecoa 

does not forsake his earlier lyrical style altogether in Gran Sol. If 

this were the case, the first two novels would have no bearing upon 

this novel or Parte de una historia, and Aldecoa would appear to have 

developed but little as a result of his earlier writing. 

On the contrary, Aldecoa does use lyrical techniques in Gran 

Sol, but with much greater selectivity. The lyrical passages are 

fewer in number than in Con el viento solano and are used in such a 

way as to highlight various parts of the novel, rather than being the 

overall stylistic format of it. Of the lyrical techniques found in Con 

el viento solano two are used occasionally in Gran Sol: the catalogue 

and the litany. 

Pie quebrado as it is used in Con el viento solano is found in 

two or three passages in Gran Sol. The first is the punctuation of a 

litany that describes the work of the men at the nets: 

Trabajar en la red es trabajo de hablar, de cantar, 
de humear el cigarillo con parsimonia, moviendolo 
a golpe de lengua de comisura a comisura, segun el 
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ojo que se cierra y lagrimea, segun el gusto del con-
sumidor. Trabajar en la red es hacer la cabala de la 
pesca a sacar, segun las mallas que se atan para 
cerrar la boca de perdida. Trabajando en la red corre 
el chiste, la petaca, la botella y el que de scans a en 
los ranchos, el faenero de nevera, el que toma maroma 
y cable a brazo y martillo, se pierde la alegria en 
comun, la alegria unificada de los companeros. No 
trabajar en la red y participar de la alegria de los que 
en ella trabajan es un pecado. Pecado al que estaba 
habituado Macario Martin. (GS, pp. 150-151.) 

The effect of this pie quebrado is one of humor, in that it shows 

Macario Martin's laziness in the context of an entire paragraph devoted 

to the joyous aspects of a particular job which Macario always tries to 

avoid. Aldecoa's use of litany blends with catalogue in this passage to 

heighten the light, rapid pace of the paragraph. This shows his skill 

in the use of such rhythm to convey meaning through more than word 

connotation. The pie quebrado ending lends the final touch to Aldecoa's 

humor. 

A second pie quebrado also punctuates a passage in which cata

logue and litany are mixed, but the effect is not that of humor. In this 

passage Domingo Ventura's thoughts about his past are motivated by 

the lock on his locker (the candado upon which the litany in this passage 

is a concentration): 

Domingo Ventura abrio los ojos a los recuerdos. 
Hablaba del cordel de los recuerdos, aplomado 
lejos, en la estela borrada. Candados de los botes 
en las cadenas de los remos, candados de los 
almacenes del ejdrcito en la guerra, candados de 
los almacenes desde los que se distribuia el raciona-
miento. Candados que habian destripado a lima, a 
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golpes, el y los demas de su banda de la calle de 
Tetuan, todos hijos de Pescadores, todos raqueros 
del muelle. La vida de entonces. La vida corriendo 
por las machinas, saltando a las barcas, robando 
aparejos, robando pescado y yendo a venderlo en un 
cestillo por las empinadas calles del barrio obrero. 
Mareas bajas con carreras por el entramado de 
cemento de los muelles--huida de cangrejos, huida 
de ratas, el olor pesado casi liquido de la salida de 
las cloacas ... . Los chapuzones, las luchas, la 
perra en la boca para deslumbrar a los veraneantes 
que creian que las mordian como los peces ... . 
Carreras y carreras y carreras, entrando, salien-
doenla multitud paseante. Carreras de la guerra: 
bombardeos, refugios, sirenas. Los almacenes, 
con sus ventanas guardadas con clavos y tela meta-
lica. El que era como una anchoa se colaba, el que 
era como un pilote ayudaba hasta la ventana, los 
demas distribuidos para dar la sefial. Dar la seftal. 
Se daba la serial y nuevas carreras en la'oscuridad 
hasta una farola previamente destinada a la cita. 

quien han cogido? ^Que habeis mangado? La 
postguerra, los primeros embarques serios. La 
bajura. Aprendiendo cosas de motores. Examenes. 
Viajes a Gran Sol. La armada. La vuelta y Begofla 
Maria. Los hijos serian como el. Toda la infancia 
entre carreras, toda la infancia entre la mar y el 
muelle, mas cerca que nadie de las aguas por los 
entramados de la linea de atraque, con huida de 
cangrejos, de ratas, con el olor que se decia de 
cagalera de las beatas. Domingo Ventura se sentia 
atraido por el candado, hizo un gran esfuerzo para 
levantarse, desistio ... Luego, suavemente, 
arrastrandose por la estrechez de la litera, enr 
cogiendo las piernas, incorporando eltronco, 
alcanzo con las manos el candado. Del bolsillo de 
la camisa saco una diminuta llave y lo abrio. 
Despues abrio la taquilla. La taquilla estaba vacia. 
Los bienes de Domingo Ventura estaban el la litera 
superior amontonados, revueltos, confundidos. 
Domingo Ventura se tendio en su catre y se arrastro 
hasta encontrar una posicion comoda. Cerro los 
ojos. (GS, pp. 145-146. ) 
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As they take him over the various stages of his life, Domingo 

Ventura's thoughts, brought on by the lock to his locker, cause him to 

open the locker, only to find it empty. His few goods are in a crum

pled heap on the bunk, and Domingo Ventura is confronted with not just 

an empty locker, but with his empty life, as well. 

Aldecoa punctuates this long passage with the simple statement, 

"Cerro los ojos. " This pie quebrado brings to a close a very lengthy 

passage in which litanies blend with catalogues to create the rhythmic 

flow of this man's examination of his life and what it has held in store 

for him. Its abruptness underscores his .attempt to negate the truth by 

shutting his eyes, seeking forgetful sleep. This is a further example 

of Aldecoa's mastery of form and content in the development of Gran 

Sol, a mastery begun in the writing of IS1 fulgor y; la sangre and Con el 

viento solano. 

Aldecoa uses catalogues and litanies in Gran Sol, but much less 

59 
frequently than in the earlier two novels. He has matured beyond the 

use of such devices purely for their own sake and has become more 

selective in the use of catalogue and litany passages. He employs these 

much more effectively as controlled, stylistic reinforcements of his 

theme than in the earlier novels. 

59. An actual count reveals something less than half the num
ber of litanies found in Con el viento solano to be used in Gran Sol. 
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His catalogues are almost all used in description, and Aldecoa 

uses them several times to give an almost impressionistic sense of 

color or chiaroscuro, while at the same time he increases his detail 

of the description of life aboard ship. In so doing, Aldecoa succeeds 

in bringing a lyrical rhythm and imagery to the very mundane world of 

the working fisherman. He combines a verse effect with that of docu

mentation. The most effective of these catalogues is this description 

of a load of fish which has just been dumped onto the deck of the Aril: 

El monte de pesca tenia los blandos colores del mundo 
submarino: rosicler de cucos, carnavales y payasos; 
rojo de sangre coagulada y plata de los besugos; plata 
vieja de las merluzas, las pescadillas, la carioca 
machacada por los peces grandes; bianco de esclerotica 
de los calamares y los cabezones pulpos de arena; verdes 
y amarillos de los bacalaos y su clan de abadejos y 
barruendas; pintarrojas, mielgas, folles, rayas . . . 
y una caila hediente, a acecho del descuido de un 
marinero, con la boca entreabierta, con la boca de 
tres filas de dientes moviles, con la boca de muerte. 
La caila del clan de los grandes escualos, quieta y 
larga como un madero ennegrecido por las aguas. 
(GS, p. 83. ) 

Aldecoa ends this catalogue of the colors brought to the deck by 

the unloaded haul of sea creatures and goes from list to litany. He 

focuses from the general, impressionistic display of colors and crea

tures to the mouth of the dogfish shark, and narrows the scope of his 

attention to the area of the cruel mouth, much as a cinematographer 

would shift from a medium long shot to a close-up in order to draw 

attention to a certain aspect of a crowd scene for a dramatic effect. 
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In this case, the result is to draw attention from the bright colors of 

the fish-laden deck to the darkly sinister shark, the particular species 

which later will be seen at various points of the cruise of the Aril and 

the presence of which is very disturbing to Simon Orozco. (GS, pp. 

90-91.) 

Not only do such catalogues provide a rhythmic, lyrical quality 

to the passages about the details of the routine aboard fishing boats 

such as the Aril, but they show Aldecoa1 s depth of knowledge about 

this way of life in a way which does not call attention to itself, as would 

a passage of technical detail for its own sake. The realism of detail 

is enhanced by the lyrical expression, and it, is in such passages that 

Aldecoa demonstrates his success as a prose stylist. 

Even in describing the various types of fish taken in a catch--

certainly a mundane detail--Aldecoa presents the reader with such 

otherwise uninteresting things in a way which makes them have impor

tance, despite their normally insignificant nature. In the paragraph 

just quoted, Aldecoa achieves this balance between lyricism and 

reportage by cataloguing the colors brought to the deck by the fish 

hauled aboard the Aril. By shifting his focus from the general catch 

to the specific detail of the dogfish shark, the species later to disturb 

Simon Orozco when it circles the Aril to adumbrate the death which 

awaits Orozco, Aldecoa furthers the development of his plot, as well. 
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Another passage in which reportage and lyrical rhythm are 

felicitously combined to show Aldecoa's skill as a writer and his 

incisive observation of life at sea is a paragraph-catalogue found in 

Chapter X of the second part of Gran Sol: 

Las bocas feroces y dolorosas de las merluzas, los 
cuerpos sumergidos en los cuerpos, amenazaban 
desde la muerte. Los lenguados, recorte de suelo, 
tembloroso limite de arena de fondo-- ojos nublados, 
tacto graso, horizontalidad de espina--eran pur a 
sumision desde la muerte. Los bacalaos y las 
barruendas de senatoriales testas, solificadas gelatinas, 
habian muerto placidamente. Los peces menores de 
la redada-- pintarrojas, rapes, besugillos, cucos, 
carnavales, payasos, rayas, escualos ... --manchaban 
de colores la plata blanca, la plata negra, la plata 
negriverde de los pescados de gran marea y el 
canamo de los pescados pianos. (GS, pp. 163-164. ) 

Again., Aldecoa blends prosaic content with lyrical form. As elsewhere 

in Gran Sol, there is a mixture of rhythmic techniques, as well. The 

catalogue of dead and dying fish is punctuated by a short litany of the 

word plata ("silver") which contrasts the colors of the fish taken in the 

6 0  
deep with the multicolored fish from shallow waters. 

60. Eugenio G. de Nora says that the non-Spanish sea novel 
most akin to Gran Sol is Hemingway's The Old Man and the Sea. (Nora, 
p. 331.) One aspect which these novels share is the sensitivity of the 
two authors to the color and changes in color of sea creatures. Com
pare the passage above with this description by Hemingway: 

The dolphin look greener from there and you can see their 
stripes and their purple spots and you can see all of the school 
as they swim. Why is it that all the fast-moving fish of the 
dark current have purple backs and usually purple stripes or 
spots? The dolphin looks green of course because he is really 
golden. But when he comes to feed, truly hungry, purple 
stripes show on his sides as on a marlin. (Ernest Hemingway, 
The Old Man and the Sea [New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 
1952], pp. 71-72.) 
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The majority of the catalogues used by Aldecoa in Gran Sol are 

used for description of the sights and sounds of the daily routine 

aboard the Aril as it sails the waters of the Great Sole. Aldecoa uses 

some litany passages for the same purpose. An especially effective 

one is the announcement of Simon Orozco's death: 

A mediodia murio Simon Orozco, cuando los partes 
de la BBC se oian en el puente como un moscardoneo 
sin sentido. A mediodia el motor callo. A mediodia 
el viento norte aumento su violencia y la lluvia era un 
muro inabarcable y sonoro. A mediodia el Aril hacia 
capa a la espera. (GS, p, 193.) 

This is another example of Aldecoa's use of a litany to bring to 

his narrative a sense of time in suspension. Rather than describing 

one scene only, the repeated phrase, A mediodia ("At noon"), takes 

the reader to several points in space while the time remains the same. 

Therefore, the time which forms the basis for the litany serves as a 

focal point, around which a variety of actions is carried out. 

Some of the litanies found in Gran Sol are thoughts, rather 

than descriptions of action or scene. Of the ten litanies found it> this 

novel, at least four are devoted to giving the reader the thoughts of one 

of the men aboard the Aril. The first is a brief litany in which Simon 

Orozco's thoughts about the first boss of the ships Ogoflo and Izaro 

revolve around the adjective malo ("bad"): "Siempre malo. Malos 

los tiempos, mala la pesca, mala la tripulacion, que estaba hecha a 

la bajura y no rendia en las play as del norte. Todo malo y la nevera 

llena." (GS, p. 16.) 
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Much later, Juan Arenas is alone in the pilot house, absorbed 

in thought as he passes the lonely watch. He begins to think about 

Domingo Ventura, whom he considers to be a fool. His thoughts are 

a litany of the word baboso ("fool, " "one unfit"): "Baboso y mala 

persona, baboso y tierano, baboso y baboso y baboso. Baboso y 

engrupido." (GS, p. 101.) 

Boredom brings such thoughts to the sailors, and the isolation 

which produces the boredom often makes a man talk or sing to himself 

while on watch duty, the most lonely task aboard a ship such as the 

Aril. Simon Orozco does the latter, and Aldecoa describes this in a 

litany of cancion ("song") which ends in a catalogue of the subjects of 

the song: "Simon Orozco comenzo a cantar. Cantaba en vasco una 

cancion del campo, una cancion de la escuela, una cancion de los 

montes de helechos, de altas cimas, de las nubes que pasan. " (GS, 

p. 87. ) 

Aldecoa uses a somewhat litanesque technique to emphasize the 

dull routine which epitomizes the whole voyage of the Aril, the unchang

ing nature of the lives of the men who sail the Cantabrian and Irish 

seas in their isolated work. He divides Gran Sol into two parts. Part 

I takes the reader to the point where the Aril lands at the Irish coastal 

town of Bantry and then departs for the northern waters of Great Sole. 

Aldecoa ends Part I: "El Uro y el Aril hacian rumbo al norte, no habxa 

viento y el cielo estaba cubierto. Los perfiles de la costa irlandesa 
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destacaban rotundos, negros y poderosos. El Uro y el Aril hacian 

rumbo al norte. " (GS, p. 122.) 

That Aldecoa begins and ends a passage with a repeated sen

tence is not unusual in this case, since examples of this technique 

have been seen in other parts of his work. The salient aspect of this 

is seen at the end of Part II, in which the only change in the litanesque 

repetition of sentences is that of the direction. The boats are now 

going South: "El Uro y el Aril hacian rumbo al sur. Los perfiles de 

la costa irlandesa se difuminaban en la distancia. El Uro y el Aril 

hacian rumbo al sur. " (GS, p. 201. ) 

Aldecoa has used parallel structures, altering the wording of 

the second only slightly from that of the first, to underscore the sense 

of the changeless nature of the lives of those who sail with boats such 

as the Aril. He gives a structural unity to the two parts of Gran Sol, 

while he creates a lyrical pattern between them that is consistent with 

his use of lyrical prose to intensify his thematic development of the 

novel. 

Eugenio G. de Nora makes an almost peripheral reference to 

the lyrical quality of Gran Sol, in which he says that verse-like 

passages are found but little in the novel. (Nora, p. 332.) He quotes 

the following passage as an example of Aldecoa's lyrical prose: 

En la bitacora habita el duende caprichoso de los 
rumbos que no se ajusta mas que a la llamada de los 
polos. Danza, danza, y danza mas. Nada arriba, 
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nada abajo. Salta como los delfines, vuela como 
los albatros: duerme con los ojos bien abiertos, 
vela con los ojos cerrados: se mece emperezado, 
corta paralelos, brinca meridianos. En el carrusel 
de la rosa de los vientos, de los rumbos, en la 
rosa nautica, en la aguja, habita el duende de la 
inquietud del hombre. El duende que gasta el corazon 
del marinero en el juego de sus treinta y dos 
caprichos principales. (Nora, p. 332. Cf., also: 
GS, p. 56.) 

Apart from an appreciative sentence, Nora does not discuss the pas

sage in relation to its being but one of several such passages. 

Neither does he consider the several aspects of the passage which 

make it lyrical, such as the catalogues and litanies which give rhythm 

to the prose and which underscore Aldecoa's thematic development at 

this point in Gran Sol, which makes Nora's statement about the paucity 

of lyrical passages difficult to accept. 

Gran Sol is a novel about the dullness of life brought about by 

isolation on a fishing vessel. Aldecoa carefully constructs his narra

tive, and he uses a blend of documentary details with lyrical techniques 

in a very deliberate, controlled manner, in order to develop his isola

tion theme. His successfully structured prose takes the reader beyond 

a sympathy for his characters and leads one toward a near empathy 

for the fishermen in their isolation. Far from being devoid of lyrical 

passages, Gran Sol has examples of pie quebrado, catalogues, and 

litanies, the controlled, subtle use of which shows Aldecoa's growth 

as an artist using lyrical prose in the novel genre, a growth which 
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continues with the writing of his last published novel, Parte de una 

historia. 

Parte de una historia 

Parte de una historia is a further example of Aldecoa's use of 

lyrical techniques in description and interior monologue to enhance 

his development of theme, which is that of alienation in this novel. As 

in the case of Gran Sol, this novel will be considered in terms of the 

author's use of the lyrical techniques developed during the writing of the 

"Espana inmovil" trilogy in a more measured, less obvious manner 

than is evidenced in the two novels of the truncated trilogy. 

This last novel of the sea is not set in the northern waters of 

Spain as is Gran Sol, but takes place on a tiny island in the Canary 

group. It is not so involved in the minutiae of daily fishing routine as 

Gran Sol, but Parte de una historia does show island life in such a way 

as to make obvious Aldecoa's familiarity with both the Canary Islands 

61 
and the people who inhabit them. In Gran Sol the primary theme is 

that of isolation, with Simon Orozco's distance from the crew being a 

secondary development of alienation. Parte de una historia is a develop

ment of the alienation theme on several levels. Isolation is its secon

dary theme. 

61. This area is the subject of one of Aldecoa's two travel 
books, Cuaderno de godo (1961) and is a part of Spain with which he 
was very familiar during his lifetime. 
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Aldecoa develops two major aspects of the problem of aliena

tion in this novel: the alienation of strangers amidst a closely knit 

societal group and that of a former member of such a group who has 

returned after a long absence among the people of another (in this 

case, larger) society. Also present in Parte de una historia, due to 

the nature of life on this island, is an undercurrent of the theme of 

isolation. 

The first level of alienation, that of foreigners or strangers 

among the members of a closely integrated body of people such as the 

islanders represent, is developed around two sets of alien beings on 

the island: an English couple and a party of rich, irresponsible 

Americans whose yacht runs aground near the island. The first men

tion of the English comes on the sixth page of the novel, when Roque 

and Enedina are greeting the narrator who is the returning native 

referred to in the previous paragraph. Enedina makes the remark: 

"—Hay compariia ... . Ella es muy guapa, muy blanca. El es su 

62  
marido o que se yo. Llevan siete dias aqui. Son extranjeros. " 

Enedina1 s remarks betray several aspects of island life, in 

comparison with the world represented by the English couple. In the 

first place, her statement of the prettiness and especially the whiteness 

62. Ignacio Aldecoa, 
Editorial Noguer, 1967), pp. 
PUH, with pagination.) 

Parte de una historia (Barcelona: 
12-13. (Hereafter cited in the text as 
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of the English woman places the foreigner in physical contrast to the 

women of the island whose beauty fades early in their adult life and 

whose skin is darkened by the sea-reflected sun and the burning, sand-

6 3 
filled winds which are an omnipresent element of life on the island. 

The second aspect of Enedina's comment about the two English strangers 

which betrays an immediate prejudice against the visitors from the 

world outside the island is the implied slur to their morality in her 

reference to the man as " . . . su marido o que se yo. " (PUH, p. 13.) 

Enedina has shown the islander's view of strangers to be a mixture of 

suggested jealousy over their good looks and a sense of native moral 

superiority to those not of the island. 

This latter point is reinforced at the end of Chapter III when 

the narrator sees the two at breakfast and is again confronted by 

Enedina: 

-•••^Que te han parecido? [Enedina asks] Ella es muy 
guapa. 
-•-Esta demasiado osc.uro cuando se entra de la calle. 

63. Throughout this novel Aldecoa uses images which suggest 
the African., desert-like life which the islanders lead ashore, in 
addition to the ruggedness of the days at sea known by the men. Even 
the animals on the island suggest this Saharan existence, as when the 
" . . . muecm de los gallos convoca al sol ... . " (PUH, p. 17. ) A 
salient example of Aldecoa's creating an excellent image of their 
life as being like that of African Arabs is this description: "... calles 
de arena con huellas celulares de camellos, huellas tabaleadas de 
cabras y la grafia aljamiada de las gallinas y las aves del mar. " 
(PUH, p. 10.) As for island women, they even wear handkerchiefs 
over their faces (PUH, p. 18. ) which is another Arabic aspect to their 
appearance. 
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--Van a la play a--dice, volviendose hacia la puerta--. 
A veces quieren ir en camello. Se conoce que para 
ellos es divertido. 
--Asi lo pueden contar. 
--Roque ha prohibido a los chicos que vayan por aquellas 
playas. Dicen que se bafian en cueros vivos . . . Dicen 
los hombres que, llevando la vecera, les han visto. 
(PUH, p. 26.) 

Those not of the island must be different, negatively speaking, if they 

find camel rides amusing, since the beasts are but a part of the 

quotidian routine on the island. Their nude bathing which Enedina has 

not seen, but about which she has been told, is the final proof of the 

absence of proper morals enjoyed by the English couple. 

But it is not the camel-riding, nude-swimming English who 

bring the effect of alienated foreigners upon the islanders to its most 

salient portrayal in Parte de una historia. That is left to the rich 

Americans who come ashore after their yacht runs aground. The 

English are objects of secret envy and open moral indignation, but the 

Americans bring out the worst in the islanders after their arrival on 

the island. 

One example of the effect of the Americans upon the natives is 

the near ruin of a betrothal when the groom-to-be takes up with one of 

the American women. Before her arrival, the young man is a living 

example of the continuance of island tradition. Domingo, the engaged 

young man, is shown prior to the arrival of the Americans in terms of 

his being wholly involved in pre-wedding plans and work: 
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Esta en sus cosas, piensa en sus asuntos. Se va a 
casar y ha dejado por una temporada las pesquerlas 
del sur para construir su casa. Es la costumbre. 
El hombre hace el hogar con cenizas de volcan pren-
sadas en grandes bloques, ayudado por sus parientes 
o por sus amigos. La mujer prepara las telas 
domesticas para toda la vida, y para la muerte. 
Porque hay lienzos destinados a ser sudarios en los 
cajones aromados de alhucema de las comodas del 
ajuar. (PITH, p. 29. ) 

This passage almost reads like one from a popular ethnography, 

in that it describes briefly a certain aspect of a rite of passage as 

practiced among a particular group of people. However, Aldecoa is 

not guilty of the insertion of a small paragraph of local color just to 

impress the reader with his familiarity with these people or to give 

his narrative a somewhat folkloristic flavor. This passage, with its 

reference to the pre-nuptial house-building and to the linens which are 

both wedding trousseau and funeral face cloths, shows the sense of 

tradition which exists among the islanders and how Domingo represents 

the acceptance and continuance of the traditional ways and values by 

the young people on the island. This is the background against which 

the story of his being attracted by the foreign woman is to be played, 

and Aldecoa1 s portrayal of Domingo, his friends and relatives, and 

his fiancee in this manner is an asset to his development of this aspect 

of the theme of alienation. 

In contrast to this scene of tradition and the ambience of a 

continuation of the values and customs of the island is the flirtation 
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between Beatrice and Domingo. As in the three novels preceding it, 

Parte de una historia has passages in which sex is discussed by-

characters or in which it figures as a peripheral reference by the 

author, but in no case is there a scene of sexual activity specifically 

included in Aldecoa1 s narrative. The temptation to turn the brief 

affair between Domingo and his American woman into a series of con-

cupiscently oriented scenes, to "spice" that narrative, is avoided with 

apparent ease, and Aldecoa uses their relationship as but one of sev

eral incidents in his development of the alienation theme in Parte de 

una historia. 

The engaged couple suffer an estrangement during this period 

of Domingo's being led astray by Beatrice, an alienation-within-

alienation aspect to Aldecoa's narrative, but they do not suffer a com

plete break with one another. After the American and English stran

gers have left, Domingo is trying to recover the life he had known in 

his "prelapserian" state: 

Dominguillo ha vuelto a trabajar en su futura casa. 
Dominguillo, en la tienda de-Roque, sigue teniendo 
el aire ausente, la presencia en extasis, y rara vez 
desciende a lo cotidiano. 
--^En la luna, Domingo? 
--^Que, serior Mateo? 
--Que si pensando, muchacho. 
--No, no .. . 
Y se turba hasta que, abandonado de la atencion general, 
vuelve a dimitir de la realidad, ascendiendo su copa, 
una y otra vez, hasta los labios, apenas mojandolos. 
--E1 se dice su misa--afirma el sefior Mateo--. 
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Cada uno se dice la suya, pero este hombre en 
cualquier parte y a cada momento. (PUH, p. 214.) 

Domingo is not the only islander whose routine has been radi

cally changed by the presence of the chonis, the foreigners, on the 

island. Aldecoa uses a litany of the phrase En el cabildo ("In the 

meeting place [of old men]"), to show the general change which the 

islanders experience through the shift in conversation of the old men 

from seafaring topics to discussions of a more libidinal nature: 

En el cabildo, los viejos inocentes de nuestra isla 
escucharan asombrados y meditativos a los viejos 
salaces, que esperan de esto, que esta sucediendo 
desde el naufragio, un injerto de energia erotica y 
que transc.urren, imaginativamente, por los mas 
violentos y obscenos sucesos. En el cabildo hoy, 
como estos dias pasados, no se hablara de barcas, 
ni de caleos, ni de los nietos mozos que estan en 
el sur, ni de los nietos nifios que estan en la escuela 
o corren al muelle a esperar las barcas, o exploran, 
con sus perros, las rocas, o nadan, al pulpo, en las 
aguas de la caleta. En el cabildo habra un siniestro 
regocijo y, probablemente, los comentarios mas 
tristes, las confidencias mas vergonzosas y los 
recuerdos mas para olvidar. (PUH, pp. 135-136.) 

As the change in the conversation of the old men indicates, the whole 

island is embroiled in the night and day drinking and the open sexual 

activities of the strange newcomers to the island. Just as the con

trast between the normal conversations of these old men and the topics 

now discussed since the arrival of the Americans is a radical one, so 

the differences between the newcomers and the islanders are stressed 

throughout the book, not only by the verbal expressions of the natives 

such as Enedina, but in the comments of Aldecoa1 s narrator. 
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One example of the way in which the former and the latter com

pliment each other to reinforce the sense of alienation which is devel

oped throughout Parte de una historia is found near the end of Chapter 

XVI. At this point, what the islanders say is paralleled-by the nar

rator's comments and also by the violent action of the passage. 

Three old men are followed by a wretched looking dog as they 

walk down a sandy street. They comment on the vile foreigners whose 

women dance bare-breasted and whose whole lives seem to be a carni

val of the devil. (PUH, pp. 164-165. ) The old men then bring 

Dominguillo into their conversation and discuss his having been taken 

into the alien group by Beatrice. 

One says that surely he must be fed up with it all by now. An

other old man disagrees and explains: 

-- ^Usted lo sabe ? ^Quien se harta? Es como un 
perro, no otra cosa . . . los ojos brillantes, mira 
que te mira, pero fiel y quieto, por si lo paran o 
le mandan un toletazo. Yo se que no puedo estar 
como un perro, por eso me vengo al cabildo. 

A la sombra noble de una barca el perrico acom-
panador descansa mirando el mar, los ojos parpadean-
do . . . . El viejo, que no quiere estar como un perro, 
lo tiene a sus espaldas. 
--^Y que mas ? 
--Felix haciendo el payaso. 
--Tiene otra alegria el hombre. 

El viejo que fanfarronea queda un instante pensativo y 
de pronto, al sobaquillo, lanza un punado de arena a sus 
espaldas. El perro, cegado por la arena, se sacude 
asustado. El viejo cae sobre el animal cogiendole de 
las lanas del lomo. El perro aulla y vuelve la cabeza 
sobre la mano aprehensora, mirandola. 
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--Gran cabron, me mordiste-- grita el viejo, iracurrdo--.. 
Lo vas a pagar. [At this point the old man takes out a 
knife and stabs the dog, cruelly mutilating it. The dog 
cries out and tries to run away as best it can, leaving a 
ribbon of blood behind. The others are shocked, but the 
old man wants to hunt the beast and kill him. ] 
--Ayudenme a cazarlo-- pide a sus compafieros de borra-
chera. 

Nos retiramos hacia las tapias. 
Por la playa, con la mojarra empufiada, avanza trasta-

billeando camino del basurero un hombre que lo ve todo 
rojo. En el basurero un perro grufte y se queja alterna-
tivamente irguiendo la cabeza y ensehando los dientes, y 
lamiendose la sangre que pierde por una gran herida entre 
las patas traseras. En la taberna del Pardelero tal vez 
las mujeres de los chonis siguen bailando con los pechos 
desnudos. (PUH, pp. 165-167.) 

Aldecoa creates in this mixture of action, dialogue, and descrip

tion of scene a forcefully compounded image of the effect that the for

eigners have made on the islanders. Present throughout this passage 

is the image o.f the islanders' view of the aliens as bestial, an opinion 

which the narrator shares, consciously or not. His final comment 

shows the dog amid the garbage arid leads him to the statement that per

haps the foreign women (and he uses the prejudicial island term for 

such people, chonis) are still dancing with naked breasts. 

The foreigners evoke a strong disgust from the islanders be

cause of their lack of decorum and morals, but the natives hate them 

even more because of what they have led them to do, as in the out

ward manifestation of alienation which the old man demonstrates in his 

cruelty to the innocent dog. It is the very "fall from grace" that the 

chonis have brought to the island which is that which most alienates 

them from the natives. 
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The wedding of Domingo and Pepita is nearly dissolved. The 

men almost abandon their fishing altogether, while the whole island 

population seems caught up in malicious gossiping and ill tempers. 

The surface physical beauty of their women, their excessive wealth, 

and their slothfully dithyrambic way of living makes the foreigners 

alien to the island way of life, and yet they manage to exert a momen

tarily corrupting influence upon the islanders. 

The influence is not a lasting one and the alien beings finally 

leave the island, after one of their number, Beatrice's partner Jerry, 

is drowned off shore. This incident has a sobering effect upon the 

64 
islanders and foreigners alike, and after Jerry's funeral the stran

gers leave the island, taking the English couple with them. 

The American and English intruders are gone from the island 

at last, and the natives are left with a feeling of good riddance, but the 

narrator, the islander who has returned to his birthplace after years 

away, must also leave. His final words in the narrative are: "Manana, 

poco despues de que amanezca, dejare la isla. " (PUH, p. 219.) The 

64. It is interesting that even Jerry's death is a further demon
stration of the alienation of the chonis from the islanders. Enedina feels 
that Jerry's death is more tragic because he is so far away from his 
own land (PUH, p. 182. ), a fact which reveals the importance placed 
on home soil by the islanders. Furthermore, the locals are surprised 
that no ritual wake is requested for Jerry (PUH, p. 188. ) The men 
complain because they--not the chonis--have to dig Jerry's grave (PUH, 
p. 193.), and both the men and women find it strange that Beatrice 
does not attend the brief funeral service at graveside. (PUH, p. 187.) 
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reason for his having to leave is also a question of alienation, the 

second strand of this theme which Aldecoa weaves throughout Parte 

de una historia. 

Although his is not an alienation which evokes cruelty or open 

hostility toward him by the islanders, the returned native is nonethe

less no longer a part of the island way of life. This is evidenced in 

two basic ways: his physical ineptitude among the men who should be 

his peers on the island and an inner disquietude which troubles him 

almost from the first day of his return to the place which should have 

been home for him. 

His physical ineptitude at island skills is pointed out to the nar

rator several times during his stay. The first such incident is found 

on the third page of the novel: 

Ha muerto alguno. Un viejo, que no sabia su edad, 
su quedo parado un dia de mucho viento en el muelle, 
y fue la tercera tumba del cementerio de la Duna 
Grande. Pero yo no lo recuerdo o lo confundo con 
otro viejo de barbita rala, de chivita, que no tenia 
familia (Andres el Peje o Andres el Diente, no se) 
e iba viviendo de la caridad y de la pequefia pesca del 
muelle. Tal vez ha ocurrido hace unas semanas, 
aunque pueden haber pasado meses o anos, porque 
el tiempo es muy dificil de contar en la isla y dan 
por consabidos sucesos que yo ignoro y que creen 
que vivi. (PUH, p. 9.) 

He is "out of touch, " no longer an integrated part of their lives, 

so the events they relate as known facts are strange to the narrator. 

He either cannot remember about whom it is they are speaking, or he 
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confuses the person with someone else, because it is as if he were 

reading the social notices in a newspaper of a town in which he had 

never been. The names have no distinctive faces. 

His physical distinctness is more obvious when he attempts to 

do the tasks of the other men around him. When they prepare to em

bark for a lighthouse located not far from their island, he is just get

ting aboard when: "Me avisa Felix que, sobre una roca, un gran pulpo 

esta a la espera de su desayuno, mimetizado, pardusco. Lo ven todos 

pero no yo. " (PUH, p. 80.) 

Despite their efforts to point out the creature to him, the nar

rator confesses: "Inutil. Mi vista no logra localizar al animal." 

(PUH, p. 80. ) He simply has not got the strong eyes or the knowledge 

of how to look for something that the others possess because of their 

being accustomed to life on the island and in the sea which surrounds it. 

Another passage shows how his weak eyes are not island-

oriented when he must try to identify one of the islanders in the dark: 

--^Quien me habla? [the narrator cries out] 
--Un amigo. Pero. ^No me ve usted? -,Que ojos 
los de las ciudades! 
--Ni le veo, ni le reconozco. 
--jVaya por Dios! Le acompaflo hasta casa del 
Fardolero. 

Y, de inmediato, Maestro Juan surge de la tiniebla 
y, ya a mi paso, comienza a hablarme, primero de 
mi indeciso andar, luego del largo tema de la pesca, 
que interrumpe para enjuiciar la reuni6n. (PUH, p. 
144.) 
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Not only is the narrator defective in his sight, but he is really 

inept at the wheel of a fishing boat. On the trip to the lighthouse he is 

given the control of the boat, but he cannot meet the task as a native 

of the island should, and the ship yaws off course. He has to relinquish 

the helm: "Toma la rueda Felix. Me duelen las manos. --Que, 

^cansa? --Cansa al que no sabe--r jspondo. " (PUH, p. 82.) 

His absence from the island has made the narrator physically 

unskilled in the ways of his birthplace, but his inner disquietude is as 

great an indication of his alienation as his inability to meet the physi

cal standards of life on the island. Early in his narrative he speaks 

about sitting around a table and listening to the radio with his friends. 

He catalogues the snatches of transmissions and comments on the 

feelings which overcome him at such moments: 

La diferencia horaria hace posible escuchar Madrid 
o Sevilla poco despues de amanecer en el Atlantico. 
Lejana leccion de ingles, anuncios, perdida memoria 
de una vieja cancion irjiciadora de programa .. . 
Luisita sigue entre labios la cancidn mientras ordena 
alpargatas en los estantes. No se por que, en estos 
momentos me encuentro desazonado por un tacto de 
nostalgia. (PUH, p. 21.) 

Aldecoa's skill as a writer is again made evident in this passage, 

since the catalogue of radio fragments is itself a fragment, lending to 

the young man's narration a very personal quality of speech which 

underscores the sense of nostalgia that he is trying to express. 
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Somewhat later he finds himself on the beach near a boat and 

he sits down next to it. He again is beset with inner feelings which he 

cannot explain, and he questions his coming to the island of his birth: 

La atencion engana creando imagenes y sonidos. Tenue 
y preciso oigo de pronto el motor de la falua. Son las 
sensaciones de la espera. Y de pronto abandono esta 
vigilancia. Estoy aqui junto a esta barca, humedeciendo 
las manos en la arena. Estoy otra vez en la isla y de 
huida. ^De quien huyo? No sabria decirmelo. Todo es 
demasiado vago. ^Tengo alguna razon? ^Por que y de 
que? No, no sabria decirmelo. estoy aqui porque es 
aqui donde puedo encontrar algo? No sabria decirmelo. 
Huir acaso explica la huida. Y estoy aqui junto a esta 
barca, solo en la noche. ^Y, estoy como esta barca, 
rumbo al vacio y para siempre? (PUH, p. 35. ) 

This passage is a litany in which the sentence No sabria decir

melo ("I would not know how to tell myself about it") is the repeated 

element. He asks himself why he has returned, if he is fleeing some

thing, or if he is looking for something. He even wonders if he is 

heading towards a void which will last forever. Whatever the reason 

for his coming to the island, he is not at all certain at this point what 

his exact aim in so doing is, and the unanswered question comes back 

in this litany. He does not know how to tell himself about it. 

The litany emphasizes the confusion in the young man's mind 

and is but another example of the way in which Aldecoa uses a rhyth

mic, lyrical prose technique to create a mood which develops his 

theme and is at the same time an aesthetically pleasing prose passage. 

The narrator is in a state of indecision about the course his life is 
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taking, and his awareness of his alienation from the people among 

whom he was born is beginning to disturb him, as he ponders further 

the questions which have arisen since his return to the island, the 

questions which have to do with his very identity as a human being. 

Here on the island he is in a strange predicament, because he is not 

wholly of either of the two camps which have been created by the arri

val of the foreign tourists. He is not really a native, as his physical 

ineptitude shows, and yet he is certainly not to be numbered as one of 

the English or American strangers recently come to the island. 

Part of the scene in which he asks himself the questions about 

his coming to the island and the direction he is taking shows his aliena

tion from the foreigners, in that he has reached an understanding of the 

contrast of their way of life to that which is the norm on this island. 

He sees the English couple embracing on the dock and states: 

Si esta isla no fuera un lugar de trabajo ... Y me 
sonrio pensando en tarjetas postales, en parejas 
abrazadas en los plenilunios postales, en mujeres 
que se bafian en los mares postales, en las risas, 
danzas, terrazas, aperitivos, flores, ferias, 
escandalos, amores, hazafias y corazones postales. 
Pero esta es una isla de trabajo. (PUH, p. 36. ) 

This litany-catalogue with its repeated topic sentence about 

this island as a working island ending it is very much like other such 

passages found in Aldecoa's earlier work. It combines lyrical tech

niques to emphasize the author's statement, which is the realization 

on the part of the narrator that he is not to be numbered with the 
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foreigners on the island. He can clearly see their being out of place 

on an island in which work--not tourism--is the way of life. 

But there remains the question in his mind as to what his 

status on this island is, because he obviously does not fit the role of a 

native, either. When the news arrives of the shipwreck off the coast 

of the island, he is a spectator to the excited conversation about the 

search for survivors but cannot feel actively involved in the goings-on 

around him: 

Luisita habla en voz baja con la nieta de la senora 
Candelas, y yo me encuentro como exiliado de la 
tragedia, sin escuchar ya la voz de la seriora 
Candelas, sin interesarme en la conversacion de 
las dos ninas. Estoy lejos, en mi propio naufragio, 
siendo una presencia ajena, alguien que no puede 
compartir lo que sucede, alguien que no deja com-
partir lo que pasa. Todos mis riesgos estan fuera 
de esta isla, y aqui en este regazo es donde se 
desencadenan otros riesgos que no me alcanzan. 
(PUH, pp. 41-42.) 

He cannot feel involved, because his own personal problems 

make this current disaster alien to his feelings. As he says in this 

passage, he is involved in his own shipwreck. His disquietude on the 

island is brought about by his not being able to relate either to the 

people belonging to or foreign to the island, although events would 

seem to place him somewhat closer to the camp of the latter than he 

himself might wish or suspect. 

When he goes to the lighthouse with Roque and the other island 

men, that part of the narrative in which the theme of isolation is 
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presented as an underlying element in Aldecoa's development of the 

65 
theme of alienation, the lightkeeper1 s wife will not come out to greet 

the party from the island, because "... no son los tres Pescadores--

costumbre e indiferencia--los que alter an su rutina, sino yo, el 

forastero que llega a huronear, a opinar secretamente, a desvelar 

misterios del vivir con juicios nacidos de la mas absoluta incompren-

sion. " (PUH, p. 84. ) He is a foreigner--not of the exact same type 

as the English and American tourists--but a foreigner, nonetheless, 

and the keeper's wife recognizes him as such. 

The narrator, too, becomes more and more aware of his aliena

tion from both groups, and this thought returns to him later in the 

novel, when the island is quiet with afternoon siesta: "Esta hora de 

65. The lighthouse island is, in itself, an outward image of 
isolation as is the castle-barracks in El fulgor y la sangre, and be
cause of the way alienation and isolation are both represented on the 
island one can see why this passage might be considered a concen
trated view of Aldecoa's concern for mankind in various states of 
isolation and alienation. This is made clear in the part of the light
house passage where the group sees some lime trees growing amid 
the volcanic rocks that jut out to sea on one end of the island. The 
visitors try to reach the lime trees by climbing out on the dangerous 
rocks, but they cannot get near the trees. The narrator then says: 
"No habra negocio. Ni el 'Chipirrin' ni falua alguna podran sacar 
los troncos de sus prisiones. Estan muy cogidos, muy adentro, y 
la rompiente tiende su aduana veinte brazas al frente. Aqul se 
pudriran. " (PUH, p. 86.) The trees are totally isolated, inacces
sible by land or by sea, and as a consequence their fruit will rot as 
will the trees themselves, eventually. They will be of no good to 
anyone. Like the lime trees amid the rocks, man who is cut off 
from his fellow man by physical separation or the circumstances of 
alienation will be of no value to himself or his fellow man. 
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la siesta--no dormida-- ha apagado el deseo de unirme a los 

naufragos y su sequito, y estoy lejos de aqui y de mi, en otra parte--

aunque no podria precisar que lugar-- y en aquel que fui entonces. " 

(PUH, p. 134.) 

Just as the lightkeeper's wife recognizes the man's alienation, 

so the islanders become more aware of the differences which separate 

the narrator from their way of life and which, to a degree, make him 

closer to the chonis, the foreigners who have come to their island. 

This is made evident after the accidental drowning of Jerry, Beatrice's 

partner. The island women feel that somebody should talk to Beatrice 

and the other foreign women, so they turn to the narrator for help, 

because, they tell him: "--Eres mejor compania que los hombres de 

la isla. Algo las entenderas. Puedes servirles. " (PUH, p. 184.) 

That the women would ask him to do this is indeed indicative of 

their feeling that he is more like the chonis than they, because nor

mally such words of comfort would come from one of their own sex. 

The narrator's alienation carries him beyond the normal sexually-

based barriers common to people such as these islanders and make 

him the logical choice for the task of talking to the women who are now 

stunned by the death of their companion, Jerry. 

The narrator is neither choni nor islander, and because of his 

unique position on the island he can comment with objectivity about 

both factions, which is exactly what he does. That is the "part of a 
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story" to which Aldecoa's title refers. The narrator tells about the 

English couple, the shipwrecked Americans and their orgiastic behav

ior and its effect on the local natives, the natives themselves, and the 

daily routines of the islanders. 

He ponders "aloud" the question of his own identity, and thus 

makes the reader aware of his coming to this island on a quest after 

himself. But this is the part of the story which remains untold. The 

reader knows all the other characters in this novel by name--the 

English couple, the Americans, and the islanders. Only the narrator 

has the distinguishing trait of anonymity, just as he is the only charac

ter not in one faction or the other on the island. He is anonymous be

cause of his alienation from both camps, and this aspect of his being, 

his alienation, means that he, too, must leave the island. He has not 

found what he came to discover. There is no point in his staying. 

As in Gran Sol, Aldecoa uses the stylistic techniques with 

which he experimented in the "Espana inmovil" trilogy, as some of the 

passages already cited reveal. Catalogues, litanies, and pie quebrado 

are used separately and in mixtures to underscore Aldecoa's develop

ment of his theme of alienation on both the level of the foreigners and 

the returned native who narrates the story. Also like Gran Sol is the 

controlled care with which such devices are used to further the the

matic statement of the novel, rather than their being almost an end un

to themselves, as is nearly the case in El fulgor y la sangre and Con el 

viento solano. 
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By the time he wrote Parte de una historia, Ignacio Aldecoa 

progressed in technique to the point that one might say that the style of 

this last novel is a greatly refined distillation of the techniques begun 

in the writing of earlier works in this genre. In Con el viento solano 

he reached the point where he had established a great reserve of tech

niques, but it was not until the writing of his last sea novel that he 

processed this reserve to extract the more subtle, artistically mature 

product of artistic experience which this novel represents. 

Parte de una historia has few pie quebrado passages. As in 

the case of Gran Sol, such devices are used sparingly and with such 

skill that each appearance of the technique makes its presence felt all 

the more strongly by the reader. Quality, not quantity, is the measure 

of Aldecoa's success with this device. 

One example of pie quebrado already discussed in this study is 

the effective use of the technique in the passage where the narrator 

sees the English couple embracing and thinks about the contrast be

tween their touristic behavior and the working attitude of the island. 

The catalogue-litany of his thoughts ends with the statement: "Pero 

esta es una isla de trabajo. " (PUH, p. 36.) The abruptness of this 

statement conveys in its punctuation of the passage the "no nonsense" 

attitude of the islanders with which they regard the foreign intruders 

who have come to their island. The fact that the narrator understands 
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this native point of view shows that he is, in effect, alienated from 

the foreigners in this respect. 

Another effective use of pie quebrado is the final statement in 

the narrator's description of the return of the fishermen and their 

congregation at Roque's store: 

Cuando la tienda se adensa del humo de las cachimbas, 
que huele a quemazon de otonada en parques de ciudad, 
de una humedad salitrosa con dejos de sudor, de lo~s 
huelgos de ron y cazalla; cuando todos estan aqui, for-
mando un coro primero y luego una multitud, entregados 
a los ritos del regreso: detallando la pesca, calculando 
las ganancias, malhumorados de cansancio y bienr 
humorados de arribada, satisfechos y quejosos, blas-
famantes y jaculatorios . . .; cuando el verbo, por exceso, 
se precipita en ruido y solo los bruscos ademanes, las 
gesticulaciones vacias y una tension obscena-- acaso la 
fatiga azuzada por la resurreccion del alcohol--se 
manifiestan, los viejos se van. 

Hah cumplido y se van. (PUH, p. 23. ) 

Aldecoa's use of rhythmic catalogues gives the reader the sense 

of the motion, the confusion, the hubbub of the gathering after the 

fishing boats have returned, and the pie quebrado sets the whole scene 

in its social perspective. The scene itself gives the reader the details 

of action, sound, and smells, and the pie quebrado completes the pic

ture by giving the scene its context of social meaning, as evidenced by 

the verb cumplir ("to comply"). Once the fishermen have fulfilled 

their social obligation to gather at Roque's store, they go home. In 

all, Aldecoa succeeds in creating a total picture of this aspect of life 

on the tiny island. 
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Another such use of pie quebrado to place a scene in its full 

perspective occurs not as the punctuation of a passage of lyrical 

catalogues or litanies, but as the final statement in a scene that ends 

a chapter. This occurs when Jerry meets with his accident on the 

beach and is drowned in the surf. Returning from the search for the 

lost American, the narrator and the islanders see the other foreigners 

waiting near the breakwater: "A1 acercarnos vislumbramos, des-

tacadas, cuatro figuras sobre el espigon. Mas atras, bultos revelados 

por linternas y faroles. De pronto un grito abre el silencio. 

Escuchamos. --Jerry . . . Pero no es una invocacion sino una queja. " 

(PUH, p. 178. ) The last sentence brings the scene to a olose, and 

gives the emotional tenor of the moment in such a way as to impress 

the reader with the sense of futility that colors the hopeless search 

for Jerry. The chapter ends with this sense of frustration and a gen

erally sobering context in which to be considered by the reader. 

Such a chapter ending is very effective, and not unlike 

the final sentence of the last chapter in Parte de una historia: "Mafia-

na, poco despues de que amanezca, dejare la isla. " (PUH, p. 219. ) 

This sentence underscores the paragraphs immediately preceding it, 

and it also serves to convey the summation of the novel as a whole. 

The narrator has come to this island on a quest which has been fruit

less. He sees that he is neither one of the natives nor one of the 
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group of foreigners on the island. He is alien to each group for varied 

reasons, and he no longer has a purpose for staying on the island. 

Tomorrow, the native men and women will carry on the routine 

of their lives in spite of the interruption by the visitors to their island. 

And tomorrow, soon after dawn, the narrator will leave the island. 

The last sentence conveys this and serves to bring the book to a close 

while it shows the sense of incompleteness felt by the man in search 

of himself. He has told the reader but a part of the story. To know 

the rest, he must leave the island. 

Some of the catalogues used by Aldecoa have already been 

quoted in this study, but several which have not merit consideration, 

because of the way in which Aldecoa uses them to further the develop

ment of the theme of alienation in Parte de una historia and to create 

scenic descriptions which are made more vivid and meaningful be

cause of the rhythmic patterns created by the catalogues. Among 

those descriptions of scenes which Aldecoa enhances by the use of 

catalogues, there are two which deserve consideration because of 

6 6 
their being especially effective. The first of these describes the 

confused mass of debris aboard the wrecked yacht in which the Ameri

cans had been sailing the Mediterranean: 

66. In all, there are some fourteen catalogues or mixtures of 
catalogues with litanies in Parte de una historia, including those al
ready discussed and yet to be examined in this study. These are found 
on the following pages of the novel: 11, 21, 34, 37, 43, 47, 52, 53, 
64, 71, 106, 155, 205, and 213. 
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Hay un hombre tendido en una litera y el agua y la 
grasa olean casi a su altura. Paquetes de cigarrillos 
deshechos, papeles, fundas de discos, botellas, 
revistas que tienen movimientos de rayas, libros, 
cajas vacxas en permanente zozobrar, ropas que se 
hinchan y recogen como bolsas de pulpo, y la 
vaciedad de un salvavidas forman la fauna de este 
extrario y alborotado mar prisionero. (PUH, p. 52.) 

The way in which Aldecoa mixes single nouns with modified ones 

gives this catalogue an uneven quality to its rhythm, which suggests.in 

its disjointed cadence the chaos of the littered wreckage of the yacht. 

Again, such scenes show the author's mastery of the use of words in 

patterns of sound which aid him in the description of an action or a 

scene. 

The other descriptive catalogue in which Aldecoa uses the 

rhythm of his word order to underscore the meanings of the words 

themselves is the following description of waves against the side of a 

boat: "Lo mismo a estribor que a babor, las aguas se crispan, ras-

gan, encalman de momento, reptan por las rocas, retiran, muerden, 

saltan y se sumen en si mismas. " (PUH, pp. 205-206. ) This is a 

good example of words chosen for effectiveness of meaning and so 

arranged as to be even more precise a description of the scene that 

the author wishes to present to the reader, a balance of connotation 

and syntax of which Aldecoa is a skilled practitioner. 

Not only are the purely scenic descriptions handled by Aldecoa 

in this way, but the passages more directly related to the development 
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of his theme also demonstrate his mastery of this technique. In one 

catalogue he lists the physical and emotional traits which are in 

Enedina's being and makes an implied comparison with the foreign 

women on the island because of the juxtaposition of this catalogue with 

Enedina's reference to the choni women as not being like island women, 

a remark immediately following Aldecoa's description of her: "Enedina 

es de carne, de leche maternal, de aromas femeninos, de cobijo, olor 

de pucheros a la lumbre, ropas blancas puestas a tender, lagrimas, 

ocupaciones constantes y espera de la vejez. " (PUH, p. 43.) 

In this sentence Aldecoa compounds images in a rhythmic pat

tern that is litanesque at first, being a series of phrases of the pre

position de, and then more purely a catalogue, in which the reader is 

given a complete picture of the woman Enedina in such a way that the 

contrast of this catalogue with her statements about the foreign women 

makes a lasting impression. 

A good example of a catalogue which directly aids the develop

ment of the theme of alienation is the one already cited in this study 

(Cf. p. 121. ) in which Aldecoa shows the shift in conversational topics 

from the sea and one's family to the ribald pursuits of the foreigners 

who have come to the island. Similar to this is another catalogue of 

conversational topics taken by the old men who gather each day to 

discuss local goings-on: 
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Mafiana en el cabildo de los viejos se reinventara 
la cronica y las hazafias del sefior Mateo, la bebedera 
de Felix, los besos de Domingo y la musica de 
Periquillo, se mezclaran con la impudencia de 
Beatrice y Laurel, la violencia de Gary, el coma de 
Jerry y la ambiguedad misteriosa de Boby. (PUH, 
p. 106.) 

Aldecoa has listed the happenings of the previous night, events 

in which island men have taken part, along with the corruptive elements 

which the English and Americans represent to the local population. 

That he lists the islanders' doings separately from those of the foreig

ners is no accident. There is a distinction implied by this separation 

which exists in the minds of the old men and which Aldecoa conveys in 

so arranging this catalogue of their conversational agenda. 

Litanies, too, are used to further Aldecoa's narrative, and 

67 
among these are found excellent examples of his precise use of this 

technique in a way which shows his growth as a prose stylist who has 

refined his use of the techniques explored in his first two novels. 

Aldecoa mixes catalogue and litany, to describe the sand which is pre-

68 
sent everywhere on the island, indoors as well as out: 

67. The litanies in Parte de una historia number seven and are 
found on pages: 15, 20, 37, 45, 135, 154, and 160. 

68. The use of the sand and wind as a motif underscoring the 
theme of this novel is pointed out by Charles Olstad, who writes: "All 
of existence is symbolized in them, as of course the entire life of an 
islander is worked out in the context of these quite tangible elements. " 
(Charles Olstad, Review of Parte de una historia, Books Abroad, 
XLII [Summer, 1968], 555.) 
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La arena entra en mi habitacion por las junturas 
de las ventanas, las rendijas de la puerta y el 
ojo de la cerradura. Esta anegada, como de 
polvillo de mariposa, solamente es perceptible 
en los dientes, en el respirar, en el tacto de las 
teclas de la maquina de escribir, en una cierta 
aspereza que tiene el satinado de los papeles y en 
la irritacion de los lacrimales. Flota, se reposa 
un instante y vuelve a flotar, delicada e invisible-
mente aerea. (PUH, p. 37.) 

That the narrator who has come to this island in search of himself 

makes so pointed a statement of the irritation which the sand causes 

him is, in part, a reflection of his alienation from the island people 

and their way of life which the sand and wind represent throughout this 

. 69 
novel. 

The litanesque passage concerning the sand takes place in the 

narrator's room, and another very important litany is set there, also. 

The litany refrain is En mi habitacion ("In my room"): 

En mi habitacion los ojos del Cristo de lava brillan 
diminutos y febriles. En mi habitacion la penumbra 
no es acogedora y relajante como otras veces. En 
mi habitacion no hay cabida para el sosiego y salgo 
al patio soleado y me acomodo en una mecedera 
mientras oigo hablar a Enedina con sus hijas, 
rapida y monotonamente, sin distinguir las voces, 
casi susurros. (PUH, p. 160.) 

The narrator is having one of his moments of interior disqui

etude at this point. He tells of his uneasiness in terms of his room 

69. If this were an isolated case of his talking about sand and 
wind in such a way, little could be made of it, but there are several 
such references to the elements on the island. Cf. pp. 16, 38, 39, 
42, 44, 57, 95, 188, 192, and 215 for some of these. 
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which becomes unbearable and causes him to have to seek the open 

air and sunshine of the patio. This is an effective use of the litany 

technique, since the repeated phrase creates an ambience of the op

pressiveness which suddenly overcomes the narrator in his quarters, 

and is a further illustration of Aldecoa's skill at writing such scenes. 

Ignacio Aldecoa uses pie quebrado, catalogues, and the litany 

technique throughout Parte de una historia, as this study has indicated, 

but the use of such devices is never excessive. One is impressed by 

the precise, succinct manner in which such devices are used to enhance 

the narrative. Never in reading Parte de una historia is the reader 

faced with a passage in which it seems that an overt attempt to over

whelm him with verbal pyrotechnics has been made. One is consis

tently impressed by the quality of these passages, not by the quantitative 

use of them. 

Parte de una historia and Gran Sol show the degree to which 

Aldecoa grew as a novelist in the space of less than fifteen years. The 

stylistic devices with which he experimented in his first two novels 

provide the tools with which he worked subsequently, and in this last 

novel especially they prove his merit as a prose stylist of genuine 

talent and success. He formed his style with these instruments, and 

his writing is the better for it. 



CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION 

As shown in this study, the four novels which Ignacio Aldecoa 

published prior to his death in November of 1969 have been subjected 

to general critical neglect. Either through the omission of a serious 

study of them because of a more widespread concern for Aldecoa's 

short stories, or because of imprecise readings of his. novels by cer

tain critics, these works offer much to be examined by the serious 

student of literature, especially one concerned with the progress of 

the novel in post-Civil War Spain. 

Of primary concern are two factors which critics have not dis

cussed concerning the novels of Ignacio Aldecoa: his development of 

the themes of isolation and alienation in these works and his growth as 

a prose stylist in the novel genre. In the case of his primary themes, 

Aldecoa delves into the problem of isolation in El fulgor y la sangre 

and Gran Sol and develops the theme of alienation in Con el viento 

solano and Parte de una historia. 

In each novel, however, the theme not stressed is nonetheless 

found underlying the theme being treated. In the novels of isolation, 

there are passages in which alienation is shown to be the secondary 

164 
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state of the isolated person or persons about whom Aldecoa is writing, 

as in the case of the isolated Civil Guardsmen whose wearing of the 

uniform places a barrier of distrust and incommunication between 

them and the rest of Spanish society. Alienation is also found as a 

secondary motif in Gran Sol, in the person of Simon Orozco, the cap

tain of the fishing ship Aril who cannot get close to the men under him 

and who is therefore not understood by the members of his crew, who 

regard him with a mixture of amusement and mild disgust. 

Isolation is present in Con el viento solano, although the major 

thematic concern is that of the alienation of the fugitive, Sebastian 

Vasquez. That the segregated gypsy neighborhoods figure in its develop

ment is but one aspect of the secondary theme of isolation found in that 

novel. 

Parte de una historia has a very explicit subordinate theme of 

isolation in its narrative of alienation, as seen in the passages dealing 

with the lonely lighthouse keeper and his wife. One of the more salient 

aspects of these passages is the description of the lime trees out on a 

remote part of the lighthouse island. Alone and totally inaccessible, 

the trees stand within the sight of the narrator and his companions, 

but their ripe fruit will rot on the branch, since nobody will be able to 

reach the trees to pick the limes. (PUH, p. 86.) 

Aldecoa presents in such a description a key to his concern 

for both the isolated and alienated man. If physical separation or 
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circumstances of alienation cause man to lose contact with his fellow 

man--or worse, with himself (the narrator of Parte de una historia) 

or with God (Sebastian Vasquez)-- he, like the limes on the desolate 

rocks, will rot and decay and be of no value to himself or to his fellow 

men. 

Because of this interrelationship between the states of isolation 

and alienation, Aldecoa never loses sight of one while he develops the 

other as the main theme of a particular novel. This is an important 

aspect of his thematic development which critics have ignored in dis

cussing his novels and which points to Aldecoa's insight into the need 

for man to maintain lines of communication between himself, his fel

low men, and God. 

That Aldecoa is successful in the development of his themes is 

reflected in his growth as a prose stylist during the writing of these 

four novels. His balanced treatment of form and content improves 

greatly during the time in which these four works were written, and 

this stylistic growth is very important to an understanding of Aldecoa's 

stature as a novelist in Spain in the period beginning ten to fifteen years 

after the Spanish Civil War of 1936-1939. 

His short stories are well written, and Aldecoa's reputation as 

a prose author of first rank might well rest upon these alone, but to 

deny the success of his four published novels as examples of artistic 
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growth and achievement would be, as this study has shown, the failure 

to recognize Ignacio Aldecoa in the light of his full potential as an 

author of prose fiction. 
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